
Submitter Number: 386 
Response ID: 1274320 
First Name: Mandy 
Last Name: Gudgeon 
Organisation: CCS Disability Action Bay of Plenty 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Submitter Number: 387 
Response ID: 1274346 
First Name: Nick 
Last Name: Miller 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
See general feedback section for full submission. 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Submission on RLC Long Term Plan 2018 2028 Consultation Document 
I note that the Consultation Document puts forward the following options: 
1. Hold the business rate at 172% of the base rate and move the rural residential (including lakes) 
rate from existing 95.5% to 100%. 
2. Move both the business and rural residential rate to 100% of the base rate. 
3. Retain the current differentials pending a full rating review (as committed to by Council at last 
year’s Annual Plan deliberations. 
As a rural residential ratepayer, at Okere Falls (Lake Rotoiti) I would strongly support Option 3.  My 
reasons for this are as follows: 
Inadequate services and support supplied to rural residential areas as opposed to Central City and 
Suburban areas.  In particular: 
Distance from city services (library, shopping etc) and increasing travel times to these services, due 
to rapidly worsening congestion on Te Ngae Road, a major arterial route.   This is caused by 
inappropriate development in the eastern suburbs of the City. 
Inadequate services as supplied by RLC.  In particular, lakes residents still have to provide their own 
water supply, which has to be sourced from either (polluted) lakes, springs or rainwater.  This 
generally involves considerable infrastructure, trouble and personal expenditure.  
Perceived arrogance and incompetence among higher echelons of RLC staff.  In particular, the recent 
‘consultation” on Rubbish Disposal services was a total farce.  The ‘people ‘on the ground’ are 
excellent, but some of those in fancy offices need to be removed. 
I would add that, in my view, rural ratepayers are receiving value for money for two items: 
The newly renovated library 
The excellent and professional Parks and Reserves Department – I would be very sorry indeed if 
proposals to ‘privatise’ this department were to proceed – they are the best part of RLC, in my view. 
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Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 388 
Response ID: 1274357 
First Name: Nienke 
Last Name: van Dijken 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Tourism Industry Aotearoa (TIA) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Long Term 

Plan 2018-2028 of Rotorua Lakes Council.  

This submission is filed without prejudice to TIA’s future position. Our ability to prepare a 

comprehensive submission responding to the consultation document relied on the provision 

by the Council of information relevant to the connection between the consultation 

document and the benefits that would accrue. If any information is provided at a later 

date, TIA reserve the right to comment further. 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Tourism Industry Aotearoa (TIA) is the peak body for the tourism industry in New 

Zealand. With over 1,500 members, TIA represents a range of tourism-related activities 

including hospitality, accommodation, adventure and other activities, attractions and 

retail, airports and airlines, as well as related tourism services. 

 

2. The primary role of TIA is to be the voice of the tourism industry. This includes working 

for members on advocacy, policy, communication, events, membership and business 

capability. The team is based in Wellington and is led by Chief Executive, Chris Roberts. 

 

3. Tourism 2025 (www.tourism2025.org.nz), an industry-led, government supported 

economic growth framework was launched in New Zealand in 2014 and has set an 

aspirational goal of reaching $41 billion in annual tourism revenues by 2025. Spend 

growth has been rapid since 2014 and we are well on target to reach that goal.  

 

4. This year, TIA is working on a Tourism 2025 reset that will include incorporating 

sustainability principles, articulating a longer-term view of tourism in coordination with 

Central Government; and identifying new priority actions to be addressed over the next 

1-3 years. 

 

5. Any enquiries relating to this paper should in the first instance be referred to Nienke 

van Dijken, TIA Policy Analyst at nienke.vandijken@tia.org.nz or by phone on 04 494 

1842. 

 

TOURISM’S IMPACT AT A REGIONAL LEVEL 

6. The visitor spend from both international and domestic visitors for Rotorua Lakes 

Council was $812m (YE Feb 2018). 

7. The tourism industry makes a significant contribution to regional economic 

development through the jobs and income it creates. Only a fraction of visitor spending 

actually occurs in places commonly considered visitor specific e.g. accommodation, 

attractions. The rest takes place in shops, cafes, petrol stations and other local 

businesses. Local farmers and market gardeners benefit from selling their goods 

directly or indirectly to visitors. 

 

8. On any day of the year your community is hosting the visitors, domestic and 

international, who are helping support local jobs and businesses. 
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9. One of the keys to a strong regional visitor economy is the quality of the visitor 

experience. Councils play an important part in that experience with the investment 

they make in infrastructure e.g. roads, water/waste disposal, broadband, attractions 

and events in addition to their support for promotional bodies. Councils play a vital role 

in helping visitors, as well as ratepayers, make the most of their time in the community. 

 

10. Councils’ planning need to consider the needs of visitors and residents so that the 

community can reap the benefits of the visitor economy. 

 

11. In 2016, TIA developed a Local Government Manifesto, outlining eight priority actions 

for councils to reap greater economic and social rewards from tourism. A copy of this 

manifesto was sent to all Local Councils, ahead of the Local Council Election. For more 

details, please refer to Appendix 1. 

 

Challenges and opportunities of tourism growth 

 

12. Tourism growth presents both challenges and opportunities. The visitor economy is a 

major driver of regional prosperity but the costs and benefits of increased tourism do 

not always fall evenly. However, talk of new visitor taxes and levies must be debated 

robustly, with all the issues and options considered. Any form of national or local 

tourism tax or levy must be fair, efficient and ring-fenced for tourism-related 

investments.  

 

13. We understand that the growth in tourism in your region may bring with it specific 

issues. The following section explores some of those likely issues, how the industry is 

responding and what you, as a Council, could do. 

 

14. Infrastructure 

Recent tourism growth has placed pressure on some infrastructure used by visitors. In 

order to better understand and size this issue, TIA undertook a National Tourism 

Infrastructure Assessment in 2016/17. The resulting report identified the main 

infrastructure deficits in both the private and public sectors. 

 

The priority infrastructure types identified were: 

 Visitor accommodation 

 Telecommunications 

 Airport facilities 

 Road transport 

 Car parking 

 Public toilets 

 Water and sewerage systems 

 

Much of the infrastructure identified as a priority for investment is local and mixed use 

(used by both residents and visitors) and has often seen long-term under-investment. 

To optimise the benefits of tourism for host communities, coordination between Central 

and Local Government agencies and industry partners is needed for projects to 

proceed. 

 

What the Industry is doing: 

 TIA successfully advocated for the Tourism Infrastructure Fund resulting in a $100m 

fund for local and mixed-use infrastructure. 
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 Tourism sectors able to scale-up quickly are doing so, e.g. the road transport sector 

has been able to respond quickly with increased fleet size. 

 Operators are making significant private investment into infrastructure e.g. Skyfly, 

Rotorua Canopy Tours’ new zipline canopy tour experience. 

 TIA is undertaking work to identify and address the key barriers to infrastructure 

investment. 

 

What you as a Local Council could do in regards to infrastructure: 

 Apply to the Tourism Infrastructure Fund for projects like new carparks, toilets 

and visitor facilities.  

 Coordinate with Central Government and industry partners on infrastructure 

projects submitted to the Regional Growth Fund. 

 Ensure the Long-term Plan accurately reflects the infrastructure needs of 

tourism. 

 

15. Social Licence to Operate 

The fast growth of the visitor economy has caused unease in some host communities, 

with locals worried about the number of visitors and the impact. This places pressure 

on the social licence the industry has to operate within these communities. 

 

What the Industry is doing: 

 TIA in conjunction with Tourism New Zealand undertakes six-monthly ‘Mood of the 

Nation’ research to assess New Zealanders’ views of tourism. 

 TIA in conjunction with Tourism New Zealand is developing a ‘Tourism Narrative’ 

project, which includes helping local businesses tell their stories. 

 TIA is a key partner in NZTA’s Visiting Drivers project to reduce the number of 

accidents by visiting drivers. 

 TIA leads the Responsible Camping Forum, a group of 40 organisations representing 

rental operators, industry associations, Local and Central Government working 

together to manage freedom camping. 

 A number of infrastructure initiatives will contribute to addressing social licence 

issues such as over-crowding. 

 

What you as a Local Council could do in regards to social licence concerns: 

 Ensure freedom camping is effectively managed in your region 

 Promote the benefits of tourism in your region to the local community 

 

16. Sustainable tourism 

With the rapid growth achieved in the past few years, the tourism industry is facing the 

challenges of managing and sustaining growth, rather than generating growth. There 

needs to be purposeful effort to actively manage the industry for its long term 

sustainable success. 

 

What the Industry is doing: 

 TIA has worked with industry and with Government agencies’ support to develop a 

Tourism Sustainability Commitment (TSC). The Commitment establishes a set of 

aspirational goals at both an industry and business level across the areas of 

economic, environmental, host communities and visitor sustainability. Tourism 

operators are signing up to the TSC and working towards implementing the 

sustainability commitments within their businesses. 
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What you as a Local Council could do to support tourism sustainability: 

 Support the tourism sustainability goal through positive policy and regulatory 

settings, and funding. 

 Sign up the Council or your appropriate agency to the TSC and actively promote 

the TSC to your local tourism operators. 

 

17.  Protecting and restoring the environment 

Tourism is a highly competitive global industry. New Zealand’s environment is our unique 

selling point, it underpins our 100% Pure New Zealand tourism position and supports many 

of our iconic adventure and outdoor activities. Data from the International Visitor Survey 

conducted for the Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment (MBIE) shows that the 

top factor for influencing visitors to choose New Zealand is our natural landscape and 

scenery.  

 

New Zealand’s natural environmental assets are under threat, including many of our native 

species, our freshwater rivers and lakes, and our unique landscapes.    

 

What the Industry is doing: 

 The environment is one of the four pillars of the Tourism Sustainability 

Commitment. The TSC asks that Tourism businesses actively support and champion 

ecological restoration initiatives, and that they are measuring, managing and 

minimising their environmental footprint. 

 TIA is a member of the Land and Water Forum and advocates with central 

government to protect our natural environment.  

 

What you as a Local Council could do to support our valuable environment:  

 Recognise the economic value of your environmental assets to tourism 

 Ensure the Long-term Plan accurately reflects the environmental needs of tourism 
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 Action the requirements of the National Policy Statement for Freshwater 

Management as quickly as possible 

 

18. Regional Economic Development 

TIA is pleased to see the increased focus on regional development by Central 

Government. 

 

Regional dispersal is one of the big challenges for the tourism industry, as currently 

65% of current visitor spend occurs in the four gateways of Auckland, Wellington, 

Christchurch and Queenstown. By improving the spread of tourism around the country, 

we can ensure that many more regions benefit from tourism activity, while relieving 

pressure on those places with the highest visitor loads. We are strongly supportive of 

regional development initiatives that encourage and incentivise tourism. 

 

An effective regional tourism partnership relies heavily on a strong and healthy 

relationship with Local Government and local communities. The regions where tourism 

is well managed are characterised by strong local leadership and support, and Regional 

Tourism Organisations (RTOs) and Economic Development Agencies (EDAs) play an 

important part in this.  

 

TIA is keen to work with you either in partnership with RTOs/EDAs on areas such as 

regional visitor strategies, or directly on issues such as freedom camping and proposed 

regional visitor levies. 

 

Funding 

19. Tourism funding in this context relates to financial contributions provided through 

Central and Local government. There are two components to tourism funding – the 

source of funds and distribution of funds. 

 

20. Sources of tourism funding 

International visitors pay taxes and are more than paying their way. TIA believes these 

taxes, including the border clearance levy and $1.5 billion a year in GST, need to be 

taken into account when additional charges on visitors are contemplated. 

 

Tourism businesses support regional tourism activity through general and targeted 

rates, regional marketing alliances and their own marketing efforts. 

 

There are infrastructure funding issues at a local government level, especially in regions 

with small ratepayer bases. Central government assistance is desirable in some cases 

and there are opportunities for greater user pays and better use of council balance 

sheets. 

 

Any new funding models contemplated need to be fair and applied nationally. A 

strength of the New Zealand tax system is its simplicity. Ad hoc taxes on visitors or 

tourism businesses at a local level are undesirable. 

 

21. Distribution of tourism funding 

Central government funding support for local mixed-use infrastructure provided by 

local government requires a robust governance and allocation process. 

 

Any form of tourism tax, such as the existing border clearance levy, must be ring-

fenced for tourism-related investments, not siphoned off for other purposes. 
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Regional expenditure on tourism marketing and destination management by local 

authorities should be consistent with the tourism aspirations of the community and 

cognisant of the impact that visitor spend has on the wider community including 

employees and suppliers. 

 

22. New visitor taxes and levies must be debated robustly, with all the issues and options 

considered.  Any form of national or local tourism tax or levy must be fair, efficient and 

ring-fenced for tourism-related investments. TIA will vigorously resist any poorly 

designed tax or levy proposals that could tarnish New Zealand’s reputation as a country 

that welcomes visitors. 

 

Tourism in the Rotorua Lakes Region 

 

23. TIA is pleased to see the recognition of the value of tourism in the LTP. We are 

supportive of Rotorua’s vision to position its lakefront on a par with other internationally 

renowned waterfronts and to develop a plan to develop spaces for recreation, 

adventure tourism accommodation, cultural experiences and entertainment zones. We 

are supportive of the Council’s preferred option on the Lakefront project. 

 

24. As the Council is well aware of, Rotorua is a popular mountain bike destination. We are 

supportive of the proposed Whakarewarewa Forest/Te Ara Ahi Cycleway extension and 

are supportive of the Council’s preferred option of progressing Vision 2030 aspirations 

and maintaining momentum on progress. 

 

25. As noted by the Council, Kuirau Park is a draw card for both locals and visitors. We are 

also supportive of progressing the development plans for Kuirau Park.  

 

26. As noted, New Zealand’s environment is our unique selling point and our natural 

environmental assets are under threat, including our freshwater rivers and lakes, and 

our unique landscapes. We are pleased to see that the Council is committed to 

improving water quality in its lakes. 

 

27. Council is currently considering a proposal to establish a new CCO – Rotorua 

Lakefront/CBD Development Company - to attract private investment to fund 

development in our key public space. We acknowledge that funding for tourism 

infrastructure is a challenge for Local Government and support the introduction of 

models such as private-public partnerships that encourage private equity investment. 

 

 

FOLLOW UP PROCESS 

28. TIA wishes to participate further in any follow-up process, including any formal 

meetings, to ensure that the potential impacts on tourism are adequately represented.  

 

29. Thank you for the opportunity to submit on the draft LTP. Any enquiries relating to this 

paper should in the first instance be referred to Nienke van Dijken, TIA Policy Analyst 

at  
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BACKGROUND 

 

30. Tourism for New Zealand is big business as the country’s largest export sector. It is a 

major contributor to the New Zealand economy that will always be here and won’t 

easily go offshore. Tourism takes the lead in promoting New Zealand to the world. The 

brand positioning built by a vibrant tourism industry has become an important source 

of national confidence and identity and a front window for “Brand New Zealand”. 

Indeed, the clean and pure offer that is synonymous with New Zealand tourism has 

been widely adopted and used to promote New Zealand exports in a range of other 

industries as well. 

 

31. The tourism industry delivers the following value to New Zealand’s economy: 

 

 Tourism in New Zealand is a $99 million per day and $36 billion a year industry. 

Tourism delivers around $40 million in foreign exchange to the New Zealand 

economy each day of the year. Domestic tourism contributes another $59 million 

in economic activity every day. 

 

 The tourism industry directly and indirectly supports 14.5% of the total number of 

people employed in New Zealand. That means 399,150 people are working in the 

visitor economy. 

 

 Tourism is New Zealand’s biggest export industry, earning $14.5 billion or 20.7% 

of New Zealand’s foreign exchange earnings (year ended March 2017).  
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Appendix 1: TIA Local Government Manifesto 2016 

The following Tourism 2025 actions are the priorities for a stronger local 

government/tourism partnership. The industry’s eight priorities we would like to see 

from Local Government are:  

 

Destination Management 

This is the most important thing councils can do – look after and invest in the quality 

of your region as a destination. 

 

• Facilitate and enable communities to meet the needs of growing numbers of visitors, 

as well as residents. 

• Identify your unique selling points as a destination and promote them. 

• Work with neighbouring communities to attract visitors to the wider region. 

 

Infrastructure Facilitation 

With the rapid growth in visitor numbers, we have to invest in essential infrastructure 

and enable the private sector to develop its infrastructure by delivering efficient 

planning and approval services.  

 

• Define and plan for the priority infrastructure that meets the needs of visitors as 

well as residents.  

• Examine the regulatory environment applied to tourism operators and other 

businesses serving visitors, and assess where the compliance burden can be 

reduced to support increased productivity 

 

Events programming 

Events are one of the best tools for encouraging people to visit your community. Use 

them to your advantage. 

 

• Schedule events (meetings, conferences, sports events and festivals) outside of the 

peak season to foster off-peak travel activity. 

• Attract high value business visitors through the availability of quality facilities, such 

as convention centres where appropriate. 

 

Measuring Visitor Satisfaction 

It is important to understand what your visitors think of your community. If they are 

happy, businesses can grow. If you know there are areas of low satisfaction, you can 

address the problems. Without this insight, you can’t increase value. 

 

• Track the satisfaction of international and domestic visitors, whether by direct 

customer feedback or social media, and use this information to address areas of 

dissatisfaction and deliver ever higher satisfaction levels. 

 

Off-peak Marketing 

Help your community to prosper by attracting people to visit throughout the year. This 

will develop a sustainable tourism industry with more permanent jobs. 

 

• Council-owned or supported marketing agencies (e.g. RTOs, EDAs) build a stronger 

focus on promoting off-peak travel activity to high value visitors. 
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Regional Development and Tourism 

Every region wants to grow and tourism can and does support this goal. Tourism 

complements your community’s other industries like wine, horticulture and farming. 

 

• Encourage and incentivise tourism as part of your regional development strategies. 

 

Enabling Airport and Port Facility Development 

Great air and cruise links are vital to growing tourism. If your airport or port is council-

owned, make sure long-term plans are aligned with industry forecasts. There are long 

lead times, so you have to think ahead. 

 

• Councils work with local airports to establish and implement long-term and 

sustainable development strategies. 

• Councils work with their port company to ensure cruise tourism is enabled. 

 

Sustainable Tourism Positioning 

Every region needs to demonstrate its commitment to look after its economic future 

and the resources it uses to operate. 

 

• Identify the regional priorities required to develop a sustainable tourism industry 

across economic, social, cultural and environmental considerations. 

 

 

By actively pursuing these opportunities, your Council can enable real economic and 

social gains for their communities.  
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Submitter Number: 389 
Response ID: 1274375 
First Name: Elizabeth 
Last Name: Miller 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Please see general feedback section. 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Topic: General Rating Differentials. 
• It is inconsistent of Council to state a preferred option on Rating Differentials during the 
Annual Plan deliberations last year, then to change their preference to a different option this year in 
the 2018-28 Long Term Plan document. It pre-empts the outcome of a Full Rating Review to propose 
changes ahead of it. 
• The Council’s current preferred option disadvantages Lakes residential residents. There has 
been an ongoing determination of Council over many years to financially penalise Lakes residents by 
reducing and now removing any differential for rates calculations. Capital rating valuations in Lakes 
areas continue to be on average higher than those of urban areas, leading to higher rates for less 
services. This cannot be construed as fair and equitable. 
• There is unarguably less overall infrastructure and services in these outer parts of the 
District. For example, in urban areas water supply and sewerage are basic services. In our area each 
property needs to invest in and manage its own water supply. Sewerage is now supplied, but unlike 
urban residents, each property has had to make a substantial contribution to funding the system. 
Ever-increasing traffic delays on main arterial traffic routes to the centre of Rotorua are an 
unwelcome addition to the disadvantages, and could make doing business in Te Puke rather than 
Rotorua increasingly attractive. 
Other services usually available in urban areas but not available in our areas include foot paths, 
public transport, community amenity provision. Residents accept these differences as long as they 
do not feel that they are paying for non-existent services. Reducing the rating differential leads to 
resentment. It could also lead to higher expectations of services. 
• Are we getting value for money from our rates? There has been dissatisfaction over 
interaction with RLC in recent years. For example, the ‘consultation’ over revised rubbish collection 
details, for which Lake Rotoiti Community Association representatives contributes many hours and 
days to facilitating a smooth transition, and this was ignored in the final roll-out, leading to 
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completely unnecessary errors. What a waste of time! It gave the impression of incompetence and 
arrogance. My experience has been that many ‘grass roots’ Council staff are excellent but they have 
at times been let down by senior management.  
What I ask for: 
I request the only credible option, retention of the status quo until a full rating review is completed, 
as committed to by Council in last year’s Annual Plan deliberations. 
 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 390 
Response ID: 1274381 
First Name: Dean Williams and Jennifer Williams and 
Last Name: Ian and Meg Lipscombe 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution 
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered 
unaffordable by Council. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Please see general feedback section. 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Many property owners at Lake Tarawera are not in a financial position to pay a lump sum for the 
sewerage scheme, therefore want to have the option of paying a targeted rate spread over 25 years. 
Every other lakeside community in the Rotorua district that has reticulated sewerage has had this 
option. To deny the Lake Tarawera Community this option would be grossly unfair, particularly as 
this community pays some of the highest rates in Rotorua. It would be a travesty if some of our 
community had to sell their properties if they were forced to pay a lump sum; a number of these 
families are now fourth generation. 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 391 
Response ID: 1274408 
First Name: Jenny 
Last Name: Nahu 
Organisation: Bay of Plenty District Rugby League 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Submitter Number: 392 
Response ID: 1274429 
First Name: Stacey 
Last Name: Beer 
Organisation: Te Arawa Group Holdings 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
Please see General Feedback Section 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
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How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Te Arawa Group Holdings Limited (TAGH) supports initiatives being advanced by Rotorua Lakes 
Council (RLC) to ensure adequate provision of land, housing and infrastructure sufficient for present 
and future generations.  TAGH concurs with the RLC statement that Rotorua, with a population 
nearing 72,000, is now a medium growth area as defined under the National Policy Statement for 
Urban Development Capacity (NPS – UDC).  This requires RLC to enable sufficient development 
capacity through land use planning and infrastructure.   
  
TAGH notes that the district’s Draft Spatial Plan and the Housing Accord have identified land area 
requirements for future housing and business growth and set targets to address housing supply and 
affordability.  As a land owner and key stakeholder within the Rotorua district, TAGH is currently 
involved with number of property related projects; one of which is the Pukehangi Heights Structure 
Plan process.   
  
TAGH supports the initiatives by RLC to progress a sustainable development policy/development 
contribution policy, which will ensure costs of additional infrastructure capacity required to 
accommodate increasing demand from developments (e.g. upsizing of pipes, extensions of networks 
etc.) are repaid by those who benefit.   
  
TAGH supports the proposed approach by RLC to engage in a meaningful and collaborative manner 
with the development sector to establish such a policy, which is fair, transparent and accountable 
across all the relevant ‘checks and balances’. 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 393 
Response ID: 1274440 
First Name: Stacey 
Last Name: Beer 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Development contribution will be charged per property 
 
Your thoughts? 
Cost of upgrading infrastructure should be borne by all ratepayers, not just the new ones - if you 
want more houses to be built (to house people wanting to move to the area), council should not 
increase the cost of building new houses by high dev cons 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1C - Spread the $250,000 across all ratepayers and fund through the general rate. Avg $8.00 
rate increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 394 
Response ID: 1274521 
First Name: Ngahuia 
Last Name: Te Awekotuku 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 2 - Partially restore to maintain facade: Remains closed to public - no income from 
admissions, only house taonga and historical artefacts of Rotorua. Will cost $20m. Unlikely to attract 
external funding. 
 
Your thoughts? 
See general comments 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Rotorua Museum: 
I therefore support the second option, in two parts.  
1. Restore and stabilize the building. Set up some special galleries for special collections – taonga 
Maori, Pasifika, local history, and visiting shows with international appeal, to occur there.  
2.Invest in and develop another purpose-built and extendable space that may include the curation of 
moving images and sound,  which are an intrinsic element of Rotorua’s extraordinary cultural and 
social history.  
 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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ROTORUA MUSEUM 
 
I write this submission in response to pages 16-17 in He Aha o 
Whakaaro? What do you think? Long Term Plan 2018-28 
consultation document of the Rotorua Lakes Council. I am a rate 
payer with a life long association with Rotorua. I am also a 
member of the Paepae o Ngati Whakaue. 
Although retired, I remain active in the heritage sector, as an 
exhibitions curator, writer and consultant. I am deeply concerned 
about the future of the Rotorua Museum, which I recall from its 
modest beginnings behind the library in what is now the Sir 
Howard Morrison Performing Arts Centre. At that time, like so 
many provincial museums, it was run by amateur local historians,  
and enthusiastic volunteers. Te Amorangi House, the Anglican 
Centre at Holden’s Bay, was a much more organized and visually 
arresting experience for the visitor. Times change.  
I considered the move to the current premises inspired, although I 
was one of a group of museum professionals who fiercely criticised 
its naming and related branding as the Bath House. I also queried 
the potential risk for the fibre, wood, feather and bone treasures in 
that site’s unstable internal conditions. I was born and raised in 
volatile Ohinemutu; I know about sulphur, corrosion, and hazards.  
This is where today’s conversation begins.  
 
The emphasis of pages 16-17 is clearly on the financial cost of 
refurbishing and restoring of the building. This is a separate issue 
from the future of the museum and its collections. Yes, the building 
is iconic; but not because it is a museum housing some unique 
objects; it is a cultural object in its own right. It will always be “one 
of New Zealand’s most photographed buildings”, and its impact is 
reflected in the clumsy architectural mimicry around the city, even 
in the civic buildings. Like the original post office, it captures the 
popular and millennial imagination.  
So I ask this question – does the future of the museum, as an 
effective institution providing cultural, historical and aesthetic 
experiences and enrichment primarily across the community and 
then as a visitor destination, depend on this building? I doubt it. 
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Whatever major work is undertaken here, as the decades pass, 
the collections will always be at risk, particularly those artefacts of 
an organic nature – which is all the traditional Maori material.  
Here, we have the opportunity – maybe the first and only one for 
generations – to get it right. Everyone working in the GLAM sector 
(galleries, libraries, archives, museums) bewails the lack of space 
– for exhibitions, storage, offices, carpentry, design, archives, 
conservation, technology – in their workplace. There is never ever 
enough. Constraining the Rotorua Museum to an already severely 
compromised structure will, in the long term, have some intriguing 
consequences. I urge you to consider this. 
 
I therefore support the second option, in two parts.  
1. Restore and stabilize the building. Set up some special galleries 
for special collections – taonga Maori, Pasifika, local history, and 
visiting shows with international appeal, to occur there.  
2.Invest in and develop another purpose-built and extendable 
space that may include the curation of moving images and sound,  
which are an intrinsic element of Rotorua’s extraordinary cultural 
and social history.  
 
And I conclude with the notion that this government funded bath 
house, in its faux Tudor elegance, is a challenging metaphor for 
the founding and evolution of Rotorua as a town, and then a city.  
It occupies a signifcant location for the mana whenua, Ngati 
Whakaue. It shelters many of our most revered treasures; as well 
as those of the other tribes of Te Arawa. More talk must take 
place. We need to revisit, and re-examine, its meaning.   
 
If you wish to talk further with me, I would be delighted to do so.  
 
Kia ora. 
 
Ngahuia Te Awekotuku 
Emeritus Professor  
MA(Hons) PhD  FAWWM MNZM 
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Submitter Number: 395 
Response ID: 1274522 
First Name: Rod 
Last Name: Milne 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term 
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m 
 
Your thoughts? 
The council has no money (back to basics) 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Govt must come to the party? My submission to your 10YR plan warned about earthquake risks to 
Rotorua. You did not listen 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Should come from general rates. We are a district (all together) 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates 
across all households receiving service. 
 
Your thoughts? 
We are a district. A well managed system - bins to closed transfer stations 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
The Whaka forest sewerage scheme has been badly managed for 20 yrs. The rubbish dump has been 
a shocker. Good experienced staff are needed. Get rid of the spin doctors. Rate payers are not stupid 
business people & rural people are not stupid 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
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Your thoughts? 
The council has no money (can't even do basic maintenance eg trees etc crown reduction 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Rotorua has an obesity problem (fat) you have to get people walking and tramping bikes have ruined 
this share with care is a lot of hype 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Warned you about earthquake risks in my 10YR plan submission the park is subject to liquefaction 
and thermal 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase) 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Option 2 & option 1C. We are a district not a city. The current CCOs are not working basic 
maintenance not done eg. tree trust footpath growth rubbish 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
General rates ok. Run things in a business like way. You are saying your staff are not experienced 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
You can't keep putting rates up!! Get back to basics - rubbish (a disgrace) sewerage - roading - tree 
crown reduction - footpath growth clearance you talk about wood first yet you put new steel bus 
shelters in the CBD and a plastic tiki at the hemo roundabout the wood palisades have not been 
looked after (disgrace) 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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I think general rates well managed are the best option in the long term 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change 
 
Your thoughts? 
We must get away from political 'wishlists' 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 396 
Response ID: 1274531 
First Name: Hannah 
Last Name: Murphy 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution 
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered 
unaffordable by Council. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates 
across all households receiving service. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the 
CBD. Avg increase of $100. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Please fix the museum! Thank you for all your hard work. 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0. 
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 397 
Response ID: 1274537 
First Name: Cate 
Last Name: Frey 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
No conference centre - Rotorua has plenty 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
All done by local (ie BOP) contractors 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
 
Your thoughts? 
Do not gentrify this area. The "naturalness" of the lakefront is a real draw card for a wide cross 
section of community 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Very exciting - great for physical - mental health of locals and sustainable tourism 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Great work so far 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the 
CBD. Avg increase of $100. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0. 
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 398 
Response ID: 1274430 
First Name: Bianca 
Last Name: Van Kempen 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay 
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Development contribution will be charged per property 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase) 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
It is very well to have great ideas about moving Rotorua forward but I think the RLC should have 
more fiscal austerity. I do not want a big rates increase, in my opinion the rates increase should be 
the same or less as the annual inflation. Taking to friends, families and workmates they all appear to 
have this opinion.  
Before, before starting all these new projects I think the RLC should focus more on maintaining its 
existing assets and services as they are not able to do this at present. For example the railing on the 
bridge on Pukehangi Road that was damaged due to an accident in December 2017 has not been 
fixed. Also a bridge that was removed behind the reserve at Blomfield Street in late 2017 has not 
been replaced. There are hazard signs around an open drain outside the public toilets in Hinemoa 
Street since January this year. Reserves are not mowed on a regular basis which means grass is often 
very high (sometimes higher than my knees). Due to the high dump prices I see regular illegal 
dumping of rubbish along our roads, which takes very long to be cleaned up. Just a few things that I 
think should be addressed. 
The extending of the cycleway has little to no benefit and comes at a great expense. I work in the 
CBD and cannot see the benefit of having removed parking to facilitate the new green cycle way that 
very few people use.  
As always the Rotorua gardens look great and are a credit to our Town! 
Kind regards, 
Bianca van Kempen 
 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0. 
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 399 
Response ID: 1274539 
First Name: Gaylene 
Last Name: Brough 
Organisation: Chairperson - Lake Rerewhakaaitu Residents and Ratepayers Residents and 
Ratepayers Assn 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term 
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m 
 
Your thoughts? 
Built on unstable geothermal at risk ground 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Option 1 or 3 - See attached 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
Extend service into rural areas currently not serviced at uniform targeted rate $172.75 per property 
We would like to thank RLC for past services/ pick up from properties on current route and drop off 
area at hall 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
Support RLC sustainable development policy/development contribution policy proposed to ensure 
costs of additional infrastructure capacity for developmental demand are repaid by those that 
benefit. Rotorua needs more jobs, RLC, best bus practice;use local 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
 
Your thoughts? 
See attached 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
See attached 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
See attached 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
See attached 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
See attached 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Revenue & Funding 
•         83 % of forecasted RLC income is general and targeted rates 
•         Projected rate increase over the 10 year plan includes a predicted increase of 250 houses each 
year, RLC budget on actual income 
•         Rural Farmers that have reassessed their rates for 2018-9 are finding increases actual closer to 
10 %,  
Borrowing 
•         We agree to borrowing for core business need projects and the museum upgrade 
•         46% sewerage & sewage, 6% roads & footpaths, 25% water supplies and 7% storm-water & 
land drainage, museum  
•         Rotorua Lakes Council and councillors have wasted money upgrading buildings within the last 
10 years that need massive revamps again i.e museum, airport, Performing Arts centre. Wait until  
$$ available and upgrade-fully. RLC’s want list needs revisiting to suit the ratepayers pocket 
•         We do not support RLCs projected new borrowing rate or level of debt 
Average rates impact 2018-9 
•         RLC should unbundle the rural residential and rural lakeside dwellings. Rural residential are 
usually located in farming districts as stand-alone dwelling that do not receive the same or equal 
services as urban residential 
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•         Option 3 But the 0.955 differential is too-high for these rural residents 
•         UAGC $570 per year, keep the same or again rural especially farming will be disadvantaged  
 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Subject: FW: Rotorua Lakes Council Submission for Long Term Plan [#2D9B3M]

 

 

      
 

 

 

From: RDC Mail  

Sent: Friday, 13 April 2018 10:25 a.m. 
To: RLC Governance 

Subject: FW: Rotorua Lakes Council Submission for Long Term Plan [#2D9B3M] 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

  

  

To: "info@rotorualc.nz" <info@rotorualc.nz>  

Subject: Fw: Rotorua Lakes Council Submission for Long Term Plan  

  
  

  
Rotorua Lakes Council 10 year plan  Submission /Due 13th April 2018 

  

Lake Rerewhakaaitu Residents and Ratepayers Residents and Ratepayers Assn 

Gaylene Brough/ Chairperson 

 

 

  

Aquatic Centre 

•         Option 2/ NO to further development 

Built on unstable geothermal at risk ground 

  

Performing Arts Centre 

•         Bulldoze, not an iconic building 

Possible inclusion in Museum, Energy Centre or other site 

Museum ( Category 1 heritage status ) 

•         Option 1 or 3 

Renovating old building s always blow the budget, frequently double forecasted budget 
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Unfortunately Rotorua City was built in a geothermal hotspot swamp, All infra-structure needs upgrades for 

earthquakes and climatic change 

Rotorua Lakes Council and councillors have wasted money upgrading building within the last 10 years that need 

massive revamps again i.e museum, airport, Performing Arts centre. Wait until  $$ available and upgrade-fully 

Environmental Sustainability/ Infrastructure 

•         We support Core Infrastructure costs / borrowing; 6 % roads,46% sewerage & sewage’25 % water 

supply            7% storm-water & land drainage 

•         Yes to upgrade of Wastewater treatment plant 

•         Yes East Rotoiti/ Rotoma & Tarawera sewerage schemes in process, property owners must make capital 

contribution 

•         Disappointed that Mamuku is not in the 10 year reticulation sewerage scheme 

Waste Management 

•         Option 1, Extend service into rural areas currently not serviced at uniform targeted rate $172.75 per 

property 

We would like to thank RLC for past services/ pick up from properties on current route and drop off area at hall 

Growing our District 

•         Support RLC sustainable development policy/ development contribution policy proposed to ensure costs of 

additional infrastructure capacity for developmental demand are repaid by those that benefit 

•         Rotorua needs more jobs, RLC, best business practice; use local contractors first 

Rural Community & Lakes Community Reinvigoration 

•         LTP does not mention improving rural cell-phone or internet services, needed for H & S, security , existing 

and new business developments 

•         We support the $125,000 devolved funding for both boards, but must be spent on Council owned property 

for Council capital gain. Rural devolved funding must be spread between all rural communities 

•         The RLCRCB must oversee the rural  LTP spend and ensure allocated $$$ for halls 13%, rural seal extension 

74 % are spent on rural entities only 

•         RLC LTP allocated approximately $1m for rural & $.500m for lakeside from the general rate take. Rural 

contributes approximately $16m to general rates, not fair and equable 

•         New Seal ( approximately 120 kms of rural roads not sealed) We expect RLC to honor the policy of 7.5km of 

new seal per year. We ask RLC to review all unsealed roads and prioritize the heavily used roads needing to 

be sealed . This 10 year plan must ensure these roads are publically notified and sealed in the next 10 years 

•         Rerewhakaaitu’s H truck corridor, road upgrade not mentioned in LTP, corridor roads width needs improving 

plus 1 way bridges upgraded 

Lakefront development 

•         Why are you including consultation with community on the proposed lakefront development for the LTP 

? Rotorua Daily Post March 31st P 4 states that RLC have already agreed to an advisory board for this $58m 

development, beyond community purse 

•         Option 2 

•         Futuristic, The most unique beautiful, spiritual place any person is privileged to visit in Rotorua is 

Ohinemutu. In respect to Te Arawa ownership of lake and surrounds, they should drive this project between 

Ohinemutu  & Pukeroa Oruawhata 

Proposed Creation of new CCO for CBD & Lakefront development  

•         Refer above reply 

Whakarewarewa Forest / Te Ara Ahi extension 

•         Option B 

•         Utilise the footpath beside the highway from Whakarewarewa to Rainbow Mountain instead 
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•         This is predominately a biking, hiking  venture, users need to contribute more 

•         2018/9 Rural resident and farming are projected to pay over 1/3rd of the $47m estimated general rate ( 52% 

of RLC revenue) New Seal Budget equates to RLC’s projected spend for this track extension, again not fair & 

equitable for rural ratepayers 

Improving Kuirau Park 

•         Option 2 Community funding limited 

Housing Challenges 

•         Keep 152 Pensioner Units, a community social conscience decision for ‘our people” 

  

Revenue & Funding 

•         83 % of forecasted RLC income is general and targeted rates 

•         Projected rate increase over the 10 year plan includes a predicted increase of 250 houses each year, RLC 

budget on actual income 

•         Rural Farmers that have reassessed their rates for 2018-9 are finding increases actual closer to 10 %,  

Borrowing 

•         We agree to borrowing for core business need projects and the museum upgrade 

•         46% sewerage & sewage, 6% roads & footpaths, 25% water supplies and 7% storm-water & land drainage, 

museum  

•         Rotorua Lakes Council and councillors have wasted money upgrading buildings within the last 10 years that 

need massive revamps again i.e museum, airport, Performing Arts centre. Wait until  $$ available and 

upgrade-fully. RLC’s want list needs revisiting to suit the ratepayers pocket 

•         We do not support RLCs projected new borrowing rate or level of debt 

Average rates impact 2018-9 

•         RLC should unbundle the rural residential and rural lakeside dwellings. Rural residential are usually located 

in farming districts as stand-alone dwelling that do not receive the same or equal services as urban 

residential 

•         Option 3 But the 0.955 differential is too-high for these rural residents 

•         UAGC $570 per year, keep the same or again rural especially farming will be disadvantaged  

  

Rerewhakaaitu Residents and Ratepayers attended a meeting on the 5
th
 April to discuss RLCLTP 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Click here to report this email as spam. 
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Submitter Number: 400 
Response ID: 1274549 
First Name: Nicholas 
Last Name: Frey 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
All except conference facilities. THESE BECOME POLITICIZED. i.e. (on the Natural Fruit Hire venue)?? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Very iconic building 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the 
CBD. Avg increase of $100. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 401 
Response ID: 1274565 
First Name: Nabih 
Last Name: Mansour 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay 
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
You are doing a very good job 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the 
CBD. Avg increase of $100. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 402 
Response ID: 1274575 
First Name: Julia 
Last Name: Steele 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
I support all except need for conference facilities (stage 3) 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Building needs to be kept as it iconic and one off most photographed in NZ. - with youth 
unemployment coould be a learning opportunity 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
Rotorua needs to keep growing as a vibrant community with opportunities for all 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
 
Your thoughts? 
I agree with some quality new buildings (Rotorua style) but the authentic naturalness of the 
environment as opposed to overdeveloped is part of the specialness for visitors and locals alike. We 
don't want Queenstown 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
This will be enhancing what makes our natural environment so special for locals + visitors 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Kuirau Park is a wonderful space. Markets on corner will add vibrancy 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the 
CBD. Avg increase of $100. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
If 100% guarantee no profit making involved 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Not sure 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Not sure 
 
 
Further Comments: 
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Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 403 
Response ID: 1274551 
First Name: Hilary Prior 
Last Name: Prior 
Organisation: Chair Lake Rotoiti Community Association, Inc. 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution 
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered 
unaffordable by Council. 
 
Your thoughts? 
See attachments 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
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See attached 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Registered Charity CC11386 

Mail:  PDC Mourea RD4 Rotorua 3074 
 
 
 
 
 
09 April 2018 
 
 
 
Rotorua Lakes Council 
Private Bag 3029 
Rotorua Mail Centre 
ROTORUA 3046 
 
 
 
FEEDBACK SUBMISSION TO RLC LONG TERM PLAN 2018-28 
 
The Lake Rotoiti Community Association (LRCA) welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback to 
Rotorua Lakes Council’s 2018-28 Long Term Plan Consultation Document. LRCA represents a wide 
and significant community of interest within the Lake Rotoiti catchment. 
 
 
REVIVING OUR FACILITIES/KEEPING THE FOOT ON THE PEDAL OF PROGRESS 
 
We believe that most within our communities would acknowledge the need to maintain the District’s 
major amenity assets to a level commensurate with the general expectations of our local citizens 
and the status that Rotorua has developed amongst the wider national and international visitor 
sector.  
 
Proposals to upgrade, enhance and reinstate the Aquatic Centre and Museum are necessary and 
should proceed.  However, despite more recent revelations relating to earthquake strengthening, 
some of these costs clearly arise through a lack of past maintenance and Council should ensure 
that it provides for sufficient levels of reserve funding to meet these needs.  
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre?  

Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, Re-
roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
What would you do for our museum?  

Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; $13.6m to be 
borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase.   
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 
 
The continuing need to enhance and maintain water quality within our lakes remains high on the 
priority list of our residents who, along with the wider District community, have shared the benefits of 
the provision of reticulated sewerage schemes.  We therefore lend support to the development of a 
Tarawera Sewerage System.   
 
However, there are numbers within all of our communities who experience burgeoning difficulty in 
meeting the costs of such enhancements.  Whilst we acknowledge the additional pressure to debt 
fund a portion of costs, we are bound to a belief that it would be only fair and equitable to provide 
similar options for repayment of capital costs to those offered for schemes already implemented.  It 
is believed that necessary borrowings could be considerably less than $8.4 million.   
 
What would you do for Tarawera?  

Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution - 
Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered unaffordable by 
Council. 
 
We acknowledge the desire of currently excluded rural communities to participate in the waste 
management services provided by Council and would support the intent to implement waste 
minimisation throughout the District.  We are also bound to support the equalisation of costs 
associated with this service as has occurred with other core services i.e. water and wastewater. 
 
How would you extend waste management services for rural communities?  

Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri. Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75. 
 
 
GROWING OUR DISTRICT 
 
The Plan details new expenditure of $3.12 million (including $1.25 million of devolved funding) over 
10 years on infrastructure enhancement and revitalisation across all lakes within the current 
Community Board boundaries.  $1.975 million of this over the first 3 years including upgrade to the 
Otaramarae boat ramp and reserve area.   
 
Whilst our communities in general do not seek high levels of infrastructure, it is disappointing to note 
that the growing needs for specific safety and amenity enhancements to (especially) cater for the 
ever increasing numbers of tourists and visitors attracted to our lake by the natural environment and 
recreational opportunities are again afforded only slight appreciation and consideration within the 
overall Plan proposals.   
 
A comprehensive report commissioned some 7 years ago by the Lakes Community Board and 
produced by APR Consultants detailed the mounting pressures being exerted by these changes 
and recommended actions which would be desirable and necessary to meet these challenges. 
including upgrades and enhancements to reserves, boat ramps, toilet facilities and road safety 
projects (including parking, footpath/walkways/cyways etc).  Projects budgeted and undertaken 
since then have been comparatively minor in relation to these year-on-year pressures.    
 
In general, the impact to our District of both permanent and visitor growth on core infrastructure and 
existing amenities and facilities has been of increasing significance over a number of years. It is 
imperative that Council takes advantage of any available and contestable funding such as central 
government’s ‘Tourism Infrastructure Fund’ to assist in meeting the cost of necessary upgrades. 
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We support proposals to re-implement targeted costs on new developments where expansion of 
infrastructure is required.  These are well justified and should be pursued.  However, we believe that 
due consideration should be afforded to developments which may have already contributed in a 
number of ways to the maintenance of the District, e.g. papakainga schemes around our lakes, 
several of which have been long-projected but unrealised due to a number of barriers associated 
with this type of development.  
 
 
KEEPING THE FOOT ON THE PEDAL OF PROGRESS 
 
The proposed urban development projects described in this section to help invest in Rotorua’s 
future are all commendable undertakings which are supported in principle.  The ‘do nothing’ option 
would be to retard progress but with no intermediate choices provided, there is little leeway for 
debate.  As with the Aquatic Centre and Museum, the combined costs associated with these 
enterprises are more than challenging for our communities and external funding partnerships are 
seen to be imperative to support completion as planned. 
 
What would you do for the lakefront?  

Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which can 
be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 0.3% rates 
increase. 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest?  

Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD. Will cost 
$7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park?  

Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, New 
outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 externally funded. 
Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward?  

Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa. 
 
What would you do with our pensioner housing?  

Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP. 
 
 
FUNDING DELIVERY AND ACTION 
 
It is well known that LRCA has perpetually challenged Council over the effects of its rating policies 
on rural lakes residents.  The apparent indifference shown towards our continual requests to 
reinstate fairness and equity has been a source of increasing dissatisfaction within the lakes 
communities over many years.  More recent changes to policy which have included the gradual 
removal of differentials from General Rating only serve to exacerbate the issue and are viewed as 
unduly disadvantaging lakes residents as outlined below. 
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In all of the several rating reviews carried out by RLC through the 1990s and early millenium it was 
reported inter alia that:- 

 
• ‘it became clear that Council could not find any fair and workable system that involved no 

differentials’ 
• ‘all no-differential options imposed excessive and unfair burdens on at least one part of the 

community’ 
• ‘a non-differentiated system would not achieve fairness and equity, and would be 

unworkable with the District’s diverse demographics’ 
The objections to the removal of appropriate differentials have been consistently based on the 
following differences in services and benefits to lakes as against urban ratepaying properties:- 
 

a. Less commercial services, public facilities and amenities (and less opportunity to access 
those which are available in the city). 

b. Less overall infrastructure (footpaths, street lighting etc). 
c. No public transport and a need to travel to the city for most essential necessities (i.e. 

employment, education, health, shopping, organised recreation and other essential 
services), a round trip for most of anywhere between 30-90km. 

d. Significant differences in the capital rating valuations of urban and rural residential land. 
 

It is our strong belief that to achieve fairness  and  equity  an  appropriate  differential  or  alternative 
rating mechanism should take  all  of  these  factors  into  account.    We  reject  Council’s  preferred 
Option to remove the current differential  for Rural Residential.   We  request Council  conduct a  full  
rating review which should be carried out at the earliest opportunity in this 2018 year.  
 
The charts below highlight the variations in capital values and the differentials applied by Council 
against those which would actually maintain parity relative to these values. 
 
 

 
What would you do with the differentials?  

Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials should be addressed in a full rating review. 
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. 
The proposal to reduce the UAGC to $500 is supported in principle at this time.  We recognise the 
impact of a higher UAGC on low value properties which are generally occupied by those in the 
lower socio-economic bracket, many of whom reside in our communities. 
 
What would you do with the UAGC?  

Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and increasing of 
$12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Overall, we acknowledge that the Revenue and Funding delivery proposals in this LTP largely 
reflect a need to undertake essential upgrades to major assets, and projects identified in the 
Vision2030 programme.   
 
Nonetheless, LRCA is concerned that the Revenue and Funding delivery proposals increase debt to 
unprecedented levels over the foreseeable period.  Rates revenue will rise to 83% of total revenue 
and current levels of rate increases are imposing severe strains on many of our ratepayers.  We 
would urge Council to consider further prioritisation of these proposals with a view to alleviating the 
‘loading’ of debt and rates increases over the next three years. 

 
      

 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Hilary Prior 
Chairperson 
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Submitter Number: 404 
Response ID: 1274585 
First Name: Pamela Kerry 
Last Name: Glenie 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Proposed rating changes for the coming year. 
  
I am concerned over the proposal to re-balance the rating differentials without proper consultation 
and after due thought is given to a long term plan for rates.  My reasons for concern are as follows: 
  
 . The rural residential properties already pay a higher share of the rating imposts than the 
other sectors do.  Even without the exact split of numbers of ratepayers in each block, the fact that 
Rural Residential already covers 30% of the total rates income for the year, compared with all other 
Residential Ratepayers at 48% shows how much higher their share already is. 
 . Despite paying a higher share of the rates every year, Rural Residential does not have easy 
access to the central facilities where Rotorua Lakes Council spends the rates.  In our case, we live on 
a State Highway, paid for by the national transport authority, we have our own high quality water 
supply, we manage our own sewage on-site, and in fact the only facility we use and appreciate at our 
boundary is the rubbish and re-cycle collection.  We would dearly love to see the sewage scheme for 
Eastern Rotoiti in operation.  In recent times we have been unable to use the property on many 
occasions because of high lake levels affecting ground absorption, and rather than risk sickness or 
pollution we simply close our house until the situation improves. 
 . We accept there is a need for all ratepayers to support central area facilities through rates, 
but there needs to be a balance, and as a Rural Ratepayer we feel strongly we already pay more than 
our share of these costs.   
 . Higher capital values in the Rural Residential block already place a high cost in dollar terms 
on lakeside dwellings, and to push the differential to 1.0, the same as all other residential ratepayers 
is manifestly unfair. 
  
Accordingly, I urge Council to leave the rating differentials as they presently are (option 3), and 
arrange at some future point for a proper investigation to be made into suggesting a new fairer 
system that gives value for money to all rate paying sectors.  
  
I strongly support Option 3 of your rating proposals, and I would urge Council to take the 
conservative and consultative path of doing a full investigation which will last into the future. 
 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
See comments above 
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What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 405 
Response ID: 1274578 
First Name: R.I. 
Last Name: Thorpe 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Please see commentary in general comments section 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
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How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
We have been invited to comment, by Email, on your options for sewerage reticulation payment at 
Tarawera but we prefer to use a letter and post it.  
We, in Ronald Road, live in the most highly rated road in the Rotorua District according to the Daily 
Post. We even had their reporters out here looking for mansions and finding baches and empty 
sections...We therefore pay the highest rates in Rotorua. For a section with a modest house/bach we 
pay $4200 a year.  
For this we have no water supply, no sewerage, no garbage collection, no footpaths or street lighting 
and the Council declines to remove bad plants (bamboo) from the reserve for which is it responsible. 
We will pay whatever we must for a reticulated sewerage system but we remind you of the 
following: 
From our rates we contributed to the sewerage schemes which serve the whole city, We are not 
being offered the financial assistance that other communities have had. 
The previous minister and present MP for Rotorua achieved a Government allocation of some $3 
million for this project but there is no sign of it being used to reduce the ratepayers' share of the 
costs.  
A recent presentation showed costs for the whole project being covered by the ratepayers 
contribution.  
Recent requests for the Council to remove noxious(?) plants (bamboo) from the reserve have been 
ignored.  
From all this you can understand our reluctance to pay the amounts being predicted.  
 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 406 
Response ID: 1274605 
First Name: Don 
Last Name: Atkinson 
Organisation: Lakes Water Quality Society 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution 
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered 
unaffordable by Council. 
 
Your thoughts? 
See attached 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Submitter Number: 407 
Response ID: 1274639 
First Name: Yumiko 
Last Name: McGovern 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and 
acceptable payment options 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing property 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase) 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0. 
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
Further Comments: 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 408 
Response ID: 1274633 
First Name: Glenn 
Last Name: Snelgrove 
Organisation: Chair Lake Tarawera Sewerage Steering Committee 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
See attached 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
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How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Attached are the submission and presentation relating to the LTSSC . I have not lodge these thru the 
Council web site as I can’t find a way of attaching them. 
  
I don’t know if Council is allowing any form of verbal submissions, if they are no I have also enclose a 
PowerPoint presentation that I have prepared. I would appreciate that the council get to see both. 
  
Could you please pass onto whoever is receiving Submissions and ask them to acknowledge receipt 
of both the submission and presentation. 
  
Kind Regards 
Glenn Snelgrove 
 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Submission to the Rotorua Lakes Council 

Lake Tarawera Wastewater 

Introduction 

For many years local residents and the two Local Authorities have been looking at the slow 

deterioration of Lake Tarawera.  Local residents and the Waikato University have been 

monitoring water quality for over twenty years.  This research has been partially funded 

from the Lake Tarawera Ratepayers’ Association (LTRA) and Lake Tarawera property 

owners.  In 2004 the first donation of $10.000.00 was made, since that date further annual 

donations have been made totalling $57,500.00 - which for a small community is quite 

extraordinary. The Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BoPRC) along with The Rotorua Lakes 

Council (RLC) and the Te Arawa Lakes Trust has been trying to implement an Action Plan to 

address the issues that Lake Tarawera has. The first attempt did not gain much traction but 

more recently The Tarawera Lakes Restoration Plan has been agreed to and is being 

implemented by the two Councils. The number one priority that the Restoration Plan 

identifies is removal of septic tanks and the implementation of a reticulated wastewater 

system. This will reduce the Nitrogen, Phosphorous and pathogens in the lake water. Work 

is becoming urgent as the lake has suffered its second algae bloom in two years. 

The Community has a strong desire to have a wastewater system. This has been 

demonstrated at three of the last AGMs of the LTRA and at a public meeting held on the 14th 

January 2018 where there was an attendance of approximately 129 residences with only 

one dissenting vote. 

In response to the community request the RLC established the Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

Steering Committee (LTSSC). The committee was formed in August 2016 and has been 

working through the significant issues. The LTSSC was aware that funding of the scheme 

would be difficult as there was only confirmed funding from RLC of $0.75m The BoPRC had 

stated at several AGMs of the LTRA that there would be no funding until at least 2020/2021. 

So the LTSSC had to find some way of bridging the gap. In mid-2017 the Committee made 

application to the Government’s Fresh water Fund. The general consensus was that the 

LTSSC had little to no chance of getting funding. To our delight the project was granted 

$6.5m from the fund. 

As you will see from the background material the project is still costly. Taking into account 

the subsidies so far the cost per property is around $22,100. To make this project viable the 

LTSSC is trying to reduce this cost to around $15,000(Inc. GST). This will require additional 

subsidies of approx. $3.5m to $4.0m 
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Water Quality 

Water quality is gradually declining in Lake Tarawera. The cause of this deterioration is 

uncertain, but is likely to be from different sources, including septic tank effluent reaching 

the lake, surrounding land use changes and geothermal activity. Declining water quality 

manifests itself as increasing blue green algal blooms in the summer, usually centred on the 

Wairua Arm of the lake, decreasing water clarity and the presence of E.coli in untreated 

drinking water drawn directly from the lake. The presence of E.coli is a potential public 

health risk.  

Approximately 80% of water entering the lake is from underground sources, probably from 

seven surrounding lakes (Rotomahana; Okaro; Rerewhakaaitu; Rotokakahi; Tikitapu; 

Okareka and Okataina). Lake Tarawera is known to be rich in phosphorus, presumably from 

volcanic ash and geothermal activity and so algal growth is limited by nitrogen.  

Restoration Plan 

Lake Tarawera’s TLI is currently 3.0 and does not meet its target of 2.6. The target TLI was 

established through a public process and confirmed within the Regional Water and Land 

Plan.  The main cause of the declining water quality (indicated by a high TLI) is an increase in 

nitrogen and phosphorus. To solve the problem, the level of nutrients entering the lake 

needs to be reduced to a sustainable load. This involves calculating how many nutrients are 

flowing to the lake from each source, and estimating the reduction to achieve the target.  

The most recent nutrient budget indicates that phosphorus is more of a concern than past 

nutrient budgets may have signalled. The recommendation is to focus resources on reducing 

phosphorus, while capping nitrogen, to ensure further water quality decline does not occur. 

Therefore, the interim reduction targets are: Phosphorus: at least 1,200 kg per year. 

Nitrogen: no increase. These targets should be considered the absolute minimum required 

to improve water quality. Although the exact proportions of phosphorus loads are still 

uncertain, approximately 44% of the phosphorus flowing to Lake Tarawera is from the seven 

surrounding lakes. Any restoration scheme to improve Lake Tarawera must consider these 

outer lakes as well as the inner catchment. As the lake is impacted by the surface and 

groundwater inputs from seven other lakes, the development of the groundwater and lake 

nutrient models is vital in establishing more robust information on water and nutrient 

inputs and finalising nutrient reduction targets. Until these targets have been developed 

more thoroughly, the 1,200 kg reduction of phosphorus can be considered the minimum 

reduction required to stabilise water quality. In the meantime, the way forward to start 

reducing phosphorus to the lake is to:  

• address known sources of phosphorus  

• engage with landowners to gather information and identify voluntary actions  

• review nutrient targets once groundwater work is completed. The key actions are as follows:  
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1. Reticulation of sewage (reduction of 2,828 kg/year of nitrogen and 283 kg/year of 

phosphorus)  

2. Better management of agricultural land- use (inner catchment)  

3. Control of nitrogen fixing plants (reduction of 230 kg/year of nitrogen)  

4. Better management of agricultural land-use (outer catchment)  

5. Develop a rule to limit land-use changes that increase nutrients in the Tarawera 

System  

6. Groundwater modelling 

Engagement with Iwi 

In setting up the LTSSC it was considered imperative that all key stakeholders were 

represented on the committee: The two Iwi – Tuhourangi-a-iwi and Ngati Rangitihi, The 

LTRA, environmental groups, the two Councils and Government Departments. 

Engaging with both the Community and Iwi has been a very important part of our journey. 

The LTSSC has sought Iwi views very early on. A high level Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) 

was commissioned. The Te Arawa Lake Trust undertook the CIA and came back with four 

key principles and one recommendation. 

The four guiding principles of; 

1 The best option that halts the decline in Lake Water quality. Te Mauri o te Wai 

2 Enables the return of Iwi and best use of Maori land 

3 The option that has least impact on the sites of significance 

4 The management of waste and the respect for one another Tekanga  

These principles line-up easily with the views of the Committee. These helped form the 

bases of the preferred option. The recommendation from the Trust was to add three 

members to the committee from the twelve Maori land owners. This was confirmed at the 

committees meeting in December. 

 

Capacity Report 

The onsite wastewater capacity project was commissioned by the BOPRC at the request of 

the LTSSC to see if OSET was a viable option. The findings of the report are summarised as 

follows. 

• There is no doubt that water quality in Lake Tarawera is declining. 

• BoPRC classified Tarawera as a Maintenance Zone and Future Reticulation Zone. 
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• From 1 December 2017 all septic tanks will be a discretionary activity, requiring 

resource consent. 

• All aerated wastewater treatment plants (AWTS) must meet a nitrogen standard or 

require resource consent. 

• Reticulation options are being investigated. 

 

Should reticulation not be the preferred option, then continued use of on-

site systems is required. 

• Can sustainable, lawful on-site wastewater management occur for the Lake 

Tarawera community? 

• A range of environmental constraints were identified by BoPRC which limit effective 

and sustainable OSET management at Tarawera. 

• The project sought to confirm whether or not these constraints exist, and to what 

extent. 

• Field investigation including soil testing and site inspections. 

• Identified what is required for properties to be compliant with BoPRC rules. 

• Existing Systems 391 OSET systems, 11 Resource Consents. (OSET = on-site effluent 

treatment) 

• 9 AWTS systems, 382 Septic Tanks (97%). (AWTS = advanced wastewater treatment 

system) 

• 177 Soak whole systems (45%), 75 Trench systems (19%). 

• Where septic tank size is known, 276 were less than the recommended minimum 

size of 3,000 litres (80%). 

• Soil Type – Rotomahana Mud description from literature 

• Property Size – urban scale, 70% less than 1500m 

• The constraints identified by BoPRC and confirmed by the field investigation were 

assessed for all properties. 

• Where sites were not visited desk-top data used to determine colour grading. 

 

 

Green: Permitted Nitrogen Removing Systems (2 properties) = 

Acceptable

Yellow: AWTS and Consent Septic Tanks Systems (16 properties) 
= Short Term Acceptable.

Orange: Upgrade Work Required (204 properties) = Need 
Significant Upgrades

Red: Unable to Meet the Standard Required (169 Properties) = 
No Solution Available
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If a reticulation scheme is not pursued, the Tarawera OSET systems must be compliant 

under the OSET Plan by either: 

Installing a Nitrogen Reducing AWTS System, or gaining Resource Consent for a septic tank 

system (that meets modern standards) as a discretionary activity. 

For the 220 Orange or Yellow Properties, this means around $16,000 for a new AWTS, or a 

consent (which may be declined as septic tanks do not meet the required N reduction). 

For the 169 Red Properties current, solutions have not been determined. Further 

investigation may find specific solutions. Some properties are very severely limited and 

pump-out of wastewater may be the only option, although this will be impracticable due to 

typical 2000 litres daily household water usage.  

Conclusions of the report 

The findings of this report are far reaching and will have a significant impact on the 

community and on the BoPRC. The Council will need to reach a resolution on how to deal 

with the 169 properties that are unable to meet the current OSET standard let alone any 

new higher standard. The committee feel that this alone is so significant that both Councils 

should help fund the scheme and thus not having to pursue OSET, thus in the long run 

saving considerable funds. 

Proposed Scheme 

The LTSSC reviewed five options 

1. Reticulate the community with LPGP and treat at a local treatment MBR plant 

2. Reticulate the community with STEPS and treat at a local treatment MBR plant 

3. Reticulate the community with LPGP and treat connected to the Rotorua Plant via the 

Okareka connections (2)  

4. Reticulate the community with STEPS and treat connected to the Rotorua Plant via the 

Okareka connections (2)  

5. Do nothing and proceed with the implementation of OSET 

 

LPGP = low pressure grinder pump 

STEPS = septic tank effluent pump system 

MBR = membrane bioreactor 

 

The Committee also considered the reticulation zone and decided that the Reticulation Zone 

for Lake Tarawera be increased include Te Mu Road, The Landing, The Buried Village and the 

new Tarawera Trail carpark toilet. 
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The LTSSC considered all the options and data and made a series of recommendations 

before Christmas. After considering five treatment options the committee resolved as 

follows: 

LTSSC Recommendation 1 

The best practical option for local collection of wastewater is LPGP Grinder Pumps with STEP 

as a back-up option. 

Reasons 

Topography - the land is steeply sloping. 

Capacity of the system - LPGP can take higher loadings.  

Cost effective - the cheapest cost. 

Geology - Rotomahana Mud. 

Note Subject to CIA report. 

 

LTSSC Recommendation 2 
The best practical option 

That the effluent be pumped to one of two existing connections at Lake Okareka – Playne’s 

Farm connection or connection at Lake Tikitapu (Blue Lake). 

 

Reasons 

Existing Lake Okareka system made allowance for future connection of Tarawera. 

Get all nutrients out of the catchment. 

No Resource Consents required. 

Easiest to construct. 

Cheapest of disposal options. 

 Note Subject to CIA report. 

LTSSC Recommendation 3 

That a detailed CIA (Cultural Impact Assessment) be undertaken by TALT (Te Arawa Lakes 

Trust) providing advice on the four guiding principles of; 

1 The best option that halts the decline in Lake Water quality. Te Mauri o te Wai 

2 Enables the return of Iwi and best use of Maori land 

3 The option that has least impact on the sites of significance 

4 The management of waste and the respect for one another Tekanga  

LTSSC Recommendation 4 
That funding applications be made to both the Bay of Plenty Regional Council and the 

Rotorua Lakes Council for Additional Funding.  Currently $6.5m from MfE and $.75m from 

RLC. 
That the Committee look at ways of bringing the project forward Including Lump Sum 

payments and early rating. 
That there is a community update following the receipt of the CIA. 
That towards the end of the year, an expression of community support be assessed. 
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LTSSC Recommendation 5 
That the Reticulation Zone for Lake Tarawera be increased include Te Mu Road, The Landing, 

The Buried Village and the new Tarawera Walkway carpark. 

LTSSC Recommendation 6 
That Council in consultation with community and Maori land owners to evaluate the max 

number of connections to the scheme. 

 

Financial 

The total cost of the 5 options ranged from option 1, LPGP/STEP reticulated back to Lake 

Okareka will cost approx. $17.8m thru to the more expensive option of a Local Treatment 

Plant costing in excess of $20m. 

Current committee and community feedback is that the least expensive option is preferred. 

Currently there is confirmed funding of $0.75m from the RLC. This is the same subsidy 

applied to the other lake communities that have been, or are scheduled to be reticulated. 

The project has also been funded by the MfE subsidy from the Freshwater Fund $6.5M 

funded in 2021 and 2022. These subsidies have given confidence that the scheme will 

proceed. It would be a shame to lose $7.25m in subsidies as these would be unlikely to be 

repeated. 

It is recommended that the scheme be funded by Lump Sum and a Targeted Capital Rate 

spread over twenty five years. Based on current finances included an additional subsidy of 

$2.5m from BoPRC (subject to application and approval) 

Best case 

Based on a capital cost of      $17.8m 

Subsidies Received and other income             $ 9.75m 

FWF $6.5M RLC $.75M BoPRC $2.5 

Community Cost                    $ 8.05m 

Capacity          550 

Current connections      450 

Growth will need to be factored By Council   100 

Very draft cost per property would be               $14,700 

Add GST       $16,900per property 

RLC waiver of Capital Connection fee $2.7m     $11,200 per property  

 

Worst case 
 

Based on a capital cost of      $17.8m 

Subsidies Received and other income                $ 7.25m 

FWF $6.5M RLC $.75M BoPRC $2.5 
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Community Cost                    $10.55m 

Capacity          550 

Current connections      450 

Growth will need to be factored By Council   100 

Very draft cost per property would be                 $19,200 

Add GST       $22,100per property (Inc. GST) 

Council waiver of Capital Connection fee $2.7m  $16,400 per property (Inc. GST) 

 

The LTSSC is mindful and has heard the message clearly that the RLC does not want to carry 

Debt on its Balance Sheet. The Council has other priorities that need to be funded. The 

LTSSC has been and will continue to look at innovative ways to fund this project. With the 

community support and Government funding it would be a travesty not to proceed. In 

addition to funding the project the LTSSC is looking at the timing of the project and how this 

could be accommodated in the contract letting. 

If the recommendations in this submission are adopted by Council and the additional 

external subsidy is confirmed the project could be nearly total funded by 2022/23 and only 

leave $3.125(best case) to $6.32m (worst case) on the Council’s balance sheet. This would 

be secured against a Targeted Capital Rate spread over twenty to twenty five years. 

Best case  

Total Cost of the scheme      $17.80m 

Less Capital charge RLC              $ 2.70m 

Less Subsidies and grants       $ 9.75m 

Less Rates received prior years     Nil 

Nett Total Costs       $ 5.35m 

550 properties 100 held for future (FC or DIF)   $0.975m RLC loan funded 

50% Lump Sum payments      $ 2.225m 

Debt Carried by Council      $ 2.15m             

Total debt $.975 plus $2.15m Best case    $3.125m  

  

Worst case 

Total Cost of the scheme      $17.80m 

Less Capital contribution RLC              Nil 

Less Subsidies and grants No Grant BoPRC    $ 7.25m 

Less Rates received prior years     Nil 

Nett Total Costs       $10.55m 

550 properties 100 held for future (FC or DIF)   $ 1.92m RLC loan funded 

50% Lump Sum payments      $ 4.32m 

Debt Carried by Council      $ 4.31m             

Total debt $1.92 plus $4.31m Worst case    $ 6.32m  
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Please note:   Subject to final costs, variation in property numbers.   

$1m equates to $1,818 per property. 

Previous Rates 

During the consultation many residence have raised the issue that they have already been 

rated for sewerage. There is gathering evidence that the Council charged a Sewer Rate 

around the time Lake Okareka was reticulated. We request that this be taken into account 

when the Council considers not charging the Capital Connection Fee of $2.7m as this has a 

significant effect on the final charge per property. 

Community Support 

Since 2014 the Community has had a desire for a reticulated wastewater system.  At each 

LTRA AGM since that date there has been discussion on the need for this, each year gaining 

more and more support.  At the conclusion of this year’s AGM (Sunday 14 January 2018) 

a PowerPoint presentation was made on the progress of LTSSC.  At the end of the 

presentation a resolution was passed with the recommendation for reticulating sewage 

back to the Rotorua Wastewater Plant via Lake Okareka.  There were approximately 129 

Tarawera ratepayers in attendance - 99% of those voted for the proposal and only one 

dissenting vote. Talking with members of the Community they are very keen to see a 

reticulated sewerage system implemented and the common theme is ‘the sooner the 

better’.  It is no longer a desire for a wastewater system it is a very strong desire; we want 

to protect our lake. 

Another public meeting was held on the 1st April 2018 to recap on the options put forward 

by the LTSSC and to discuss the RLC Ten Year Plan. Councils preferred option was to only 

allow Lump Sum payment and not have the option of a Targeted Rate over twenty five 

years. This option was rejected by the public meeting and the options of a targeted Rate or 

the third option of further discussions be held with the LTSSC to find the best practical 

option was unanimously supported. 

Rotorua Lakes Council Long Term Plan 

Councils Ten Year Plan, page 26 and 27 cover the options for Tarawera Sewerage System. 

Page 26 sets out the options as recommended by the LTSSC. However when it comes to 

funding the scheme the council has laid out three options. The LTSSC met on March 26th 

and unanimously agreed to support options two and three. There are a number of property 

owners in Tarawera that could not afford to pay a lump sum up front. The only option is to 

allow your ratepayers the opportunity of spreading the cost over 25 years. Given that the 

loans required supporting the project are between $3.1m to $6.2m. We disagree with the 

amount of $8.4m. 
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Requests made of the Bay Of Plenty Regional Council. 

The LTSSC has made a submission to the BoPRC and requested as follows; 

“Third Party Infrastructure Fund 

The BoPRC, in its 2018 Ten Year plan has signalled the introduction of a Third Party 

Infrastructure Fund to assist projects such as the Tarawera Wastewater Project. As 

the consultation documents read the Fund is very flexible and is designed to assist 

funding by supporting projects that benefit the region and recovering funds by way 

of a Special Rate 

Firstly we would commend the BoPRC for its’ forward thinking and using its ability to 

fund projects in a creative way. 

Regarding the Tarawera Wastewater project we see the fund could be used in two 

ways. 

First, to bring the project forward from 2022 to 2019, as the Fresh Water Fund (FWF) 

is not available until 2021/ 2022. BoPRC could use the Third Party Fund by advancing 

the funds to the project so it could commence in 2019. BoPRC would be repaid by: 

The FWF in 2021 and 2022 $6.5m. 

RLC subsidy in 2019 $.75m 

Lump Sum Contributions over three years say 50% $3.3m 

BoPRC Grant $2.5m 

Debt retained by RLC Financial Contributions $1.5M  

RLC Contribution waived?? $2.7m 

Leaving BoPRC Long term loan 25 years $0.55m or if RLC does not waive the 

Wastewater Plan contribution of $2.7m then $3.25m from 2022 

Note the BOPRC would need to accrue interest until 2022 on any outstanding 

amount and add this accrued interest to the outstanding balance at the end of 2022. 

 

Recommendation 

That BoPRC advance funds from The Third Party Infrastructure Fund to bring the 

reticulation and disposal of wastewater for Lake Tarawera to the 2019 year. The 

council to collect subsidies and contributions and following 2022 fund the 
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outstanding balance of approx. $1m by way of loan. This amount to be target rated, 

with interest, over 25 years   

That the BoPRC assist in the funding of the Lake Tarawera reticulated wastewater 

system and  allocate in their Long Term Plan $1.25m in year 2020/2021 and $1.25m 

in the year 2021/2022” 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

There are significant reasons why the RLC should support this submission. The condition of 

the water quality of Lake Tarawera is declining. Public health is at risk with E.coli detected in 

all samples of water taken near extraction point for local supplies. Lake Tarawera is the 

jewel in the crown of the Rotorua Lakes. Lake Tarawera is a significant tourist destination. 

169 of the properties at Lake Tarawera will not be able to comply will any onsite wastewater 

treatment. Council rating base will be reduced as there will be fewer properties and values 

will decrease. Compensation issues are likely to arise.  

Recommendation 

1. That the Council waive the Capital Contribution of approx. $2.7m for connecting to 

the existing Lake Okareka system since the additional loading had already been 

factored in and that property owners have already made a contribution thru 

previous rates. 

 

2. That the Council amends its LTP to allow for payment by way of Lump Sum or by 

Targeted Rate. That the Targeted Rate be spread over 25 Years. The LTSSC supports 

Councils option two and three. 

 

3. That the Council consider introducing a targeted Capital Rate for the reticulation 

area set at $1000 in the 2019/2020 Financial Year, $1000 for the 2020/2021 and 

$1000 in the 2020/2021. 

 

4. That Council supports the six LTSSC recommendations. 

 

Glenn Snelgrove 

Chair Lake Tarawera Sewerage Steering Committee 

Please note 

Attached is a copy of a letter signed by the RLC CEO and the Chair of the Community 

Board dated 12 October 2012 stating that the Targeted Rate over twenty five years 

would apply to Lake Tarawera for a wastewater reticulated system. 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 
Steering Committee 

Submission to the long term plan 
Rotorua Lakes Council. 
 
 
 
Glenn Snelgrove  
Independent Chair 
Lake Tarawera Sewerage Steering Committee 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 
Steering Committee cont. 

Lake Tarawera Ratepayers’ Association 

  

Libby Fletcher   

Terry Beckett 

Lake Tarawera Community Anaru Rangiheuea (also Tuhourangi)   

Richard Noke  

Lakes Water Quality Society Neil Callaghan 

Tarawera Lakes Restoration Committee John Ford  

Barnett Vercoe - Onuku Maori Land Trust

  

Chris Sutton 

Rotorua Lakes Community Board Jim Stanton 

Tarawera Lakes Protection Society Fred Stevens 

Tuhourangi Tribal Authority Alan Skipwith 

Te Mana O Ngāti Rangitihi Trust Ken Raureti   

Chris Clarke 

Te Arawa Lakes Trust Karen Vercoe  

Nicki Douglas 

Rotorua/Taupo Federated Farmers Gifford McFadden 

Rotorua Lakes Council Cr Tania Tapsell  

Cr Mark Gould  

Monty Morrison 

Bay of Plenty Regional Council Kevin Winters 

Ministry of Health Annaka Davis 

Technical Advisory Group Rotorua Lakes Council 

Bay of Plenty Regional Council 

Ministry of Health 

Te Arawa Lakes Trust 

Taupiri McLeod Ngāti Te Rangiunuora 

Peri Marks Ngāti Te Rangiunuora 

Wally Lee Ngāti Te Rangiunuora 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

• Purpose of Tarawera Sewerage Steering Committee 
 

• The Tarawera Sewerage Steering Committee (TSSC) is 
established to reach consensus on a preferred sewage 
disposal option for Tarawera 

 

• To recommend a solution to the Rotorua Lakes Council 

 

• To work with appropriate funding agencies to obtain an 
approved level of funding and subsidy to enable the 
construction of a suitable sewage disposal scheme at a 
cost acceptable to the community. 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

Goals 

 

• The Committee is to select amongst options for the 
scheme, which is overall the best practicable option, and 
which: 

 

• Contributes best to improving the water quality in Lake 
Tarawera by reducing such nutrient and contaminant 
flows from homes and properties as enter into the lakes. 

 

• Recommends “the best practical option” in terms of the 
Resource Management Act (RMA) 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

Goals Continued 

 

• Best meets the needs of the community and the cultural 
needs of tangata whenua. 

• Achieves  environmental   outcomes. 

• Best safeguards public health. 

• Complies with regulatory requirements, national and 
regional. 

• Attracts appropriate subsidy funding. 

• Is the most cost effective option for local rate payers as 
well as Rotorua Lakes Council. 

• Has community support. 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

Responsibility and reporting of TSSC 

  

• The TSSC  is to report to the community and to Rotorua Lakes 
Council. 

 

• The TSSC  is to recommend to Rotorua Lakes Council its 
preferred option for a sewerage scheme and make such 
representation to both the RLC and BoPRC annual and long 
term plans and policies in support of its recommendations. 
This does not preclude any member of the committee making 
a submission in their own right. 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

 Introduction 

• Water quality in Lake Tarawera continues to deteriorate 

• The TLI for Lake Tarawera is consistently above the target 
TLI  

•  Blue Green algal blooms are becoming more frequent 

• Lake water being used for potable water has been found 
to contain E coli and Faecal coliforms 

• The cause of the decline in water quality is uncertain, but 
reticulating wastewater must remove a source of 
nutrient input to the lake 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

Public meetings. 
The LTRRA has raised the issue of reticulation at its last three AGMs 
• 18 January 2015 AGM  76 attended show of hands for 

reticulation majority in favour 
• 17 January 2016 AGM  54 attended the meeting was advised that 

the LTRA committee unanimously supported reticulation, 
members were not asked for a show of hands 

• 16 January 2017 AGM  43 members attended a show of hands for 
reticulation 37 in favour 2 against and 4 undecided 

• 14 January 2018 AGM 120 attended a show of hands for 
reticulation with sewage back to Rotorua via Okareka 99 in favour 
1 against 

• 1st April Community meeting, over 100 attendees. Support the 
scheme and want both Lump Sum and Targeted Rate 25years. 

 
The Scheme has high public support 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

Lake Tarawera Restoration Plan 

 

• Developed with the community. 

• Plan approved by RLC and BOPRC, Te Arawa 
Lakes Trust and community.  

• Community Plan Committee is Chaired by Libby 
Fletcher 

• Has a number of actions to improve the 
environment. 

• Number one priority is to reticulate wastewater.  
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 
•  Cultural Impact Assessment 
Acknowledgment TLT  Abridged version of presentation 
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Key Recommendations CIA 

From the report the committee received the four 
guiding principles of; 

• 1 The best option that halts the decline in Lake 
water quality. Te Mauri o te Wai 

• 2 Enables the return of Iwi and best use of Maori 
land 

• 3 The option that has least impact on the sites of 
significance 

• 4 The management of waste and the respect for 
one another Tekanga  
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

Cultural Impact assessment stage two 
 

• Stage two will focus on the committees 
preferred options 

• Engage the four principles  

• Consult with Iwi and Hapu 

• Consult with Maori Land Trusts 

• Recommend findings and preferred option 

• Identify mitigation if needed 
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On-site Wastewater 
Capability Project 
 
Undertaken by Bay of Plenty Regional Council 
 
 
 
 

Acknowledgements  
Trisha Simonson – Louise Feathers Planning Ltd. 
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Current Situation 
• Water quality in Lake Tarawera is declining. 

• BoPRC classified Tarawera as a Maintenance Zone and Future 
Reticulation Zone. 

• From 1 December 2017 all septic tanks will be a discretionary 
activity, requiring resource consent. 

• All aerated wastewater treatment plants (AWTS)  must meet 
a nitrogen standard or require resource consent. 

• Reticulation options are being investigated. 

• Should reticulation not be the preferred option, then continued 
use of on-site systems is required. 

• Can sustainable, lawful on-site wastewater management occur 
for the Lake Tarawera community? 
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OSET Capability Project 

• A range of constraints were identified by BoPRC which 
limit effective and sustainable OSET management at 
Tarawera. 

• The project sought to confirm whether or not these 
constraints exist, and to what extent. 

• Field investigation including soil testing and site 
inspections. 

• Identified what is required for properties to be 
compliant with BoPRC rules. 
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Identified Constraints 

• A range of environmental constraints have been 
identified by BoPRC which limit effective and 
sustainable on-site wastewater  management at 
Tarawera: 

• Existing Systems 

• Soil Type 

• Property Size 

• Proximity to Groundwater 

• Land Slope 
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Data Gathering 

• GIS Data from BoPRC used as follows: 

• Maps generated showing areas greater than 15 degrees in 
slope. 

• Used with aerial photos to identify sites with less than 
250m2 disposal area. 

• Soil maps used to identify areas with Rotomahana soil 
types. 

• Property size from Prover. 

• Groundwater level from BoPRC topography. 

• Data used to select five areas to undertake site inspections 
and the locations for soil investigations. 
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Desk-Top Results 

• Existing Systems 

• 391 OSET systems, 11 Resource Consents. 

• 9 AWTS systems, 382 Septic Tanks (97%). 

• 177 Soak Hole systems (45%), 75 Trench systems (19%). 

• Where septic tank size known, 276 were less than the 
recommended minimum size of 3,000 litres (80%). 

• Soil Type – Rotomahana Mud description from literature 

• Property Size – urban scale, 70% less than 1500m2. 
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Field Investigation Results 
• Site inspections: 

• 107 properties or 27% were inspected. 

• Confirmed that 40%+ sites inspected had steep slopes and 
limited level areas generally occupied by buildings. 

• 17% of properties had an issue with existing systems e.g. 
odour, breakout, too close to watercourse, broken tank lids, 
systems under driveways or decks. 

• 64% of dwellings sourced water from Lake Tarawera. 

• Some sites had multiple dwellings and outbuildings limiting 
available area. 

• On 27% of sites, it was difficult to establish the location or 
type of disposal system. 

• Where owners were present, most indicated their systems 
had been serviced within 12 months. 
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Collapsing Tank 

Tank under Driveway 

Broken Tank Lid 

Typical Site Area 
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OSET Colour Grading 
• The constraints identified by BoPRC and confirmed by the 

field investigation were assessed for all properties. 

• Where sites were not visited desk-top data used to 
determine colour grading. 

• Results: 

Green: Permitted Nitrogen Removing Systems (2 properties) = 
Acceptable 

Yellow: AWTS and Consent Septic Tanks Systems (16 properties) 
= Short Term Acceptable. 

Orange: Upgrade Work Required (204 properties) = Need 
Significant Upgrades 

Red: Unable to Meet the Standard Required (169 Properties) = 
No Solution Available 
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OSET Plan Compliance 
• If a reticulation scheme is not pursued, the Tarawera OSET 

systems must be compliant under the OSET Plan by either: 

• Installing a Nitrogen Reducing AWTS System, or 

• Gaining Resource Consent for a septic tank system (that 
meets modern standards) as a discretionary activity. 

• For the 220 Orange or Yellow Properties, this means around 
$16,000 for a new AWTS, or a consent (which may be declined 
as septic tanks do not meet the required N reduction). 

• For the 169 Red Properties current, solutions have not been 
determined. Further investigation may find specific solutions. 
Some properties are very severely limited and pump-out of 
wastewater may be the only option. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

1. Effective and sustainable on-site wastewater management 
at Lake Tarawera is severely constrained. 

2. On-site disposal is contributing to the nutrient and 
pathogen loads discharging into Lake Tarawera. 

3. The majority of Tarawera properties (95%) do not meet 
current standards. 

4. On-site systems are not likely a valid option for 43% of the 
community and a further 56% face significant upgrades. 

5. Given the evidence of the impacts of OSET discharges and 
the upgrades required, it is considered important that the 
settlement is reticulated. 
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1. Reticulate the community with LPGP and treat at a local 
treatment MBR plant 
 

2. Reticulate the community with STEPS and treat at a local 
treatment MBR plant 
 

3. Reticulate the community with LPGP and treat connected to 
the Rotorua Plant via the Okareka connections (2)  
 

4. Reticulate the community with STEPS and treat connected to 
the Rotorua Plant via the Okareka connections (2)  
 

5. Do nothing and proceed with the implementation of OSET 

Lake Tarawera Sewerage 
Five Options looked at  
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  PROPOSED SERVICE AREA 

 Number of properties: Current - 423 
 Ultimate - 546 
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Budgets 
- Estimated Project Budget 

FRESHWATER IMPROVEMENT FUND Year 1 Year 2 

(if applicable) 

Year 3 

(if applicable) 

Year 4 

(if applicable) 

Year 5 

(if applicable) 

TOTAL 

Amount requested from the fund for each 

hear of the project (excl. of G.S.T.)   

  $325,000.00 $550,000.00 $3,825,000.00 $3,825,000.00 $8,525,000.00 

              

OTHER CASH INCOME 

(excl. in-kind contributions) 

Year 1 Year 2 

(if applicable) 

Year 3 

(if applicable) 

Year 4 

(if applicable) 

Year 5 

(if applicable) 

TOTAL 

Rotorua Lakes Council - to be recovered from 

Tarawera ratepayers who are scheme 

beneficiaries 

  $325,000.00 $550,000.00 $3,825,000.00 $3,825,000.00 $8,525,000.00 

Rotorua Lakes Council – contribution from 

general rates 

$300,000.00 $450,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $750,000.00 

              

Total cash income from other sources for 

each project year (excl. G.S.T.) 

$300,000.00 $775,000.00 $550,000.00 $3,825,000.00 $3,825,000.00 $9,275,000.00 

              

TOTAL PROJECT INCOME $300,000.00 $1,100,000.00 $1,100,000.00 $7,650,000.00 $7,650,000.00 $17,800,000.00 
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- Round 2 consultation 
with community 

- Steering Group 
Recommendation to 
RLC 

- RLC adopts Steering 
Group 
Recommendation 

Decision Preferred 
Option by Steering 
Group 
 
 
 
 

Community 
Consultation 
 
Round 1 
 
 
 

Further Technical 
Investigation 
and  
Detailed CIA 
 
 
 

Decision on 
confirmed 
Preferred Option 
 
 
 
 

Apply for additional 
subsidy funding 
(LTP process) 
 
 
 

Preliminary design of 
scheme 
 
 
 
 
 

Detailed design of 
scheme 
 
 
 
 
 

Tendering and 
construction 
 
 
 
 
 

(November 2017) (January 2018) (January to June 2018) (July to September 2018) 

(September to December 
2018) 

(January to September 2019) (October 2019 to April 2020) (May 2020 to June 2022) 

(March to June 2018) 

June 2018 

December 2018 September 2019 April 2020 June 2022 

 
 
September 2018 

Timeline 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 
Lump Sum Calculation 
• Best case 

• Based on a capital cost of    $17.8m 

• Subsidies Received and other income                 $9.75m 

• FWF $6.5M RLC $.75M BoPRC $2.5 

• Community Cost    $8.05m 

• Capacity        550 

• Current connections    450 

• Growth will need to be factored By Council 100 

• Very draft cost per property would be   $14,700 

• Add GST     $16,900per property 

• Council waiver of Capital Connection fee $2.7m $11,200 per property  
 

 

 

Please note:   Subject to final costs, variation in property numbers.  Contracts are at + or – 30%  

$1,818 per 1$m extra subsidy      
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 
Lump Sum Calculation 

• Worst case 

•   

• Based on a capital cost of    $17.8m 

• Subsidies Received and other income               $ 7.25m 

• FWF $6.5M RLC $.75M BoPRC $2.5 

• Community Cost         $10.55m 

• Capacity        550 

• Current connections    450 

• Growth will need to be factored By Council 100 

• Very draft cost per property would be  $19,200 

• Add GST     $22,100per property 
RLC waiver of Capital Connection fee $2.7m $16,400 per property 
(inc GST) 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

• Best case  

• Total Cost of the scheme   $17.80m 

• Less Capital charge RLC    $ 2.70m 

• Less Subsidies and grants   $ 9.75m 

• Less Rates received prior years    
  

• Nett Total Costs    $ 5.35m 

• 550 properties 100 held for future (FC or DIF) $0.975m loan 

• 50% Lump Sum payments   $ 2.225m 

• Debt Carried by Council   $ 2.15m             
Total debt $.975 plus $2.15m Best case $3.125m 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

• Worst case 

• Total Cost of the scheme   $17.80m 

• Less Capital contribution RLC       $ Nil 

• Less Subsidies and grants No Grant BoPRC $ 7.25m 

• Less Rates received prior years  Nil 

• Nett Total Costs    $10.55m 

• 550 properties 100 growth (FC or DIF) $ 1.92m RLC 
loan 50% Lump Sum payments  $ 4.32m 

• Debt Carried by Council   $ 4.31m             
Total debt $1.92 plus $4.31m Worst case $ 6.32m  

• Please note:   Subject to final costs, variation in property numbers.   

• $1m equates to $1,818 per 1$m extra subsidy 
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Committees Recommendations 

Recommendation 1 

That the best practical option for local collection of 
wastewater is LPGP Grinder Pumps with STEP as a back up 
option. 

 

Reasons 

• Topography of the land very sloping. 

• Capacity of the system LPGP can take higher loadings.  

• Cost effective - is the cheapest cost. 

• Geology Rotomahana Mud. 

Note Subject to CIA report. 
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Committees Recommendations 

• Recommendation 2 

• The best practical option 
• That the effluent be pumped to one of two connections at 

Lake Okareka - Playnes farm connection or  Connect to Lake 
Tikitapu (Blue Lake). 

• Reasons 
• Lake Okareka made allowance for Tarawera. 

• Get all nutrients out of the catchment . 

• No Resource Consents required. 

• Easiest to construct. 

• Cheapest of disposal options. 

 Note Subject to CIA report. 
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Committees Recommendations 

Recommendation 3 

That a detailed CIA (Cultural Impact Assessment) be 
undertaken by TLT (Te Arawa Lakes Trust) providing advise 
on the four guiding principles of; 

• 1 The best option that halts the decline in Lake water 
quality. Te Mauri o te Wai 

• 2 Enables the return of Iwi and best use of Maori land 

• 3 The option that has least impact on the sites of 
significance 

• 4 The management of waste and the respect for one 
another Tekanga  
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Committees Recommendations 

Recommendation 4 
1. That funding applications be made to both the Bay of 

Plenty Regional Council and the Rotorua Lakes Council 
for Additional Funding.  Currently $6.5m from MfE and 
$.75m from RLC. 

2. That the Committee look at ways of bringing the 
project forward Including Lump Sum payments and 
early rating. 

3. That there be a community update following the 
receipt of the CIA. 

4. That towards the end of the year, an expression of 
community support be assessed. 
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Committees Recommendations 

Recommendation 5 

• That the Reticulation Zone for Lake Tarawera be 
increased include Te Mu Road, The Landing, The Buried 
Village and the new Tarawera Walkway carpark. 

 

Recommendation 6 

• That Council in consultation with community and Maori 
land owners to evaluate the max number of connections 
to the scheme. 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 

Requested from BoPRC 

• That BoPRC advance funds from The Third Party 
Infrastructure Fund. 

• Bring the reticulation of Lake Tarawera to the 2019 year. 

•  The BoPRC collect subsidies and contributions and 
following 2022 fund by way Targeted Rate over 25 years   

• That the BoPRC assist in the funding of the Lake Tarawera 
reticulated wastewater system and  allocate in their Long 
Term Plan $1.25m in year 2020/2021 and $1.25m in the 
year 2021/2022” 
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Long Term Plan Request 
Objectives 

• Improve water quality 

• Improve health of the residents 

• Meet obligations of the Restoration Plan 

• Not have to implement OSET by BoPRC 

• Help fund and support of the Fresh Water Fund $6.5m 

• Total subsides sort FWF $6.5m RLC $.75m Capital 
Connection $2.7m and BoPRC $2.5m 

• Current Subsidies $7.25m cost per property $22,100 inc GST 

• Being fair and equitable to ratepayers 
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Long Term Plan Request 
• There is significant reasons why the RLC should support 

this submission.  

• The condition of the water quality of Lake Tarawera is 
declining.  

• Public health is at risk with E.coli detected in all samples 
of water taken near extraction point for local supplies.  

• Lake Tarawera is a jewel in the Lakes of Rotorua. 

• Lake Tarawera is a significant tourist destination. 

• 169 of the properties at Lake Tarawera will not be able to 
comply will any onsite treatment. 

• Council rating base will be reduced as there will be lass 
properties and values will decease. 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 
Recommendations LTP 

• That the Council waive the Capital Contribution of 
approx. $2.7m for connecting to the existing Lake 
Okareka system since the additional loading had 
already been factored in and that property owners have 
already made a contribution thru previous rates. 

 

• That the Council amends its LTP to allow for payment 

by way of Lump Sum or by Targeted Rates. That the 
Targeted Rate be spread over 25 Years. The LTSSC 
supports Councils option two and three. 
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Lake Tarawera Sewerage 
Recommendations LTP 

• That the Council consider introducing a 
targeted Capital Rate for the reticulation area 
set at $1000 in the 2019/2020 Financial Year, 
$1000 for the 2020/2021 and $1000 in the 
2020/2021. 

•   

• That Council supports the six LTSSC 
recommendations 
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Questions  
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Submitter Number: 409 
Response ID: 1274672 
First Name: Ray 
Last Name: Morrison 
Organisation: General Manager - Ngāti Whakaue Tribal Lands (NWTL) 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
See attached 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Pukeroa Oruawhata House, 1st floor, 1176 Amohau Street, P.O Box 12015, Rotorua 3045, New Zealand 

Telephone: +64 07 348 8887 * admin@ngatiwhakaue.iwi.nz 
 
 

 
13 Paengawhāwhā 2018 
 
Rotorua Lakes Council  
Civic Centre 
1061 Haupapa Street 
Rotorua 
NEW ZEALAND 
info@rotorualc.nz 
 

Tēnā koe, 
 
Re: Long-term Plan 2018-28 
 
Ngāti Whakaue Tribal Lands (NWTL) is a Māori Incorporation which owns just over 3,000 
hectares of land surrounding the Rotorua township. Approximately 2,400 hectares comprise 
three sheep and cattle stations, 400 hectares are in forestry, there are small parcels of land 
under various commercial and residential lease arrangements and the balance is in native 
trees, roads and riparian plantings. 
As a key Te Arawa stakeholder and significant ratepayer, NWTL have a vested interest in the 
long-term aspirations, direction and growth of Rotorua therefore, we are grateful for the 
opportunity to make this submission on the Rotorua Lakes Council’s (RLC) Long-term Plan 
2018 Consultation Document. NWTL also supports other Te Arawa submissions in this process. 
This submission includes feedback in terms of both points of support and points of concern 
from an NWTL perspective and as they relate to specific aspects of the Long-term Plan.  

Key Theme: Reviving Our Facilities 
Item 1: Sir Howard Morrison Performing Arts Centre – RLC are currently considering the 
scope of works required to ensure that it is a safe and earthquake resistant building and that 
the revitalisation of this facility will increase its appeal and future usage. 
Points of Support: 

- NWTL recently endorsed a funding invitation towards the earthquake strengthening & 
improvement works for the Sir Howard Morrison Performing Arts Centre. 

- This pledge forms part of a wider financial contribution from a consortia of Ngāti 
Whakaue Tribal entities in recognition of an esteemed Ngāti Whakaue leader and 
former NWTL Director, as a small way of acknowledging the significant contribution 
that he made to performing arts and also the wider impact his achievements had on 
the Rotorua community as a whole over the course of his life. 

Key Theme: Environmental Sustainability 
Item 1: Wastewater Management – RLC are currently considering significant investment in a 
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wastewater reticulation scheme and upgrading wastewater treatment capacity and quality.  
Points of Support: 

- NWTL supports the need for effective & sustainable waste management infrastructure 
and services for the Rotorua district in order to protect our environment and to mitigate 
public health and amenity issues.   

- NWTL also supports the current Private Public Partnership model being undertaken by 
RLC which will allow Iwi to be actively involved as potential investment partners in the 
construction of new waste water infrastructure and the respective upstream supply 
chain development opportunities. 

Key Theme: Growing Our District 
Item 1: Resident Population Growth – RLC are proposing to introduce a ‘Sustainable 
Development Policy/ Development Contribution Policy’. The intent is to ensure the costs of 
providing the growth component of infrastructure is repaid by those who benefit from it. The 
policy will apply in the following cases: 

• Projects where growth requires expansion of water supplies, wastewater systems and 
storm water.  

• To new developments (for example new subdivisions) and excludes subdividing an 
existing property as capacity exists for some infill.  

• Timing of contribution charges (i.e. subdivision consent stage or at the time a building 
is completed?) and responsibility of those charges (i.e. the developer pays or the 
owner of a new house within a subdivision pays?) are yet to be determined. 

• The contribution could be approximately $4,000 per property.  
 
Points of Support: 

- NWTL supports any effective & sustainable policy for Land Development Contributions 
for the Rotorua district, providing they encourage the right type of development which 
in turn will drive the key growth aspirations for the Rotorua Community.  

Points of Concern: 
- While NWTL may be open towards Sustainable Development & Contribution Policy 

based on a user-pays model, as a key strategic landowner (and potential developer), 
we do not believe that the principles behind the framework for delivering revenue are 
necessarily optimal or realistic. 

- NWTL propose that a policy based on a ‘blanket approach’ (i.e. $4,000 per property) is 
inherently flawed at it treats all development with the same yardstick.  

- For example, if a developer was supportive of or signatory to the Rotorua Housing 
Accord, and they were in fact developing the type/style of houses which could 
demonstrably meet some of the current key housing needs in the community (i.e. 
higher density or affordable housing stock), the model or policy should have some 
flexibility (i.e. discount or rebate structure etc.) to incentivise this type of development. 

 
Item 2: Infrastructure Strategy – RLC are considering how to effectively plan & manage its 
core assets with respect to its future growth and increasing service demands to ensure the 
right level of requirements for maintaining and enhancing current infrastructure are in place, 
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while at the same time taking a planned approach to positioning our district for future growth.  
• Roading & Footpaths: the focus is on ensuring people can safely get to their 

destinations using the transport mode of their choice. 
• Water Supply: the strategy increases effort and focus on drinking water quality and 

protection against water contamination. Long-term planning addresses the 
issues/challenges of water demand management, increased storage, reducing water 
loss and exploring alternative sources of water supply to meet growth projections in a 
sustainable way.  

• Sewerage: significant investment is proposed for wastewater reticulation, upgrading 
our wastewater treatment quality and capacity, and fortifying monitoring of the network.  

Points of Support: 
- NWTL supports the effective & sustainable management of key infrastructure such as 

roading, water supply and sewerage for the Rotorua district, particularly as these 
components impact every aspect of NWTL’s current investment, development and key 
growth aspirations, which in turn will have a marked long-term benefit for Rotorua.  

Points of Concern: 
§ Roading & Footpaths:  

- NWTL will soon be embarking on a process of sourcing and engaging a tourism 
specialist to develop a tourism masterplan for its land holdings at Ngongotahā (583 
hectares) which is situated in the heart of Rotorua’s northern tourism attraction 
corridor.  

- A key issue for this site is that currently there is no cycle-way or pedestrian access 
which means that foot traffic leaving Skyline & Rainbow Springs towards the Ogo site 
(525 Ngongotahā Road), are required to navigate traffic across the main highway, in 
order to get to the site. We see this situation as unsustainable and potentially an 
accident waiting to happen and believe that some urgency in the construction of a 
footpath/cycleway route is required.  

- NWTL would urge and support RLC in addressing this issue as a matter of priority, 
particularly in light of the fact that upon completion of a Ngongotahā Tourism 
Masterplan, NWTL will have a significant tourism development blueprint that will guide 
new long-term sustainable tourism activities along this tourism attraction corridor. 
§ Sewerage:  

- While NWTL is supportive of the current Private Public Partnership model being 
considered for new waste water infrastructure, providing access to key strategic 
development zones (such as the tourism attraction corridor) from existing supply also 
needs to be addressed.  

- Similarly, to the issues at 525 Ngongotahā Road for footpath and cycleway access, the 
site is currently on septic tank sewerage systems so any future tourism investment on 
that site needs to have main sewerage connection therefore, NWTL would urge and 
support RLC in addressing this issue as a matter of priority. 

Key Theme: Keeping the Foot on Progress 
Item 1: Development of a World Class Lakefront Development – RLC are considering 
how to create a destination that meets and enhances the land which adjoins the lake. 
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Points of Support: 
- NWTL is fully supportive of any commercial development which will result in economic, 

social and community benefit to the community which will be leveraged from this ‘jewel 
in the crown’ of Rotorua’s significant natural assets.  

- Pukeroa Oruawhata’s spa development “Wai Ariki” will undoubtedly provide a catalyst 
to any revitalisation project aimed at creating a world class experience on the lakefront.  

- NWTL recommends that RLC consider future development in terms of complimenting, 
and enhancing Wai Ariki so that the overall development area becomes a contiguous, 
attractive and inviting open space that makes sense and makes a statement. 

- NWTL recommends that RLC continue to encourage and support this development 
accordingly. 

- NWTL also proposes that consideration be given to the notion of extending the 
development so that it incorporates one of the most significant ancestral and culturally 
rich areas in Rotorua – Ōhinemutu. The scope of works may include the beautification, 
and enhancement of key features such as Te Papaiouru, Tamatekapua, Saint Faiths 
Church, Tunohopu Wharenui (Paratehoata-Te Kohea Marae), Muruika, Ruapeka and 
all the way to the Utuhina River outlet. 

Points of Concern: 
- While NWTL is supportive of the proposed 4-stage development aspirations, we are 

concerned by the lack of consultation with Iwi to date – specifically Te Arawa Lakes 
Trust (TALT) in regard to the current planning and development aspirations around this 
significant community asset.  

- NWTL wishes to remind RLC that TALT are the mandated Iwi organisation who are 
responsible for the management of Te Arawa's settlement assets including its 14 lakes. 

- Therefore, TALT are not merely stakeholders and kaitiaki that should be considered 
under the RMA – but they are also fee simple land owners of the lake bed (which is 
often a point that is overlooked by many) and as such, they should at least be afforded 
full consultation over future management concerning the lakefront. 

-  
Item 2: Creation of a new CCO / Lakefront Development Company – RLC are currently 
considering the establishment of a CCO in order to provide more commercial discipline and 
specialist expertise through board appointments with specialist skills and are able to add 
value and help CCOs to achieve their objectives and Council’s long-term goals.  
Points of Support: 

- NWTL is fully supportive of any framework which engages specialist skill sets to 
govern and guide the commercial success of one of Rotorua’s significant natural 
assets. 

- Accordingly, NWTL would support the inclusion or representation from Te Arawa Iwi on 
the CCO on a number of fronts; 1) Iwi are responsible for the management of Te 
Arawa's settlement assets including the regions 14 lakes; 2) Iwi are currently 
undertaking one of (if not the) largest tourism development projects adjacent to the 
proposed area that the CCO would control; and 3) By virtue of point (2), Iwi must have 
demonstrable capability or some level of specialist expertise which has enabled them 
to embark on this significant development and hence provide value through an 
appointee(s) to the proposed CCO. 
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Points of Concern: 
- While NWTL is supportive of the CCO creation and its proposed 4-stage development 

aspirations, we are concerned by the lack of consultation with Iwi to date – specifically 
Te Arawa Lakes Trust (TALT) in regard to the current planning and development 
aspirations around this significant community asset.  

- Similar to the concerns raised for the wider development project, NWTL would also 
have equally deep concerns if due consideration for representation from Te Arawa Iwi 
on the CCO was not undertaken. 

Item 3: Housing Challenges in Rotorua – RLC are currently considering selling its 
pensioner housing stock to social housing providers. 
Points of Support: 

- NWTL’s position is that Iwi need to be included in the conversations around social 
housing demands, housing availability and affordability within our district in order to 
appropriately address these issues and develop appropriate models that provide the 
necessary services that best meet the needs of the community.  

- NWTL is aware of various successful Iwi owned social housing models and would 
therefore endorse a Te Arawa Social Housing collective or consortia to lead this 
important and considerable work, on the basis that this group has the required 
capacity, capability and operating model, by the same rationale that it supports Iwi 
ownership as an investment partner in city infrastructure. 

Points of Concern: 
- While NWTL is supportive of any strategies that may address the significant issues in 

trying to meet the demand for social housing for older people, we would be concerned 
if consultation with Iwi was not undertaken or Iwi owned social housing models were 
not considered.  

Concluding Comments: 
- NWTL wishes to be heard on its submission to RLC. 
- As policy and strategy development will ultimately inform the final shape of RLC’s Long 

Term Plan, NWTL recommends that the points raised within this submission are given 
full and genuine consideration so as to ensure that the overall direction of Rotorua 
embodies the environmental, social, cultural and economic aspirations of Te Arawa. 
 

Ngā mihi,  
 
Ray Morrison 
General Manager  

  
Ngāti Whakaue Tribal Lands 
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Submitter Number: 410 
Response ID: 1274681 
First Name: Chris 
Last Name: Newson 
Organisation: ROTORUA (SEALED PUMP TRACK) COLLECTIVE 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
See attached 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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ROTORUA S.P.T COLLECTIVE 

ROTORUA (SEALED PUMP TRACK) COLLECTIVE 
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WHO WE ARE….. 
The Rotorua S.P.T Collective is made up of a group of individuals from different 
Cycling codes, both amateur and professional, from athletes the coaches and  
everyone in between. But more than anything we are passionate about bikes, 
and even more passionate about getting people all over Rotorua and NZ onto 
bikes. We would like them to come to what is without a doubt one of the most 
complete area’s in NZ for cycling…but we believe we are missing one thing…. 
 
Chris ‘Magic Mic’ Newson – BMX EVENTS NZ, Our slightly crazy idea’s man.  A 
CNZ BMX Coach & Rider, Avid Mountain Biker, Event MC who should probably 
ride more. 
Mark ‘Cabin’ Leishman – BDC, Cabin is a stalwart in the MTB fraternity, his 
work with RIGS in local schools is legendary, his own achievements in cycling 
speak volumes, and his contacts within the code are second to none 
Nigel ‘Niz’ Robinson – Nigel can claim fame to building and maintaining the 
Rot BMX Track, Papakura and Wellington, practicing what he preaches he raced 
at the top level within the amateur ranks of BMX. The man knows Tracks 
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Ezra ‘Lensman’ Newick – You will Catch Ezra either fixing bikes, taking 
photos of bikes, Riding bikes, looking at bikes and dreaming about bikes.  His 
enthusiasm for riding is endless. 
Raewyn ‘The ROCKET’ Kilgour – Has been instrumental in the running and 
participation of the Revolve Womens mtb group, Raewyn attended a ‘pump’ 
skills session run by Chris and has been hot on the topic of pump tracks ever 
since. 
Zander ‘ZZ’ Steele – Former amateur W5 BMX rider and avid mountain Biker 
and Dirt jumper.  Zander has earnt his track time on the end of a rack and 
shovel and also as a tester for tracks and bike products.  Don’t challenge him to 
a manual competition…..you will lose! 
Warren ‘ Golden Wheels’ Boggiss – Warren is a BMX’r by trade and is the 
Current Chairman of the board of BMX NZ.  Warren’s passion for getting kids 
on bikes and riding safely is attested by his position.  BMX is the fledgling sport 
for all other cycling codes, so any endeavour to get kids on bikes Warren is 
front and centre waving the flag. 
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What are Sealed Pump Tracks ?  

Pump tracks are the perfect playground 
for beginners and professionals alike, 
their unique design caters for all ability 
levels. A pump track combines rolling 
jumps and turns found on traditional 
BMX style tracks with the flow of 
mountain bike trails and the rhythm of 
skate parks. Pump Tracks are the 
ultimate outdoor playground suitable 
for all. 

One of the key ingredients to proficient riding and developing skill on a bike is Pumping.  
Your body pushes the bike on the backside of a roller and generates speed.  A skilled 
pumper can generate more speed without pedaling then a learner can pedaling the whole 
track.  This makes riding trails, BMX tracks and obstacles much easier and should be the 
basis of every persons cycling experience. A sealed pump track means less maintenance and 
damage, a smooth fast easy surface to ride with plenty of grip and stability. 

Sealed Pump Tracks – A Global success story 
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What are the Benefits of Sealed Pump Tracks  

Promoting an active outdoor lifestyle 
Pump tracks provide the opportunity for 
communities to be innovative and promote a 
healthy, active outdoor lifestyle. Pump tracks have 
become a hive of community activity, encouraging 
all generations to be healthy, fit and active. They 
teach basic skills such as balance and coordination 
that can cross over into multiple sporting 
disciplines. But most importantly they are FUN. 
Pump tracks are the modern day outdoor 
playground for all ages. 
 
Safety first 
Proper pump track design has safety as a number 
one priority. Pump tracks should be designed to 
cater for all ages, all ability levels and to be 
suitable for bikes, skateboards, scooters and more. 
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Why does Rotorua need a Sealed Pump Track? 
 

• Cycling is one of the most important economic industries and activities in Rotorua. We have more 
than a dozen bikes shops, cycle ways, bike lanes, coffee shops and places all catering to the sport. 
Lets make it one for future generations by providing something that develops skills and safe riding 
from Newbies to experts.  
 

• Rotorua is lacking in this one area which would compliment the whole Cycling community as well as 
the greater community, allowing more events to generate tourism income, promote safe and healthy 
Cycling and help upskill the sport as a whole. 
 

• Multi functional, can be ridden by any kind of sports equipment, bikes, skateboards, inline skates, 
scooters and gets our young ones away from the Telly and out into one of the best area’s in the 
world, Rotorua’s outdoors. 
 

• Riding a pump track is silent and therefore pleasant for the residents.  A pump track is perceived as a 
playground for young and old 
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Who would use it? 
Pump tracks are for EVERYBODY!  From Kids on striders to Veterans of the cycling world, 
skateboards, inline skates and scooters. You will find the BMX Club running training and 
competitions, the MTB clubs running coaching and the Cycle coaches using it for skills based 
clinics. Some of the Collective are experienced event organisers and Cycling competitors who will 
utilise their skills in eventing to plan and implement events that will bring cyclist from all over NZ 
to Rotorua to compete and ride a high Quality Sealed pump track in the Cycling mecca that is our 
town. 
 
A well designed Sealed Pump track will complete the extensive array of options here and will cater 
to People who will travel from all over the country to ride here. We have travelled to Auckland, 
Hamilton, Raglan, Napier, New Plymouth and Wellington to experience pump tracks.  Others have 
travelled internationally to ride pump tracks built in Europe and the US. 
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Potential Locations in Rotorua 
The best place for a pump track is where you might put playgrounds.  The current BMX 
track which will soon be vacated would be our preference due to it’s location, parking 
and availability of existing dirt for build cost reduction.  
 
• The Current Rotorua BMX Club grounds (re-use the existing dirt) 
• Youth Centre grounds beside PaknSave 
• Velodrome Infield 
• Rotorua Lakefront 
• Cnr of Tarawera Rd and Long Mile Drive 
• Kuirau Park location 

 
 
 

What type of land do you 
need? 
 
It just needs to be a piece of reasonably flat 
land, a Pump track can be any shape or size.  
The track can be designed around the piece of 
land allocated. 
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A recent article on the grey lynn pump track.. 
https://www.bikeauckland.org.nz/pumped-the-story-of-the-grey-lynn-

pump-track/ 
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Where to from here….. 

We have the drive and determination to make this work, we have the skills 
Necessary to make this a world leading product that could be promoted 
internationally and Nationally.  We have design’s and the ability to create  
A track specifically for the area used.  Once built we could continue as a 
group to initiate coaching clinics, community events, school cycle safety 
initiatives and more. If we could be successful in securing enough land and 
Possibly some financial assistance (although not completely necessary) we 
would strive to create a world class facility that would benefit Rotorua in 
many ways. 
 
The Cycling community will come together and protect the venue as they 
do already with the forest, keeping riders safe, and creating a healthy 
environment.   
 
The Opportunity to put this forward is most appreciated and should you 
wish to discuss please don’t hesitate to contact us…. Thank you.  
             RSPTC 

Chris Newson  
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Submitter Number: 411 
Response ID: 1274673 
First Name: Kingi 
Last Name: Biddle 
Organisation: Citizen 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service 
expertise. May not be sustainable. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
I would like to see areas where people can exercise - little exercise bays like the ones in Panmure. In 
China they integrate exercise equipment into the children's playground... 
I would also like to see places where people can have lunch. maybe in the Kuirau Park where 
workers can go and have a lunch on a park bench while watching the world go by. I will go to the 
bench in the Rose Garden to eat my lunch but it is often taken up by others. Work is stressful but 
where are the places to chill and rest?? 
I would also like to see places where people can go to chill out. the view of nature by the Siulphur 
Point boat ramp is beautiful but people can't just enjoy it because there are no seats. The world is 
stressful where are the places people can go to to sit and enjoy the view. They don't have to walk to 
relax like at the Redwoods but just lax out after a long day. Where are the seats or the areas 
designated to chill. 
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Aroha 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 412 
Response ID: 1274675 
First Name: Raymond 
Last Name: Williams 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term 
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m 
 
Your thoughts? 
please keep it cheap 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
that is number one in my opinion 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and 
acceptable payment options 
 
Your thoughts? 
keep it cheap 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities. 
 
Your thoughts? 
keep it cheap 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater 
services 
 
Your thoughts? 
keep it cheap but safe 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
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Your thoughts? 
we do not want a Sydney complex 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
keep it cheap 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
same again keep it cheap & do not put anymore load on rate payers 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase) 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
option 1 will mean a lot more finances 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
please just look after the pensioners 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Please ask Mayor to stop spending our money & taiho,all of the council members will be gone in 
2030 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
as b4 keep it cheap 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change 
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Your thoughts? 
please think of rate payerd 
 
 
Further Comments: 
N/C 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 413 
Response ID: 1274705 
First Name: Alan Sciascia 
Last Name: Sciascia 
Organisation: BOP Branch of Hospitality NZ 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
See attached 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Hospitality NZ Submission – Rotorua Lakes District Long Term Plan 1

  
Hospitality New Zealand  

(BOP Branch) 
 

SUBMISSION ON 
LONG TERM PLAN– ROTORUA LAKES COUNCIL 

Friday Apr 13th 2018 
 
 
Hospitality NZ is a voluntary trade association which has operated since 1902 and currently represents around 3,000 
hospitality businesses throughout New Zealand.  As Regional Manager for Hospitality New Zealand, I support and 
represent fifty one businesses throughout Rotorua Lakes District and these businesses employ over 1,000 staff.  This 
submission is made on behalf of the Bay of Plenty branch of Hospitality New Zealand. 
 
We appreciate the opportunity to make a submission on the Long Term Plan.  We are committed to working with 
Rotorua Lakes Council in order to develop a practical and effective plan.  We would like to speak to our submission.   
 

CONTACT DETAILS: 
Alan Sciascia 
Regional Manager 
Hospitality New Zealand 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Support of other submissions 
 
We support the submission lodged by RAM (Rotorua Association of Motels) in regard to the call to treat all 
businesses as businesses and in particular those operating short-term accommodation rental out of residential 
properties. 
 
 
Rating Differential 
 
It is noted that Rotorua businesses currently incur a rating differential of 1.72 however this is not applied to 
businesses operating in a residential environment.  We wish to point out that many tourism businesses are evading 
commercial rates due to them not declaring their commercial status.  These are the hundreds of private residences 
operating as businesses while being rented out as short term accommodation via Airbnb, Bookabach and similar.  
While some of these businesses are relatively small some are hugely significant with annual revenue in the hundreds 
of thousands of dollars.  We urge Council to fully consider this matter when determining which businesses are to be 
considered commercial entities and how they are levied as compared to residential. 
 
 
Equal footing for all businesses  
 
As was raised in our submission on the Annual Plan 2017, Hospitality NZ has serious concerns about boutique 
accommodation businesses running under the guise of a private residence.  The policy guidelines already in place by 
RLC allow a liberal 100 days rental per annum before a property is considered to fall under the commercial 
classification.  This compares to the Queenstown model which has much stricter criteria applied while Auckland is 
currently preparing stricter controls in its jurisdiction to address this same issue. 
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We note that RLC recently elected to retain the existing policy of 100 days rental.  We are also pleased the Council 
would look to move to more proactive monitoring and enforcement and to work with the hospitality industry, 
Destination Rotorua and the community to ensure that any future proposed District Plan change does not cause 
additional unnecessary cost and/or barriers to our community or the tourism sector.  Since the consultation last year 
our organisation has not been invited to be involved in Council discussions although we do remain available to help, 
 
The problems identified in 2017 have not gone away and in fact have been exacerbated by the continuing increase in 
the number of residential properties being used for short-term accommodation in Rotorua and elsewhere.  This 
conversion of long-term rentals to short-term rentals serves to compound the already identified problem of housing 
challenges in Rotorua (see pages 52-53 of the Council Consultation document).  While this document deals largely 
with the issue of pensioner housing the Council needs to be aware of the larger impact on the community as 
residential properties are converted to short-term rentals. 
 
In 2013 Statistics NZ published a document titled “Severe Housing Deprivation: The problem and its measurement”.   
 
On page #84 of this report it identified that in 2013 609 Rotorua residents were severely housing deprived being 
almost 1% of the population.  At that time 87 residents were without accommodation. 
 
 
Commercial Short-term Rental 
 
In 2013 the total number of properties marketed by Airbnb was 23 and by 2018 this had risen to 1,225.  Currently 
Airbnb are marketing 797 properties including 474 entire homes as available for short term rental.  These are homes 
that would otherwise have been available for traditional long-term rental and have been converted by their owners 
into short-term rental.  In November 2017 Trademe reported “Kiwi tenants can expect stiff competition for rental 
properties as the number of properties to choose from has dropped 50 per cent in the past year”. 
 
These properties are now operating at the level of traditional businesses.  Total revenue from all properties listed on 
Airbnb in Rotorua district is now approaching $16 million and is climbing year on year.  The vast majority of these 
businesses are not being treated as businesses.  They incur residential rates and none of the usual business charges 
incurred by traditional accommodation providers such as hotels and motels.  Nor do they have to be compliant with 
fire regulations, health and safety compliance or hold a building warrant of fitness.  This creates an uneven playing 
field as these new businesses compete with traditional businesses for the same market. 
 
 
How big is the problem? 
 
For the twelve months ended February 2018 total sales of short-term rentals in Rotorua District approached $16 
million.  The top selling property achieved annual revenue in excess of $200,000 in that same period.  The average 
annual revenue achieved by the top ten properties was in excess of $135,000 per property.  The average annual 
revenue for all properties listed on Airbnb was over $13,000.  We emphasise this is only the revenue generated by 
properties listed on Airbnb and excludes properties rented via Bookabach and other online providers. 
 
A number of hosts operate multiple properties.  Of the total 797 Airbnb listings, 422 properties are operated by 121 
hosts.  On average each multi-host controls 3.5 properties.  Of the top ten hosts in Rotorua, two operate two 
properties, one operates six while another operates nine properties including two in the top ten which between the 
two have a combined revenue of just under $250k.  This is no longer play money during peak season holidays.  This is 
serious business. 
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Compliance 
 
We note RLCs current policy on allowing residents an ability to run their property as a business for up to 100 days 
without any rates penalty being applied.  This is a very liberal allowance for Council to make to these businesses.  We 
point out the following criteria being applied by other authorities. 
 
Queenstown: All properties must be registered. No restrictions apply for properties rented for less than 28 days per 
year. Where an entire home is rented for less than 90 days per year the occupier will incur a rates increase of 25-
35%. Where an entire home is rented for more than 90 days per year resource consent is required. 
 
Auckland:  Current plan under consideration is for properties rented out for more than 28 nights to be charged the 
targeted rate to help cover the cost of tourism promotion.  Business rates will also be applied on a sliding scale 
based on the number of nights a year a property is listed, with those listed for more than 135 nights a year treated 
as fully commercial. 
 
New York: Since October 2016 an entire apartment cannot be rented for anything less than 30 days unless the host is 
present and there are only one or two guests. 
 
San Francisco: Properties can only be rented on a short-term basis if the host is a permanent city resident (this 
prevents outside investors from being hosts).  The host must also have lived at the address for 60 days before 
applying for permission and also must plan to live on the premises for at least 275 days per year.  Effectively this 
prevents the property being rented for anything more than 90 days per year unless the host is present. 
 
Vancouver: Since 2016 entire homes or even self-contained dwellings within a house or on the same grounds as the 
main property cannot be rented on a short term basis.  Single rooms may be rented but incur an annual fee. 
 
London: Since 2017 owners are restricted to 90 nights per calendar year.  Anything in excess of that requires specific 
Council permission (eg resource consent). 
 
 
Recommendation for Ensuring Compliance 
 
Any policy applied by Council should be complied with.  Compliance can be costly unless the process is simple to 
follow and simple to control.  We recommend Rotorua Lakes Council strongly consider reviewing their current policy 
to more closely follow the policy in place in Queenstown and currently considered by Auckland. 
 
Hospitality NZ are very happy to work with RLC to create a policy that is fair and equitable to all parties (businesses, 
residents and visitors) and is also easily monitored to ensure compliance. 
 
 
 
Hospitality NZ thanks Rotorua Lakes Council for the opportunity to submit on the Annual Plan. 
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Submitter Number: 414 
Response ID: 1274701 
First Name: colin 
Last Name: Jackson 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution 
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered 
unaffordable by Council. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Other schemes have been council funded and recovered from rates over time.  Why not Tarewera? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates 
across all households receiving service. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Environmental sustainability and responsibility is important for the image of our region.  All districts 
need to be disposing of waste responsibly.  Much easier to be responsible if there is a collection 
service. 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
$4K /property sounds conservative. 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
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Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Currently a great facility.  Improving cements Rotorua as the go to place for MTB and other outdorr 
activities. 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the 
CBD. Avg increase of $100. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0. 
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00 
 
Your thoughts? 
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What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
It appears that not enough attention has been given to developing a pristine world heritage region.  
This needs to be a long term priority. 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 415 
Response ID: 1274784 
First Name: Rachael 
Last Name: McGarvie 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 3 - Demolish the building and construct a multi purpose Museum: No costings avaliable 
 
Your thoughts? 
Option 4 - Move exhibits into other buildings in town and charge for entry. 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and 
acceptable payment options 
 
Your thoughts? 
Need a better repayment option. Should be over 10 years like the Hot Swap loan with Regional 
Council. 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater 
services, Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing 
property, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future, Development 
contribution will be charged per property 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Option 3 - redevelop the lakefront on a reduced budget. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
minus skate park as dont need another one that costs millions. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase) 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
This seems to be misleading. Surely option 1 will also need to be paid by rates and therefore cost $8 
avg rate increase. Do not support ANOTHER CCO. Can it not be incorporated in REDL's work? Even if 
it means additional FTE? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0. 
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
I support the move to improve our facilities but think the budget and proposed spending is 
excessive. I think these things could be done on smaller budgets. There was no option to comment 
on the SHMPAC. I do not support the proposal to redo the SHMPAC. We are too small a town to 
support two venues. Rather the Energy Events centre should be modified to enable to be THE 
performing arts and events centre Rotorua. 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 416 
Response ID: 1274821 
First Name: Ryan 
Last Name: Gray 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term 
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
The museum is vital to our city and needs to be upgraded to the standard to ensure future revenues 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay 
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Development contribution will be charged per property 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
develop in partnership with iwi and those will benefit from ratepayers funds being spent on 
lakefront. too often communities outside CBD miss out at the expense of creating something nice for 
tourists over locals 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Yes, Redwoods has the opportunity to a boost for the local economy and more jobs for locals 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Yes! In particular the Skatepark needs to be upgraded. the park in its current state is outdated, 
damaged and the cost to reapir could be the same as a new one. so lets update it to the standard 
Rotorua needs. See my e-mail regarding this too 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the 
CBD. Avg increase of $100. 
 
Your thoughts? 
also look at taking funding from perhaps Grow Rotorua as they wont be needed to look at 
CBD/Lakefront if this CCO goes ahead 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service 
expertise. May not be sustainable. 
 
Your thoughts? 
look at partnering with a social housing provider to maintain ownership and increase service while 
receiving govt rent rebates, or set up a local housing trust to achieve the same outcome 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0. 
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00 
 
Your thoughts? 
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What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 2 - Reduce further or increase the UAGC 
 
Your thoughts? 
reduce it as low as possible, rates should be based on CV, as it's only fair for those who have more to 
pay more 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Please see my e-mail regarding the Skatepark upgrade 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 417 
Response ID: 1274822 
First Name: Brendan 
Last Name: Moore 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay 
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future, Development contribution will be 
charged per property 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service 
expertise. May not be sustainable. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0. 
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 418 
Response ID: 1274286 
First Name: Aayush 
Last Name: Silwal 
Organisation: WaiOra Lakeside Spa Resort 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and 
acceptable payment options 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates 
across all households receiving service. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Equal participation is required to keep the country clean and green. 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater 
services 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
 
Your thoughts? 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1A - Introduce a fixed rate of $600 to all business and commercial operators in the CBD. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 2 - Change the differentials to match the intent indicated in the 2015-25 LTP: Differentials 
move towards 1.0. This would move the business rate from 1.72 down to 1.0 and move the rural 
residential from 0.955 up to 1.0. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
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Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 419 
Response ID: 1274902 
First Name: Tina 
Last Name: Marshall 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
I don't agree with either options, Only money to be spent at this stage is for fixing the outdoor pool 
and the roof. We do not need a dedicated learners pool the facility is underutilised as it is.; 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
I would love to see the museum fixed but the Council must be exact on the costs and ensure there 
are no over runs. 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution 
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered 
unaffordable by Council. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Option 2 as long as the interest on the money is also charged back to the Tarawera rate payers and 
not put in the general rate pool. 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
Why the $4000 when the council will be getting atleast $2000 pa from each new property anyway? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Leave much as it. Definately demolish the soundshell but only develop it to tidy and pretty up, 
maybe extend the well used playground. Put some better toilets in but leave as the fantastic green 
space it is. Concerts etc there are great. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Leave as it, that is what so good about the place it is pretty much in its natural stage we don't need 
development in there, plus the Council does not even own it. 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Leave as it we have enough developed parks and spaces around the city to spend so much on one.  
The land is not suitable for car parks etc look how hard it is to look after the car park at the soccer 
grounds. The park is too low lying and geothermal. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
No No NO NO such a waste of money and council cop out. 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
All housing rents to go back into either increasing pool or better maintenance and not general 
council funds. 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
That is a great strategy but I am afraid that does not seem to align with the Councils plan.  Alot of the 
money being spent are not for Services but fluffy shit like the beautification of the sewerage plant.  
This is the biggest and irresponsible spending I have ever heard of, second after the white elephant 
of a bike trail through town. When will you learn. 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Maximise the UAGC. 
 
 
Further Comments: 
I feel the Council is trying to do too much in too short a time, we should be trying to bring out debt 
down but all we see is borrow for this borrow for that.  We are still a tourist town earning minimum 
wage, all of the expenditures will not change this. 
We should not be spending on the improvement of the Howard Morrison centre, we have enough 
facilities around the town both Council and Privately owned.  Pull down the surrounding buildings 
and just have one fantastic theatre with parking. 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 420 
Response ID: 1275016 
First Name: Jennifer 
Last Name: Couldrey 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and 
acceptable payment options 
 
Your thoughts? 
We think it is unreasonable to expect that all members of the community are able to pay the lump 
sum contribution. We further believe that RLC should waive the $2.7m capital contribution as this 
has already been accounted for in our rates. 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Construct geo-heated water play area, Relocate carpark & Saturday Market, 
New outdoor community space, New toilets & changing rooms, Skatepark. Will cost $7.5m - 1/3 
externally funded. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
I accept the need for rates increase to fund City and Rural wide projects for the benefit of our 
environment and enjoyment of the city. I am concerned about the lack of input into RLC financial 
coffers from the increasing numbers of tourists enjoying our city and want to see that RLC benefit 
from that tourism in a financial sense. 
I am also concerned about the apparent necessity for RLC to call for private investment into basic 
infrastructure like the Wastewater Treatement System. Please tell me this rumour is not correct.  
Our lake and water quality is paramount. 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
V 
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Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 421 
Response ID: 1275112 
First Name: David 
Last Name: Horgan 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term 
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m 
 
Your thoughts? 
You need to fix the existing problems before you think about tarting things up.  As it says in the 
consultation document the pool is leaking and slumping. This needs to be sorted before anything 
else happens! 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
The museum needs to be restored.  One has to wonder at how things got so bad especially given 
that $30 million was given to extend the building.  What happened to insurance, protection and 
maintenance?  Heads should have rolled and still need to!! 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution 
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered 
unaffordable by Council. 
 
Your thoughts? 
You have to fair and equatable to all the ratepayers.  A similar option as was given to those living at 
Lake Okareka / Rotoiti would seem only fair. 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities. 
 
Your thoughts? 
You can extend it all as you like so long as it is done for the same $146.75 that you currently charge 
per household.  Cross subsidization is implicated in your proposal to put the charges up and you 
shouldn't do it. 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater 
services, Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing 
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property, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future, Development 
contribution will be charged per property 
 
Your thoughts? 
It needs to be carefully managed with great thought planning and wide consultation.  So far there is 
little evidence that council has what it takes to do this..... 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
 
Your thoughts? 
Council need to its priorities right and sort things like the sewage system over and above pet 
projects like this.  There is already private investments looking at this area maybe it's best to leave it 
to them (with oversight) at this stage. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
A proper safe and integrated plan needs to shown publicly and how these changes might effect the 
suburbs right beside the forest.  All users need to be considered not only the mountain bikers and 
tourist hoards visiting the Redwoods. 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
The enhancements to Kuirau Park have been nice (even though it includes the start of the poorly 
conceived green corridor..).  I certainly don't want a skatepark at Kuirau Park.  There maybe more 
synergies to put this facility near the BMX park. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase) 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
CCO's mean there is no ratepayer oversight and may not do what is in the best interest. It's seems a 
good way to hide things behind closed doors being "a commercially sensitive project" and routing 
the ratepayers for more $. I don't like either option. 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Make certain that the houses are up to a good livable standard. Be absolutely clear as to what 
responsibilities you have and publicise this. If the destruction of community house is anything to go 
by on councils social responsibility - we're in trouble 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Increasing rates is not sustainable nor acceptable and as for the 7.86% rate increase to residential 
rates (8.5%+ for me) for the 18/19 year, it is totally unacceptable.  I do not get such pay increases 
and neither should you.  Sort it out and work within your means! 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Whatever is done it needs to be sorted so that we don't get types of rate increases we've had over 
the last 3 years.  Looking forward to having a clean out of the councilors and hopefully some of the 
management who have brought us to this position. 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change 
 
Your thoughts? 
If you're wanting a uniform general charge maybe it should be based on per capita - the more 
people living or using the property the greater the charge. 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 422 
Response ID: 1275146 
First Name: Lynne 
Last Name: Reardon 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Its a fantastic facility that needs to be updated to maximise potential.  Better to spend money on 
upgrading this than to build a new skate park.  Maximise existing facilities rather than spread limited 
resources (money) too thinly. 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Just do it. 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
The Rotoma scheme has taken RLC so long to get it to a reality and with 4 million on the board 
without any significant work done I dont believe you have the necessary skills to progress sewage 
schemes. 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
MAke them pay for it.  Disgusting that you have let the state of the art recycling centre fall into such 
disrepair. Shows lack of planning and a waste of money. 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater 
services, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future 
 
Your thoughts? 
Rotorua had a development levy and the current Mayor scrapped it - which showed a lack of 
forward planning.  The developers get richer and the ratepayers carry the cost.  Not sustainable. 
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What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
You have let it become so run down that the only answer is to develop it.  A development levy 
should definitely be re-introduced for any business located in that area.  It is time that business paid 
the true cost of their business. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Cant do everything - the 8% increase you are talking about is unaffordable for many Rotorua 
Residents.  MAke the forest user pays.  Why should I subsidise a recreation I dont participate in 
when no-one subsidises my gym membership? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Unafforable - it looks great as it is and is well used. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase) 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
The way you have presented the cost is bullshit either way the cost will fall on ratepayers.  Surely it 
is the responsibility of the CEO to manage Rotorua facilities - isnt that what he is hired to do.  The 
CCO hasnt worked for Infracore.Keep it inhouse. 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Housing is a central govt responsibility.  Keep it as is any new service provision is not sustainable to 
be funded by ratepayers 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Do what you stated when you were voted in - inflation only rates increases.  Vanity projects are not 
sustainable for ratepayers 
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What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Rural ratepayers do not use all of the services funded by rates so they shouldnt pay as much 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change 
 
Your thoughts? 
Just because the value of the house has gone up doesnt mean you use more services.  Rates should 
not be a tax - but on services used. 
 
 
Further Comments: 
THe Rotoma sewage scheme is a joke.  The costs of the scheme have escalated so much because the 
scheme has been held to ransom by people with their own barrows to push at the expense of the 
average ratepayer who just wants an affordable scheme.  We now have neither the scheme that 
everyone wanted and was preferred, nor it being affordable.   The Rotoma scheme attracted the 
most subsidies as compared to other areas in recognition of many residents inability to pay.  The 
benefit of those subsidies has been seriously eroded due to Council staff inability to engage the 
community.  The cost of doing business in an area should not be paid for by the local residents but 
should be spread across the general rate. 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 423 
Response ID: 1275162 
First Name: Vicki 
Last Name: Hannay 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term 
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and 
acceptable payment options 
 
Your thoughts? 
A Reticulated Waste water system is the only option to preserve the Lake & environs. A fair payment 
system for all paid thru our rates with no upfront costs.. 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities. 
 
Your thoughts? 
We would not use a kerbside service as we stay predominantly at weekends so wouldn't want to 
contribute to a service we will not use. 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Think the council needs to pare back ideas proposed & concentrate on things that actually need 
fixing first. 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Moderate development only required. Toilets in this area definitely need upgrading, they are a 
disgrace for visitors & locals & should have not been left to deteriorate in this way. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the 
CBD. Avg increase of $100. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
We are concerned at the all or nothing attitude of some developments proposed. More modest 
staged developments esp. beautification of Rotorua should be considered so that money can be 
targeted to basic requirements that we expect when we pay rates. A reticulated sewerage scheme 
that Lake Tarawera property owners have been waiting for the last 10 years! 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 424 
Response ID: 1275235 
First Name: Paul 
Last Name: Strawbridge 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Redevelopment should follow what other cities have done and add wave pool and water slides. 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and 
acceptable payment options 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates 
across all households receiving service. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
 
Your thoughts? 
Yes to repairs to infrastructure where required. Yes to removal of old unsightly buildings. Other than 
that Lakefront is fine as it is presently. 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Was  recently upgraded. Yes to new toilets otherwise nothing else needs to be spent here. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase) 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 425 
Response ID: 1275232 
First Name: Tania 
Last Name: Bennett 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 3 - Demolish the building and construct a multi purpose Museum: No costings avaliable 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and 
acceptable payment options 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater 
services 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
 
Your thoughts? 
Leave it as it is. We don't have the money so don't borrow more. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Option 2 says no why do we need to spend 250,000 pa? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Leave them as they are so there is affordable housing for the elderly.  We need to honour them by 
looking after them. 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
There is enough pressure for people with adding dept.  
 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Don't  add any more dept to the rate payers. 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 426 
Response ID: 1274351 
First Name: Louise 
Last Name: Marillier 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay 
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
However, rural rates are already out of proportion to what is received for them (ie too high) . Cost 
should be spread across whole district. 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Development contribution will be charged per property 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Waterfront is embarrassingly underutilized at present due to lack of development. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Fine as it is. 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
If it was closer to the central walking hub of town it would be worth it, but it is not. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the 
CBD. Avg increase of $100. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Further Comments: 
Not sure if this is the correct place to comment about farm rates. I wonder how councils can justify 
the high amounts charged for rates for farms? For example, in town the rate payer turns on the tap 
in his house and gets water that his rates have contributed towards. On a farmer - not so. The 
farmer has to pay for the pump, tanks, pipes, fittings and ongoing maintenance and electricity costs 
to get water to his house. Same as sewerage and I could go on. What on earth are farmers paying 
for? 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 427 
Response ID: 1275298 
First Name: Matt 
Last Name: Pepper 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 428 
Response ID: 1275364 
First Name: Matt 
Last Name: Pepper 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
But please fix SHMPAC first. 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Rotorua needs a fully functioning museum and performing arts center ASAP. Option 2 is ridiculous, a 
bad joke? Option 3, perhaps, but what would the cost be? We need the "Corridor of learning and 
art" restored back to us please! 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay 
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future 
 
Your thoughts? 
Accessible green spaces within cities are very important (research shows this). NZ actually has very 
low proportions of inner city green spaces compared to world standards, especially Europe. Please 
keep this in mind when planning for growth in our city. 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
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Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Please don't make it a concrete jungle though. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
I think the park could do with a few tweaks, but enhance it as a 'park' to be used as such. Trees, 
gardens, green area's, walk ways, make people WANT to walk about in the park. Take a visit to New 
Plymouth and look at their parks and walkways - stunning! 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1B (Preferred) - Introduce a capital value targeted rate to all business and commercial in the 
CBD. Avg increase of $100. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 2 - Reduce further or increase the UAGC 
 
Your thoughts? 
Increase the UAGC. 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 429 
Response ID: 1275534 
First Name: Anna 
Last Name: Grayling 
Organisation: Lynmore Playcentre 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Please accept Lynmore Playcentre submission which is supported by owners adjacent to the Lynbert 
Road reserve. 
Signatures of supporters will be dropped under separate cover to RLC. 
Regards  Anna Grayling 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Lynbert	Reserve	Enhancement	Project	
Long-Term	Plan	Submission	to	Rotorua	Lakes	Council	 	

Project Location: 3A LYNBERT ROAD, P15444, 4549/11 
RECREATION RESERVE - LOT 3 DPS 31685	

	

	
	

Executive	summary	
 
Lynbert Reserve is an underutilised reserve located in the heart of Lynmore.    
 
The Lynmore Playcentre is located adjacent to the reserve and has recently undergone a significant 
transformation of its outdoor area and was considering building a pump track within its grounds.  A 
guiding principle for Lynmore Playcentre is “Whanaungatanga1  and we believe a more extensive, 
publicly accessibility pump track, plus other simple amenity features located within the reserve 
would better reflect this value.   

                                                             
1 (noun) relationship, kinship, sense of family connection - a relationship through shared experiences 
and working together which provides people with a sense of belonging. It develops as a result of 
kinship rights and obligations, which also serve to strengthen each member of the kin group. 
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Currently there is no playground, path or trees on site.  It is literally a mown piece of grass which is 
used by some locals to walk their dogs, some children cut across to get to Lynmore School, and some 
adjoining houses have gates which they use to access their rear section.   
 
Lynmore Playcentre is willing to support this initiative in collaboration with Rotorua Lakes Council, 
Lynmore School, adjacent property owners and the wider community.   We have had limited time to 
consult parties with this high level proposal put have submitted a list of initial support in Appendix 1.  

Proposal		
 
There is huge potential to make the reserve more usable as a thoroughfare for children, as a 
recreational space and for aesthetic enjoyment. It could also become a gathering point for the 
community with shared aspirations to care for and enhance their community. 
 
We recommend creating a master plan for the reserve development but believe the following 
community lead projects could commence with Council support within the 2018/2019 financial year.  
 
Three key projects proposed for this reserve are: 
 
Community	Pump	track		 	

Given the popularity of the new “Wattles” track it is hard to argue that pump tracks are not a very 
desirable recreational asset for the Rotorua community.   

Having a pump track in this location would allow younger children access to ride locally who may not 
be old enough to cross Tarawera Road alone, and may not have the requisite skills.   This is 
consistent with Councils Cycle strategy which aims at increasing the use of bikes as a mode of 
transportation.  If children are exposed to biking and learn skills at a young age they are much more 
likely to have the confidence to commute by bike as adolescents and adults.  

Paths		

Sealed or semipermeable paths linking Lynbert, Larcy and Lynmore Road is a small investment with 
huge community benefits.   This small investment would increase the use of the park as a link for 
children and adults who avoid it on any wet days due to the grass.  Lynmore School, Kindergarten or 
Playcentre could establish mosaic art installations along the path to add interest and colour.   The 
cost could be mitigated by using non permeable surface such as pumice, which could be locally 
sourced. 

Planting	

There is an opportunity to establish a community orchard and associated wildflower bed for bees.  
Both would be low maintenance and would not add significantly to current operational and 
maintenance budget for the reserve.   We would look at seeking community support and 
involvement for planting days as well as any maintenance.   We acknowledge that some 
communities have had issues with fruit being thrown at houses and are concerned about bees.  
These issues could be mitigated by planting in the central area of the reserve, educating tamariki 
through schools and early learning centres and looking at planting nut trees as a trial species.  
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Budget	

The overall budget will depend on the size of pump track, and material used for paths, the cost of 
the plants are modest.  An indicative budget is proposed below for Councils consideration and 
approval: 
 

1. Pump track $15,000.   Lynmore PC received a quote to establish a pump track on the PC 
grounds and the quote was $10,000.  If it is going to be located on public access reserve it 
could be bigger and hence the higher overall budget.   There is potential to seek co-funding 
from RECT and other funding providers but this not assured at the time of writing of writing 
this submission. 

2. Paths $2,000-6,000 depending on material and design.  
3. Plants $1,000 as initial trial plot with the view of expanding in future years.  

Total estimated budget for the 2018/2019 financial year $18,000 maximum but this could be 
reduced to less than $10,000 with co-funding.  

 

Lynmore	Playcentre		
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Appendix	1	
 

This submission is supported in principle by the following organisations and residents who would like 
to take part in further planning and consultation on the Lynbert Road Reserve Enhancement Project.  
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Submitter Number: 430 
Response ID: 1275685 
First Name: Barbara 
Last Name: Richards 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay 
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Policy only applies to projects requiring expansion of water supply, wastewater and stormwater 
services, Policy only applies to new developments and excludes infill / subdividing an existing 
property, Policy to be extended to recreational works/facilities in the future 
 
Your thoughts? 
No exclusions sustainable development and policy across all. 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
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Your thoughts? 
Ensure development reflects our culture and wood first policy...make it special not a development 
that could be seen anywhere in the world.  We are unique and special and any developments need 
to reflect this. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Some development but needs to be kept as natural as possicle  no curbs, footpaths or masses of 
asphalt and concrete.  Why do so many use it now because of the natural look and feel, hence so 
many use it, any development must be sensitive 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Inbetween option? Some development but no to relocating skatepark. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
No other option? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
Requires a strong mechanism to ensure the CHP provider delivers the intent in the long term - how 
can this be ensured? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0. 
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
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Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
How do people who find written word a challenge provide feedback when no opportunity for verbal 
submissions - could there be some way those that wish to present or share thoughts verbally can? 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 431 
Response ID: 1275892 
First Name: Murray 
Last Name: Clunie 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term 
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m 
 
Your thoughts? 
You don't have numbers does the 350k visitor number mean the centre is making money holding its 
own or running at a loss.if it makes money it should be inhanced but if not why and is it a viable 
resource to be kept in council ownership or maybe sold. 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Hard to chose a third option with no estimate in cost the long term cost affective solution is always 
the best 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 3 - Council continues to work with the steering group to identify further funding and 
acceptable payment options 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Do we not already pay for rubbish pickup in our rates as stated on our rates bill so why are we now 
going to have to pay more what we already get. 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Development contribution will be charged per property 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Councils should be trying to decrease dept instead of increasing dept like any house hold it should 
strive to maintain it's property and decrease dept not spending money it does not have on non 
essential services. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
It is to me bad neglatant for council to countinue to borrow on projects that are not essential crowd 
funding by relevant clubs/groups who use it with minimal council funding rate payers are not a cash 
cow to be continually milked in rate rises 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
A third option of inhancements that could come in gradually without need for rate rise would be a 
senceable option. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
How is this under taken now and why is it now going to cost 250k per annum you have no 
explanation as to why it's needed and comes across as unnessesary 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 3 - Status quo. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Councillors  are there to serve the community and manage expenditures keep dept under control 
and minimise rate increases also up keeping maintaince on council property's not to continue to 
borrow on projects non essential that drives up dept and rates don't spend more than you bring in 
unless vitally important. 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 432 
Response ID: 1276832 
First Name: Dean 
Last Name: James 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
The issue isnt just about the building, but also the facility needs to a cafe or provide better facilities 
for whanau to be able to share meals, currently its really disappointing 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Council contributes $1500/household, individual Tarawera households to pay 
capital contribution (approx $19k) upfront in the year of construction. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 2 - ALL rural communities receive kerbside services - cost equalised through targeted rates 
across all households receiving service. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
Development contribution will be charged per property 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Consideration needs to be given to Waka Ama to make sure we are able to utilise this area along 
with rowers.  Rotorua has the potential to be the Waka Ama Capital of NZ, and is really growing in 
the Maori communities 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 1 - Yes. Will cost $250,000 pa 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
Option 1A - Introduce a fixed rate of $600 to all business and commercial operators in the CBD. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service 
expertise. May not be sustainable. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Reduce the UAGC from $570 to $500. This moves a share from a fixed charge 
towards the capital value of a property. Reducing the fixed charge by $70.00 per property and 
increasing of $12.00 per $100,000 capital value. 
 
Your thoughts? 
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Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 433 
Response ID: 1276952 
First Name: Paul 
Last Name: Spurdle 
Organisation: Development Manager - Veros Property Services 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
See attached 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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VEROS  PROPERTY  SERVICES 

ROTORUA     HAMILTON      TAURANGA 

 

16 April 2018 

 

Rotorua Lakes Council 

Private Bag 3029 

Rotorua Mail Centre 

Rotorua 3046 

 

By email: letstalk@rotorualc.nz  

 

 

Re: Veros Property Services – Submission to Long Term Plan 2018 - 2028 

 

Veros Property Services (Veros) provides development and property-related services to a variety of 

private and public-sector clients. With offices in Rotorua, Hamilton, and Tauranga, we are a team of 

experienced, specialist property experts who have a proven track record on delivering successful 

projects. In Rotorua alone, over the last 12 years Veros has been involved in delivering around $80 

million worth of development projects for clients in the city. 

 

Submission Points 

1. In general, Veros supports the Rotorua Lakes Council LTP consultation document. We 
believe that Rotorua has experienced positive change in its reputation and has its 
core industries have enjoyed success over recent years. The projects identified in the 
LTP build upon this success which is important to ensure Rotorua continues to 
benefit from its unique strengths.  

 

2. Veros supports the appropriate and reasonable reinvestment in civic infrastructure 
including the Aquatic Centre, Sir Howard Morrison Performing Arts Centre,  and the 
International Stadium. These are important facilities for the Rotorua community and 
the wider region. Much like any important assets in a business, we believe that 
informed and sustainable reinvestment is critical to ensure they not only maintain 
an acceptable level of standard, but also continue to attract users and deliver 
enjoyable experiences. 

 

3. Veros supports the seismic strengthening and restoration of the Rotorua Museum. 
The Rotorua Museum is not only highly iconic, but also delivers an important service 
to the Rotorua community and wider region. Given the building is synonymous with 
Rotorua and is of national historical importance, Veros sees no option but to restore 
the building. We recommend that Council seek funding support from central 
government for the strengthening and restoration to reduce the burden of costs of 
local ratepayers.  
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VEROS  PROPERTY  SERVICES 

ROTORUA     HAMILTON      TAURANGA 

 

4. Veros supports the Council’s motivation to develop the lakefront  as it provides an 
unmatched opportunity to positively transform Rotorua.  The Lakefront is a complex 
asset and its successful development is of paramount importance.  

 

5. To make it commercially viable it requires significant private funding and benefits 
whilst providing for its strong cultural, historical, and societal ties. We urge Rotorua 
Lakes Council to develop guiding principles on ‘how’ they wish to see the Lakefront 
develop, and what ‘outcomes’ would determine it to be successful.  

 

6. Fundamentally, Veros supports the reintroduction of a development contribution 
type scheme. We work on property developments across New Zealand and 
experience first-hand how development contributions can impact the viability of 
projects and slow or prevent investment. Therefore, we fully support the intent of 
the Council to consult with the property industry before undertaking a special 
consultative procedure to reintroduce a scheme.  

 

Conclusion 

Veros would like to thank the Rotorua Lakes Council for the opportunity to submit on the Long-term 

Plan consultation document. Any further queries do not hesitate to contact Paul Spurdle via email at 

We welcome the opportunity to speak to our submission.  

 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Morgan Jones       Paul Spurdle 
Managing Director       Development Manager 
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Submitter Number: 434 
Response ID: 1277021 
First Name: Helen 
Last Name: Creagh 
Organisation: Rotorua Parents Centre 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
See attached 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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1

From:

Sent: Sunday, 15 April 2018 9:10 p.m.

To: Lets Talk; Rotorua Carseats

Subject: Long Term Plan Submission - Seat Smart Scheme 

Kia ora, 

 

I am writing on behalf of the Rotorua Parents Centre - Rotorua Car Seat Clinic committee. Could this e-mail please be 

considered as a submission on the Long Term Plan, specifically for funding to be allocated to the below project.  

 

You may be aware of the work of the Rotorua Parents Centre which has been operating in Rotorua for over 40 years. 

Parents Centre has provided pregnancy and parenting information and support for the people of our District over 

that time. The work of Rotorua Parents Centre is largely voluntary and we run on membership subscriptions and 

generous donations of time and funding.  

 

A relatively new service of Rotorua Parents Centre is the Rotorua Car Seat Clinic committee. Our mission is to 

provide education on car seat safety and check and install car seats, using qualified child restraint technicians in the 

Rotorua rohe. We have a 12 Month Strategic Plan which we are happy to share. Our Committee operates with 

support from the Rotorua Police, Plunket and the Mokoia Community Centre.  

We have received funding support from Rotorua Lakes Council this year and would like to thank Rotorua Lakes 

Council very much for this generous contribution.  We have also been ably assisted by  on the 

Committee as a representative of Rotorua Lakes Council. Unfortunately, as you know, Reade is no longer at Rotorua 

Lakes Council and membership of another Rotorua Lakes Council staff member on our Committee would be 

welcomed. 

Recently we made a request to Tim and Jodie that the Seat Smart Scheme be introduced to 

Rotorua (www.seatsmart.co.nz). Unfortunately due to funding constraints our request was declined. We would 

appreciate it if Council would consider funding the Scheme as part of the allocation of funding through its Long Term 

Plan. In the first instance we consider a trial would be appropriate to gauge uptake and we think the cost of this 

would be relatively small.  

Although not entirely within our mission of education on car seat safety and fitting and installing car seats using 

qualified technicians, the Seat Smart Scheme is something that has come to the attention of the Committee as 

something that we consider would be valuable to Rotorua.  

The real benefit to our mission which would come from establishing the Scheme in Rotorua is that it would help 

remove expired car seats from circulation. You may be aware that to meet standard, car seats have a lifespan from 

their date of manufacture. However, there are also environmental benefits in that old seats won’t be going to 

landfill. 

Our understanding of how the Scheme would work in practice is that a bin would be located at the local recycling 

centre/transfer station and people are able to drop of their seats to that. There is a fee for each seat that goes into 

the bin to the Scheme which we request the Rotorua Lakes Council fund as a trial.  

We would be happy to volunteer our time to assist in any way to get the Scheme established in Rotorua. 

 

Nga mihi,  

 

Helen Creagh  

Rotorua Parents Centre Volunteer 
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Submitter Number: 435 
Response ID: 1277036 
First Name: Toni 
Last Name: Withers 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
See attachment for all comments etc 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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From:

Sent: Friday, 13 April 2018 8:54 p.m.

To: Lets Talk

Subject: LTP submission

Name : Toni Withers 

 

Date: 13 April 2018 

 

Re: Feedback on the 2018-2028 Long Term Plan  

 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the Long Term Plan 2018-2028 Consultation Document - Colour Your Future. I 

appreciate having the opportunity to provide feedback 

 

While there are some aspects of the LTP that I agree with there are some that I strongly disagree on. These areas hinge on the topics of 

Environmental sustainability and the proposed development in the Whakarewarewa Forest. 

 

Environmental Sustainability 

Council should be providing a greater vision of sustainability.  

The Spatial Plan Discussion Document gave the lakes area (excluding Rotorua) the purpose of “Primary focus on environmental protection”. 

This is where I believe the focus should be and is consistent with the existing operative Lakes A Zone.  

 

Subsequently the purpose for those lakes was changed for the Draft Spatial Plan to “Enhance our playgrounds and environment” and included 

the statement “Continue to enhance and install facilities that encourage recreation around the lake edges and partner with Department of 

Conservation to encourage a variety of recreation activities.” This is a major shift in focus and risks depleting the unique and protected lakes 

resource that brings so much economic value to the district.  

“The inherent attributes of the areas must not become eroded, either in character or by degree, with an outcome evidencing non–sustainability 

and a discounted legacy for future generations”.  

 

There is a solution that provides both area for environmental protection and area for playgrounds and development. The lakes area is already 

partitioned between those lakes protected by the Lakes A Zone and those not. The Lakes A Zone provides the appropriate area where the 

primary focus is on environmental protection and the lakes outside that zone are the appropriate area for development. Indeed there is significant 

demand for development from the owners of land outside the Lakes A Zone. 

 

I believe that the current Lakes A Zone should be preserved with a World Heritage listing. Such a listing would be a natural progression from 

the Lakes A Zone protections. This is consistent with the goal of environmental sustainability, the Spatial Plan discussion document and should 

be included in the LTP. 

 

Development could occur around lakes Rotoiti, Rotoma and Rotoehu . Being both outside the Lakes A Zone and where there is genuine demand 

for it this is the appropriate place for development 

 

Whakarewarewa Forest Development 

 

I am strongly opposed to the development proposed on page 45 of the LTP under the heading ‘Whakarewarewa Forest and Te Ara Ahi cycleway 

extension’.  

 

Mountain bike hub 

With regard to the proposed development of a hub on Tarawera Road to provide visitor infrastructure (page 45 paragraph 5) with commercial 

investment interests to follow (paragraph 6). 

This initiative represents a major land use change and should have been dealt with as part of the Draft Spatial Plan. Using the LTP to advance 

this development means that many people would not be informed of it and therefore not be able to provide council with feedback. This proposed 

development goes directly against the cycling hub development underway with extensive commercial interests at the Waipa site. 

 

Furthermore at the Okareka community consultation it was indicated that the location of the proposed hub could be on Tarawera Road opposite 

the ‘Black House’ after the first turn off to Okareka and before Tikitapu. This area is within the operative Lakes A Zone district plan and subject 

to special provisions that restrict development.  

 

The siting of such infrastructure and commercial investment interests would detract substantially from the rural and forest vistas that greet 

visitors to the areas lakes. It would not attract greater users as you have proposed. There is little commercial development at present and what 

exists is not prominent in nature. The siting of a car park and mountain bike infrastructure hub along with flagged commercial development on 

the main road to the lakes would detract from the natural landscapes and vistas enjoyed by visitors on their journey to the lakes. Additionally the 

added traffic on Tarawera Road would pose an extreme safety issue for road users and cyclists in particular, traffic levels are already high at 

peak usage times especially as heavy truck and trailer combinations regularly travel to and from the nearby quarry and lakes towing boats, 

camper vans etc. Keep the commercial development on the south side of the forest where it is wanted! 

 

Amphitheatre at Tikitapu  
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With regard to the “development of an amphitheatre” (page 45 paragraph 4) which is understood to be proposed for Tikitapu along with other 

infrastructure to facilitate events at that lake with commercial investment interests to follow (paragraph 6). Again this initiative represents a 

major land use change and should have been dealt with as part of the Draft Spatial Plan. 

 

Tikitapu is already a thriving hub of activity with many major national and international sporting events taking place every year. These events 

are able to proceed without added infrastructure and without an amphitheatre, and the unspoilt nature of the area is what makes it so attractive. 

Everything required for the events comes and goes on the back of trucks and leaves the pristine environment of Tikitapu looking no different 

afterwards. These events increase visitor numbers and cause parking and traffic congestion. There is a case for improved parking facilities, 

enhanced visitor amenities and added waste management infrastructure such as a second toilet block, more garbage bins and any facility that 

will protect the lake water from pollution.  

 

There is already a theatre of sorts at Tikitapu with tiered seating by means of terraced lawn. This natural theatre has been successfully used for 

music concerts in the past and of course the area hosts numerous very successful sporting and music festivals every year. I submit that the 

development of an amphitheatre, where seating totally surrounds a stage such that theatre goers are looking across the stage to others facing 

back at them, is an unnecessary and costly piece of infrastructure that would spoil the largely natural environment of Tikitapu, which is what 

makes it so attractive currently. 

 

Council would need an exemption to the operative Lakes A Zone provisions to proceed with the proposed development of a mountain bike hub, 

amphitheatre and commercial investment interests. The need for an exemption is not mentioned in the LTP and I believe that to be an error in 

the LTP. Any proposed development on Tarawera Road and at Tikitapu should be better communicated in size and scope and subject to the 

greatest scrutiny and full public engagement of the lakes communities. I believe that using the LTP is not an appropriate forum for such major 

land use change and these initiatives should have been flagged in the Draft Spatial Plan.  

 

Growing Our District 

The Draft Spatial Plan submission show there is no demand from residents of Okareka for additional development of houses or shopping. Of a 

total of 113 written submissions 52 were from Okareka and all but one opposed development at Okareka. Of the 18 formal personal submissions 

made to council 10 were from Okareka and all but one opposed development at Okareka. The Lake Okareka Community Association registered 

its opposition to the proposed development at Okareka in person as well as with a written submission. Only one submitter supported 

development and that businessman owns over a hundred acres on Millar Road at Okareka and would profit substantially from development. 

 

Sustainable Development Policy/Development Contribution Policy (Page 34) 

Given the unanimous opposition of residents to development at Okareka no developer contribution could offset the environmental impact of 

further housing at Okareka. Added housing would put more strain on lake water quality which has not responded to reticulated sewage and is 

getting worse.  

 

That being said a developer contribution of $4,000 per new dwelling is grossly insufficient. Tauranga has a developer contribution of $24,000 

for housing that is near to main infrastructure. Given the distance from major infrastructure and environmental impact of lakeside housing I 

believe a developer surcharge of double that of Tauranga is justified. 

 

Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC) 

Lastly I would like to object strongly to council’s preferred option on handling the UAGC. 

Increasing the rates charges for all properties at the projections you have proposed is appalling. I consider almost all the suggestions you made 

for important expenditure in the next 10 year were UN NECESSARY. No to Rotorua Lakeside upgrade. No to any more Mudtopias! No to 

Sculpture walk. No to Kuirau Park enhancements. No to Tarawera Sewage scheme, it is the healthiest lake of all. No to Whakarnewarewa forest 

enhancements. Stop increasing our debt to such crippling levels. Stop all the unnecessary expenditure 

 

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide feedback for the LTP. I look forward with interest to the next steps. 

 

Regards, 

 

Toni Withers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click here to report this email as spam. 
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Submitter Number: 436 
Response ID: 1277058 
First Name: Gerard 
Last Name: Horgan 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
See attached for full details 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Summary: 

Council’s call for feedback on its action plan for the next 10 years, the 2018-28 Long-term Plan, 
appears more a call for votes in a type of ‘beauty’ contest rather than a serious attempt at getting 
constructive feedback on proposals to make Rotorua a better place to live.  There’s no discussion of 
the basis for selection of projects advanced compared to others that might have been chosen.  The 
pros and cons of the various projects/proposals given are not well explained, nor is there 
explanation about how the various parts of the programme link to one another.  So, for example, 
should Option 1 with respect to the Aquatic Centre be rejected what impact (if any) might this have 
on “Keeping the Foot on the Pedal of Progress”?   

Looking at the Action Plan ‘Environmental Sustainability’ equates to little more than action (or 
inaction) on sewage and waste collection systems, (clearly rubbish) and there is no discussion about 
the sustainability of ever increasing real rates rises.   There are meaningless truisms such as the 
promise that rates increase “will be at a rate that matches the increase to Council’s cost base” but 
no commitment on Council’s behalf to any effort or programme of control to that cost base.   
Instead Rotorua residences.  Instead motherhood and apple pie commitments are proffered for five 
major areas1 and interested parties are asked to state which, from a limited number of all or nothing 
Options, they favour/support.  So, for example one either fully restores the Museum, or partially 
restore it but keep it closed or demolish it.  What about the options of fully restoring but to a lower 
tan 80% of new national building standard?  Or partial restoration with reopening of the new 
(Millennium) wing? Or partial demolition with a new addition to that wing?  

 What we’re being asked to participate in is effectively a beauty contest.  Seriously, who can be 
against “ensure our facilities are modern, safe, fit-for-purpose and meet our needs and our lifestyle”?  
Even those who may doubt the wisdom of upgrading the aquatic centre or Council’s preferred 
option for our “iconic museum”, cannot be assumed to against these.  Rather, it would seem more 
appropriate to assume they simply doubt that what is on offer will necessarily achieve the outlined 
goal.  What Council needs to be doing is providing a proper case for what it has proposed, seeking 
comment on and critique of that case and then properly and fairly evaluate the logic and strength of 
the arguments over the various courses of action – before it acts.   Outlining a narrow, inadequately 
explained, and questionable, (in terms of whether they do reflect the full range of possibilities), 
Options with a request for people to tell Council which of the three (or four) they support is neither 
conducive good governance nor true Consultation.    

 

Reviving our Facilities: 

The claim made is that: “we are proposing priorities that link the strengths identified in The Rotorua 
Way to projects and programmes that will bring about further change and, we believe, take Rotorua 
into the future”.  Apart from the questionable grammar of that claim it is a surely nonsense to 
suggest that any project or programme is required to take Rotorua into the future.  What happens if 
one doesn’t implement any of the projects or programmes?  Does Rotorua, or the future, suddenly 
cease to exist?  Or does Rotorua still go into the future, albeit it a different future, to that envisaged 
by those proposing the current projects and programmes?   

 

                                                             
1 ‘Reviving our Facilities’, ‘Environmental Sustainability’, ‘Keeping the Foot on the Pedal of Progress’, ‘Growing 
our District’, and, ‘Funding Delivery & Action’ 
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A)  Our Iconic Museum: 

In terms of a LTP what is needed is a vision of the future desired, an explanation of how the projects 
and proposals help achieve that vision, the importance of each project/proposal to the overall vision 
and the links and synergies between the various parts of the package in achieving the stated vision.  
There also needs to be some focus on the cost, on sequencing, and affordability of the various parts 
of the programme and on the risk to the vision should parts of the programme fail to come together 
as envisaged.  For example, under the ‘Reviving our facilities’ programme is a proposal to restore our 
iconic museum.   There is no firm cost to that commitment, even though it is now 18 months since 
the problems with the museum were (apparently) first recognised.  [And even the recognition that 
there is a problem, given the time and the resources spent in the last 20 years in adding 
to/completing the existing building, raises questions about why the issues with the building weren’t 
recognised and appropriately dealt with long before November 2016].  However, the point I want to 
make here relates to the statement “it is expected that full restoration will cost approximately $30 
million and Council has assumed approximately 1/3 to ½ of the project could be funded externally”.    

The LTP goes on to say that if the $10 to $15 million of external funding is not available the Council’s 
investment in the museum will need to be further consulted upon within the community with the 
options including greater Council investment, scaling back the project to match available funding or 
looking at alternative funding sources.  What happens to the 2030 Vision should Museum 
restoration need to be scaled back?  Or is achievement of the vision unaffected by whatever 
happens with the Museum?   

There are other aspects of the comments about what would happen should external funding not be 
available that also warrant further clarification.  For example, given that Council is already assuming 
33 to 50 percent external, i.e., alternative to Council, funding for this project one might ask what 
exactly is meant by the suggestion that if external funding should prove elusive that ‘alternative 
funding sources’ will need to be looked at?  Is the LTP implicitly assuming when it uses the term 
‘external funding’ that it is only considering funding by Central/Regional Government and that if an 
application to those sources fails it will then look to corporate commercial sponsorship or set up a 
‘Give-a-Little’ page or what?      

Restoring the Museum according to Council’s preferred option involves seismic strengthening (to a 
minimum of 80% of the current national building standard), repair of long term maintenance issues 
including water tightness, upgrading exhibitions content including digital engagement capability, 
upgrading facilities to meet regulatory requirements, repair damaged services from prolonged 
exposure to hydrogen sulphide and replacing the roof with a more lightweight option.  Except for 
seismic strengthening, required because of realisation of the risk of catastrophic building failure 
arising after discovery of the damage caused by the Kaikoura earthquake, none of the proposed 
restoration actions can, or should, be described as resulting from damage discovered due to the 
Kaikoura earthquake.  That they are needed at all in many cases must represent a clear failure on the 
part of Council to carry out the necessary repair and maintenance work that could/should be 
expected on a building of the vintage of this one.   

Seismic strengthening is clearly necessary, as the building is closed because it is deemed too 
seismically risky.  However, does strengthening need to be to “at least 80% of national building 
standards’?  What would be the cost of strengthening to a lower (say 60%) but clearly acceptable 
standard?  Then there is the question as to what fraction, of the total estimated $30 required to 
bring the facility up to standard, is due to past failure of Council to address the issues of water 
tightness, upgrading exhibitions, installing digital engagement facilities and the upgrading of  other 
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facilities to meet regulatory requirements, as well as repair services damaged from prolonged 
exposure to hydrogen sulphide and look at better/more appropriate roofing options?  The need for 
spending on these items (or most of them) represents a clear failure by Council in the past in 
adequate depreciation and repair & maintenance investment.  Water tightness, tired exhibitions, 
sulphide degradation of equipment and facilities that no longer meet regulatory requirements are 
not problems which spontaneously arose because of a bit of tectonic plate movement in November 
2016.  So what changes have been, (or are being), instituted as part of the LTP to ensure that once/if 
problems of past management are fixed the same problems won’t simply be allowed to reappear 
again in future?    

The seismic status of the museum needs to be sorted now.  Given that the building (or the part of it 
of concern) is essentially a wooden post and beam one, constructed in a high hazard site, and under 
the control/care of a Council with a “wood first” policy consideration should be given to using wood 
rather than steel in that solution.  In addition, a wood fibre/fibreglass and epoxy resin covering to 
strengthen unreinforced pumice concrete walls and/or the use of CLT (cross laminated timber) shear 
walls to provide necessary strengthening could also be considered.  Whatever is done with the 
Museum longer term (and any strengthening will take time) there should be an immediate focus on 
managing the site in a way which will permit the new (millennium wing) of the building, a part of the 
complex which is already at 80% of building standard strength, to  be re-opened immediately and 
put to used now.  That would represent a tangible partial and immediate reviving of our facilities.     

 

B) The Aquatic Centre: 

There are clearly issues with this – and until there is some resolution as to who is going to be running 
this centre we shouldn’t be looking at any revision of this facility.  However, assuming Council 
remains in control before there is any redevelopment the issue of main pool leakage should be 
addressed.  It was leakages at a similar level to that reported for the main pool that saw the ‘Blue 
Baths’ closed as Rotorua’s official swimming pool and the Aquatic Centre built.  So, in terms of 
redevelopment of the Centre the priorities should be: 

1. Upgrade the outdoor pool to fix leak and bring it up to national competition standards.  
(Until, or unless, that is achieved the whole future of the complex must be in some doubt).  
Only once the outdoor pool has been properly fixed should Council proceed to  

2. Re-roofing the indoor pool 
3. Redesigning the reception areas and changing rooms & 
4. Provision of a dedicated learn-to-swim pool. 

As for adding more play structures to the indoor areas that can surely wait until some future time – 
and a proper business case for these structures (if they truly are a significant capital cost – which I 
doubt is the case).  The extra play structures might well be left for Stages 2 & 3 and the input of the 
external investors (if these can be found). 

 

C) Sir Howard Morrison Performing Arts Centre  

There’s really no point in commenting on this – as what is proposed is essentially a done deal and 
the material supplied is only for our information.  However, as with the Museum the priority in any 
revival of this asset must be that of bringing the building up to a minimal acceptable building 
standard in terms of earthquake risk, and health risks due to water leaks and moulds/spores.  
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Beyond that point I would suggest that despite the reported willingness of funders to transform the 
centre into a more ‘fit-for-purpose’ performing arts venue the business case for that upgrade (or at 
least the ongoing costs to Rotorua ratepayers arising from it) still needs to be made and put to 
proper referred scrutiny.   Free money for an upgrade that fails to produce more benefits for 
ratepayers than the extra costs those ratepayers will incur in maintaining the upgraded facility is 
neither a revival of a community asset nor a real benefit to the community.  

Environmental Sustainability  

 

A)  Tarawera Sewage System 

Capital costs for schemes are generally worked out as a cost per household serviced and after all the 
subsides have been taken off the scheme costs households can be faced with an up-front cost 
running into many thousands of dollars for a new sewage scheme.  In the past Council has given 
households the option of either immediate payment of this cost or an alternative where it has 
borrowed the balance between total scheme cost less subsidies and immediate household payments 
and allowed individual households to pay off their share of this borrowed amount (plus interest) 
over a 25-year period.  It is not only disturbing (because of what is implied about Council’s borrowing 
limits), and a breach of natural justice relating to equal treatment between ratepayers in different 
communities for Council to now claim that with respect to the proposed Tarawera scheme it “cannot 
afford to borrow the balance” (estimated to be approx. $19,000 plus GST. i.e. approx. $21,850 per 
household) and then collect contributions over 25 years.  Council priorities are clearly wrong. 

One might also note that it is somewhat disingenuous of Council to state in the main text state that 
Households will need to make an upfront payment of $19,000 (plus GST), i.e., a payment of $21,850 
and then in its Options listing claim that “based on initial costing this would be approximately 
$19,000 per household”.  It would be far more truthful, in the light of what is given, to state that it 
appears on Council’s initial costings that the required household payment will be approximately 
$22,000 per household – or more than what an unsubsidised AWTS+NR with OSET would cost those 
property owners able to accommodate such a system. 

 

B) Waste Management  

Councils Funding Policy is that 70-80% of services should be funded through a targeted rate with the 
remaining 20-30% of waste management services paid for via the general rate.  This latter “covers 
services including waste minimisation, education, general litter collection and the monitoring and 
recovery of illegal dumping – services that supposedly benefit the whole community and for which 
the whole community should pay via the general rate.  That seems an eminently sensible 
arrangement and one presumes that chosen split, (for simplicity I’ll simply call it a 75:25 percent 
split), has some sound economic basis.   If it doesn’t then, before anything further is done, Council 
should commission work to provide a sound basis for the split.    

At present it costs urban residential ratepayers with a waste service a targeted $146.90 per annum.  
The preferred Council option is to raise this charge to $172.75 per annum.  Why?  That is a 17.6% 
increase in the cost for no change in service.   Is Council currently undercharging the current clients 
for its urban waste collection service?  Or is the problem that Council has decided to extend the 
collection service to (rural) areas not currently covered and that at a charge of $146.90 per 
household for these new clients for the service doesn’t cover the cost of supplying the service? Are 
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existing service users being asked/required to subsidise new users to the tune of $25.85 per 
household currently paying for the service.   

Cross subsidisation is not the way to go.  Potential new users outside the area currently covered by 
the service, should be presented with the true cost of supplying them with the service – and should 
only get the service if they’re prepared to pay this.  The extent of a service should be decided on the 
standard marginal cost equals marginal revenue basis – not by simply jacking up the costs existing 
service users must pay to make servicing other areas viable.  [And of course, those getting the 
subsidy should support getting the service – after all they’re getting a $200+ service for less than 
$180].  However, Council’s strategy in supplying this is extremely poor, and it is not sustainable.   

Council is acting as a monopolist and this can clearly be seen with the stricture that “where the 
service can be provided everyone will pay the same rate”.  This is followed by the untrue claim that 
“this removes the option to opt-out of waste management services”.  It doesn’t remove the option 
to opt out of using the service it just removes the right to opt out of paying for a service – whether 
wanted, needed or not.  It would be far better were Council to permit those living where the service 
can be provided to opt out of the service (and payment for it) provided they provide suitable proof 
that they are taking an acceptable waste management service from some other recognised provider.   

The risk that some/all of the clientele for the Council’s service might potentially go off to some other 
provider should force the Council’s service to be reasonable efficient.  At the same time requiring 
Council to specify what constitutes an acceptable waste management service and authorise what 
companies supply such a service should go a long way to clarifying Council’s objectives with waste 
and its management.   

Before leaving waste management I want to return to first point about Council’s funding policy in 
this area.  Is it Council’s intention to maintain the current split between targeted and general 
funding of total funding of waste management or not?   If it is then given that that the proposed 
increase the targeted rate on residential properties receiving a kerbside service is 17.6 percent is it 
Council’s intention to increase the general appropriation to Waste Management by a similar 
percentage?  If it is, what extra or improved services is Council proposing to provide with this extra 
funding?  If Council isn’t intending an increase in General Funding of the magnitude indicated why 
not?   Doing nothing potentially switches the funding policy in the Waste Management area by 3 ~ 5 
percentage points away from general towards targeted – with no justification for this change 

 

Growing Our District 

It would be most unwise to base a growth strategy simply on population changes in the last three 
years.   It might also prove worthwhile to re-examine the balance in proposed investments into the 
Lakes and Rural communities over the next 10 years simply because it seem somewhat surprising 
that it would be optimal in one case to devote 12% of spending in Devolved Funding and in the other 
have almost double that percentage (23%) in this category.  Similarly, it is perhaps a little difficult to 
understand how in one case 74% of funding should be devoted to rural seal extensions while in the 
other there is (apparently) no seal requirements but 70% of all expenditure is focused on either with 
enhancements to Lakes infrastructure (29%) or in renewing public toilets (41%).    
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Keeping the Foot on the Pedal of Progress 

The likely outcome of this will either be a speeding ticket or a horrendous accident.   Rather than 
developing bold visions I would prefer our Council do its core jobs competently and efficiently while 
establishing appropriate rules, regulations and operating procedures to facilitate the development of 
Rotorua.  The fact that we’re needing to revive our facilities, can’t apparently afford to carry the cost 
of funding sewage upgrades for communities such as Tarawera and would appear to be considering 
the deliberate creation of cross subsidisation to expand the reach waste services and using its taxing 
authority to create a monopoly in the supply of those services might be seen by some as indicating 
that Council isn’t doing a particularly good job in core areas.  Certainly, that one can make a case for 
this being the current situation does not make for a compelling basis for entrusting Council with 
planning for future progress by developing bold visions Nor do the proposals in this section, i.e., 
‘developing a world class lakefront experience’, ‘Creation of a new CCO’ and a proposal to 
transfer/sell our community owned housing seem obvious candidates for a foot on any sort of 
progress pedal.   

     

A)   Development of a World Class Lakefront Experience 

This appears to be more spin than substance. We’re told that “a bold vision for the lakefront exits, to 
create a destination that meets and enhances where land meets lake.”  What precisely does this 
mean?  It’s verbiage.  While one may agree that “the Lakefront Reserve is an important recreation 
and economic resource for Rotorua” and it should be managed in a way which helps create a good 
impression of our town the focus surely has to be on the Lake.  If the Lake should turn anoxic, a real 
risk simply because of the accumulated nutrients in the sediments, its relatively shallowness and the 
potential impacts of climate change (warming) regardless of any bold vision the lakefront 
experience, while it might indeed be a world class one, will not so in a positive sense.  That said 
though we need to keep it neat, tidy, safe and a desirable place to visit.   

  

What’s being proposed? Well there’s four stages spread over time of which only the first is clearly an 
all Council affair. (Delivery of Stages 2 to 4 depends on successful partnership with private 
investment).  In Stage 1 the Soundshell which is the Plan states is in a poor condition and would 
require significant investment for earthquake strengthening and redevelopment is removed.  Now I 
totally agree with the assessment of Soundshell’s condition.  It is yet one more example of a Council 
owned building being in poor condition – and surely yet another reason for concern about past 
Council management.  Removal may indeed be the best option.  However, if one was to put a 
significant weighting on the town’s history a case might be able to be made for restoration and 
possibly some acknowledgement of the importance of the building in launching the careers of 
people such as Sir Howard Morrison (and/or John Rowles).   

Following the building’s removal the proposal is for “reinstatement and enhancement landscaping”, 
creation of an interactive sculptural park indictment telling the cultural stories of Te Arawa, a 
boulevard style pathway (which some might argue we already have) for pedestrians and cyclists (it 
actually might be better to keep these separated), roading changes including visitor and coach 
parking, upgraded public toilets and creation of a building site where investors could establish 
restaurants, cafes, kiosks and ticketing offices for lake activities.   
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Let’s be honest – those changes, though they may be worthy and desirable, are not going to create a 
world class lakefront experience.  It is also worth noting that the changes as outlined differ (slightly) 
from those given in the “Big Moves” pamphlet on the Rotorua Lakefront.  There we get colour artists 
impressions of the revamped lakefront with black and white pictures of the existing situation.  [A bit 
of not so subtle biasing of the playing field?] 

In the pamphlet the State One actions are given as: 

A Removal of the deteriorating Soundshell and in its place build an 
attractive Civic Square that tells the stories of Te Arawa. 

B Amalgamate the tourism operators intone purpose-built building 
that includes a café and restaurant. 

C Upgrade the promenade to a high-quality boulevard style pathway 
that is wide enough to cater for a variety of users and includes 
attractive lighting. 

D Relocation of visitor parking away from the lake edge and creation 
of purposely designed coach parking close to the ticketing offices. 

E Removal of the deteriorating scouts building and replacing with a 
building to house the ceremonial waka, and other waka. 

All of these may be perfectly reasonable proposals, but it would be nice if all the LTP documents 
agreed on what is proposed to be in State One.  Is it a sculpture park or a Civic Square that is going 
to be built?  Are we tearing down the existing mish-mash of tourism kiosks and replacing them with 
a single building including a café and restaurant?  And if we are who is commissioning the designs for 
this building?  And paying for its construction?  Alternately, are we going to create a building site for 
someone else to commission a design for a suitable building to be constructed by them after 
approval of the proposal/design by public consultation process?  Or what?  Just what precisely are 
we proposing to do with parking?  And when did removal of the Scout Hall and construction of a 
building to house waka some 400 – 500 metres distant from the area where most of the other Stage 
Once activity is occurring become part of Stage One?    

 

B) Whaka Forest & Kuirau Park Improvements 

I don’t really want to comment on either but in the case of the first we do need to mindful of the 
goals of the CNI Iwi Holdings Ltd (the landowner) and while there is a lot of focus, and engagement, 
with the cycling community over the use of the forest, there are other important user groups – 
runners, walkers, young mothers, residents on the forest edge, children etc., etc. that do need to be 
engaged with and for whom proper engagement may not be so easily achieved as with the cyclists.   

With respect to Kuirau Park I also recently attended one LTP evening meeting, where as far as I could 
ascertain I (and one other) were the only non-Council related attendees, where the meeting was 
dominated with a push for a skatepark in Kuirau Park.  In thinking about this since I have wondered 
whether, if the decision to go forward with such is to be taken, consideration might not be given to 
siting the said park somewhere else.  For example, there is an area in what I guess is the Sanatorium 
Reserve, next to the BMX track in Te Ngae Road that could be suitable.  
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C) Creation of a New CCO (Lakefront CBD Development Company) 

 

I see absolutely no justification at all for this.  As the Auditor General outlined (2015) 
https://www.oag.govt.nz/2015/cco-governance/  there are disadvantages (as well as advantages) to 
CCOs.  Listed simply and broadly those disadvantages are: 

• the lack of direct accountability to the community for the services the CCO delivers; 

• tensions between the objectives of pursuing profit and delivering community outcomes; 

• additional ongoing costs – such as the costs incurred by the Council in properly monitoring 
the performance of the CCO, and the CCO's own costs; and 

• reduced ability to manage risk  

Council, before it rushes ahead with a new CCO, needs to show that the advantages to having it 
outweigh the disadvantages.  Council has not done so in this case.  The new CCO would supposedly 
be focused on leveraging development and investment into Lakefront development opportunities – 
something Council should be doing itself, not shifting responsibility to a company.  And if Council 
doesn’t have the skills to do that job it should hire those skills in.  it needs them anyway, if only to be 
able to properly evaluate the annual Statement of Intent’ (SOI) and reports that should emanate 
from its CCOs.  (One might add that there is already irrefutable evidence of Council failing in this 
regard with its existing CCOs – which doesn’t do anything to bolster the case for having another 
CCO). 

Even should a compelling case for CCO management of the work areas identified for the proposed 
Lakefront Development Company be made, and I don’t believe it can, one must wonder why this 
work shouldn’t fall under the purview of the already existing CCO ‘Rotorua Economic Development 
Limited’.   Council shouldn’t simple be in the game of creating more CCOs just because it can.    
Increased efficiency through better utilisation of existing resources should be the goal.   

 

D) Housing Challenge in Rotorua 

The argument advanced for selling pensioner units is a poor one.  As with so many other assets if our 
existing pensioner units are in a poor state of ‘repair’ and in need of upgrade that surely is yet 
further evidence of past Council failings. What needs to be addressed is the question of what 
Council’s responsibility are, legally and morally, in pensioner housing.  Do that.  Perhaps Social 
Housing is an area where Council might like to consider setting up a CCO!  [It appears that one of the 
main reasons for Council’s interest in cutting and running with respect to social housing is because it 
is does not have access to Central Government funding (subsidies) for this while other agencies do.  
Would a Council Social Housing CCO be able to access this Central Government funding?  If it could 
the case for creation of a Social Housing CCO would likely be a far more compelling than the one for 
creation of a lakefront CCO]. 
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Funding Delivery And Action 

Three years ago, Council with its long-term plan opted for what was claimed to be a sustainable 
future – with an initial 7% increase to rates followed by a promise of rate increases at no more than 
the rate of inflation.  Council did not deliver on that commitment.  First off it ‘redefined’ the rate of 
inflation to mean not, as most would expect the general rate of price increases as measured by CPI 
changes over the previous year but rather the projected increase in Council (local body) operating 
costs over the coming year. So, in real terms my rates increased by approximately 7% in the first year 
of the 2015-25 Long term Plan and then by a further real 4% in the next year and a further 5.8% last 
year.   

I’m now informed that my rates this year will this plan will rise by 7.86% (in fact because of the 
changes proposed it will be a bit more than this but 7.8% is approximately what the real increase will 
be) and that looking forward the overall rates increase will be 3.6% in 2020, 3.5% in 2021 and 2022.  
Given that I’m facing near enough to an 8% increase for a year when the overall rates increase is 
reported to be 5.6% it would not seem unreasonable to assume that even if Council can stick to its 
Budget and its promises – and all the evidence from the last three years would indicate that it can’t - 
that I am likely to see my rates increasing by at least 5% per annum in 2012 and 2022. 

The first comment on all of this is that it is unacceptable. Moreover, it’s not sustainable.  Council 
can’t keep putting up real rates (in my case the increase as measured by the change in the CPI the 
real increase has been at something like 3~4% per annum). If Council keeps on as at present we 
won’t have to worry about growing our district because people will simply up and leave because it is 
simply unaffordable to live her. 

Another point worth noting is that up until now we had a debt cap of 175%.  The debt cap has been 
lifted to 225%.  Debt levels are determined supposedly on “a prudent level of borrowings that can be 
serviced without putting pressure on Councils finances”.  But the prudent level is dependent, to a 
degree, on current interest rates and the population available to service the debt.  Continuing to 
raise real rates (which is what is being done) risks negatively impacting population growth.  We’re 
currently (and have been for some time) in a period of low interest rates.  However, that could 
change quite quickly.  The strategy being followed is in fact carries quite high risk and it could very 
quickly turn out to be a very bad one.  The foot on pedal of progress could quickly prove to be a foot 
on the ratepayers’ neck chocking the very life out of the community Council is supposed to serve.    

What is desperately required is a commitment to identifying those projects and areas that Council 
simply must fund – water, sewage, rubbish, proper provision for the repairs & maintenance of 
existing core infrastructure, debt repayment and whatever extra provisions is assessed as required 
to ensure debt levels don’t/won’t breach prudent borrowing levels (however these are assessed) 
should interest rates change, etc., and the dollar amounts required to fund all of this.  That gives the 
minimal overall required rate take – which should be published for all ratepayer to see.   

Then comes the process required (quite a bit of which is political) to determine how that overall 
requirement is best divided up between the various types of ratepayer [not something for this LTP 
submission, but a topic that does need to be addressed.  For example, rather than the UAGC to 
ensure pays the same minimum contribution for council services which means though that two urban 
households/properties containing different numbers of people each with a single ‘ratepayer’ pay 
different per person amounts for services might consideration be given to instead operating a ‘Poll 
tax’ for this part of the rate take.  That would at least ensure that all citizens, or the ratepayer having 
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responsibility for citizens living at each property, paid a fixed per head contribution for council 
services]. 

Beyond the absolute minimal services, a Council must provide there is clearly another level of ‘nice 
to have services’ that all ratepayers expect Councils to provide.  Things in this category might well 
include swimming pool facilities, other sport and recreation facilities, libraries, and a home for 
voluntary community organisations such as Citizens & Budget Advise, (something it could be noted  
that we had until Council it its wisdom (or lack thereof) decided to pull down Community House in 
part because of the services it wanted to provide as part of adding a Children’s Health Hub (which 
was/is clearly a DHB responsibility) to the Library).  The cost of these expected, and community 
agreed, services/facilities also need to be factored into the rates – as a second tier.  And a second set 
of figures to be published for all ratepayers to be aware of. 

Lastly comes the ‘nice to have’ vanity projects, e.g., Rotorua Lakefront Big Move.  These should only 
get funded provided the rates increase needed to cover their costs means that rates rise from the 
basic level required because of the other two sets is less than the rate of inflation.  That inflation 
rate too must be measured in the generally accepted way (presently by the change in the CPI (All 
Groups)) not some Council self-serving selected index.  And perhaps there should be a single digit 
limitation to the number of vanity projects allowed at any one time. That would mean that if some 
council person wants to push a new vanity project which would breach that number limitation that 
Councillors, if they decided to go ahead with the new offering, would be required to drop one of the 
already existing vanity projects from the list. 

Whatever system is selected though there must be a cap to the ever-increasing real rates burden.  
Council needs to commit to putting a proper priority on things and if, in the opinion of Councillors, 
the list of essential things means real rate increases, Council should be required via a properly 
constituted poll to seek ratepayer approval for that/those real rate increases.  If the ratepayer vote 
down a real increase Council should be required to cut its cloth accordingly – with obviously things 
being dropped first from the vanity list and then the ‘nice-to-have’ one.  If we’re down to the 
absolute essential and the real rate increase is still there then there will obviously be little option but 
acceptance of it, regardless of what way the community voted.  However, promising that “increases 
[in rates] will be at a rate that matches the increase to Council’s cost base” as the current LPT does 
with no commitment to control that cost base provides no certainty at all.  It is simply a meaningless, 
unacceptable promise.   
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Submitter Number: 437 
Response ID: 1276927 
First Name: Ian 
Last Name: McLean 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
14. I support the restoration of the Museum as proposed. The draft LTP is silent on exactly what 
Level of Importance of the NBS is to be 80% achieved. It should be confirmed that the rebuild will be 
to Level 3. 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
the lake needs a voice in every group set up to plan and implement development of the lakeside. 
Please see attached doc for more info on this issue. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Develop Redwoods/Tokorangi visitor centre and Long Mile Rd entrance 
enhancing road access and parking, Create a hub up Tarawera Rd, Improve links to and from CBD.  
Will cost $7.5m, $5m to be borrowed. 
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Your thoughts? 
Very few cities in the world have a splendid asset like Whakarewarewa forest literally on their 
doorstep And few of those that do have made use of it through mountain biking as has Rotorua 
while still preserving a great environment... See attached doc 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Kuirau Park has been significantly improved in recent years. Much more is possible. I urge that 
existing activities, especially including the Saturday market continue to be provided with adequate 
space. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Please see attached doc 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Submission on RLC 2018-2018 LTP from Ian McLean 

To the Mayor and Councillors 

I respectfully submit: 

Summary  
1. My submission is made mostly to make one point:  

who will speak for the lake in the lakeside development? 
Rotorua is so different from Auckland and many foreign waterfronts. Our openness 
to a beautiful lake, our history, our cultural heritage and our opportunities make 
Rotorua unique. Development of the lakeside needs a strong voice for the lake at 
every stage of planning. 

2. My submission also supports: 
a. the long-term plan as a whole,  
b. the development of Kuirau Park, and Whakarewarewa forest and Te Ara Ahi 

Cycle Way extension, 
c. the restoration of the Museum and  
d. the sewerage proposals, with minor changes. 

Development of the lakefront 
3. The lakefront is not just great building sites beside water. The lakefront is the verge 

of iconic Lake Rotorua. We have opportunities quite different from major foreign 
and New Zealand cities. 

4. Copying the  Gold Coast or Honolulu seafronts would perhaps be financially 
attractive. But it would be vandalism to build walls of high-rises along the shore of 
Lake Rotorua. 

5. Auckland is not a good example to follow. For years the city has disrespected its 
harbour. Year by year they seek to fill in more and more.  Auckland has historic 
buildings right on the waterfront. Rotorua is different. We have no viable historic 
buildings on the edge of the lake between the Coast Guard building and the 
Polynesian Spa. 

6. We are unlike Seattle and San Francisco, both of which have much history in the 
buildings and wharves on their waterfront.  

7. The mana of those holding manawhenua of the land and Lake needs to be highly 
respected. RLC announcements have indicated that this will be done. 

8. The word quote “environment” appears both in the draft LTP and in Council 
announcements. Yet there is no hint how the values of lake and the environment will 
be recognised in the planning.  

9. If planning is done entirely by Auckland experts and by developers, the unique 
lakeside situation in Rotorua can be ignored. When draft plans reach Council, it will 
be difficult at that stage to have someone speak for the lake. 

10. So my submission is that: the lake needs a voice in every group set up to plan and 
implement development of the lakeside. 
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Development of Kuirau Park, and Whakarewarewa forest and Te Ara Ahi Cycle Way 
extension 

11. Kuirau Park has been significantly improved in recent years. Much more is possible. I 
urge that existing activities, especially including the Saturday market continue to be 
provided with adequate space. 

12. Very few cities in the world have a splendid asset like Whakarewarewa forest 
literally on their doorstep. And few of those that do, have made use of it through 
mountain biking as has Rotorua – while still preserving a great environment and 
respecting other users. 

13. I strongly support the development of facilities and the extension of Te Ara Ahi Cycle 
Way. 

The Museum 
14. I support the restoration of the Museum as proposed. The draft LTP is silent on 

exactly what Level of Importance of the NBS is to be 80% achieved. It should be 
confirmed that the rebuild will be to Level 3 (buildings containing crowds, objects of 
high value, etc.) 

15. While preserving the character of the Museum building, more modern and safer 
materials should be used wherever they do not compromise the character of the 
building (e.g. replacing the tiles with a light roof). 

Sewerage development 
16.  I wish to thank the Council for its persistence and support for the community in 

bringing the Rotoiti Rotoma Sewerage scheme to the start of construction. The 
benefits to the lakes and the community will be lasting, and will be a lasting credit to 
this Council. 

17. The Council is also to be strongly commended for its practical plan to upgrade the 
main Wastewater Treatment Plant. This too will provide a benefit for Lake Rotorua 
and remove the uncertainty over discharge to the forest. 

18. The wording in the draft LTP relating to sewerage for Lake Rotoehu does not quite 
reflect the undertakings given by the Council to that community. The draft LTP says 
that a scheme for Kennedy Bay and Otautu Bay ‘could be constructed’. The 
undertaking given by the Council to the community was that such a scheme will be 
constructed subject to satisfactory funding arrangements being made. 

19. The draft LTP wording relating to the Tarawera sewerage does not make it clear that 
Option 2 is in fact existing Council policy. I support that option. 

20. Now that the provision of sewerage for all lakeside community is within sight, it 
would seem time to regard all such schemes as one coherent whole. 

Conclusion 
21. My main submission is that Lake Rotorua be given a voice in every group set up to 

plan and implement development of the lakeside. 

 
Ian McLean 
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Submitter Number: 438 
Response ID: 1277172 
First Name: Timothy 
Last Name: Manning 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Rural residential rates have been unfairly compromised over the years. The rural community is part 
of the whole Rotorua community but has substantially less amenities and access to facilities enjoyed 
by residents in town. 
I/We believe that current differentials should remain at this stage and a rating review should take 
place as soon as possible during which the concerns and disparity of rural residents should be fairly 
addressed. 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Rural residential rates have been unfairly compromised over the years. The rural community is part 
of the whole Rotorua community but has substantially less amenities and access to facilities enjoyed 
by residents in town. 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 439 
Response ID: 1277184 
First Name: C/- Chantelle 
Last Name: Hilleard 
Organisation: Lake Rotoiti Hot Pools 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Rural residential rates have been unfairly compromised over the years. The rural community is part 
of the whole Rotorua community but has substantially less amenities and access to facilities enjoyed 
by residents in town. 
I/We believe that current differentials should remain at this stage and a rating review should take 
place as soon as possible during which the concerns and disparity of rural residents should be fairly 
addressed 
 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Rural residential rates have been unfairly compromised over the years. The rural community is part 
of the whole Rotorua community but has substantially less amenities and access to facilities enjoyed 
by residents in town. 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 440 
Response ID: 1277173 
First Name: Chris 
Last Name: Paterson 
Organisation: Kaharoa Community Association 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Community preferred basic maintenance. Please see attached doc for more info. 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
The majority of the group were happy to demolish the building and spend the money on building on 
a new site not subject to geothermal activity. The new building could have a façade of the old bath 
house incorporated. Please see attached doc for more info 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Request clarity as to whether the interest on the debt carried by the city for all waste water projects 
is incorporated with the targeted rate or paid by the general rate payer. Please see attached doc for 
more info. 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Service provided is poor, huge increase in rubbish & pollution along our district roads since 
implemented. Please see attached doc for more info. 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
Community would like to see formula as to how this is calculated. Concern Council is promoting new 
developments with no long term plan about improved roading infrastructure. E.g. 4 lanes from 
Ngongotaha to Rotorua. 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Community accepts Soundshell has to go... current green space must be kept and preserved... 
Council should not be copeting with private enterprise... first class toilet facilities... Community do 
not support an extensive redevelopment. See attached doc 
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What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Community prefer not to undertake this project, felt it is not Council core business. Land is now 
privately owned & potential for fees to be placed on access. 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Concern at relocation of car park & establishment of more community space. Why? The sports field 
needs drainage work although if the pools are repaired this problem might solve itself. Please see 
attached doc for more info on this issue. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
Option 2 - No. Will cost $250,000 pa - will be applied to general rate (Avg $8 rates increase) 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Not supported. Decreases the level of transparency and reporting to Community.  Do not accept that 
it is necessary to hire additional staff to oversee this development. Council employees over 370 staff 
currently.  Please see attached doc for more info. 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
Community concerned there has not been an ongoing program of maintenance to improve this 
units.  It was felt that Council should only provide services where there is commercial failure. Social 
housing is not local body core responsibility. See attached. 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Group felt that the differential should be maintained as rural residents did not receive the same 
level of servicing. Rural only 6% of population but have paid 22% of district rates. 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
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Your thoughts? 
Group felt that the UAGC should go up from $570 not be discounted. It is people that consume 
services not property and because the UAGC is a standard amount applied across all properties it 
spreads the cost over all ratepayers evenly. See attached doc. 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Comments: The group felt that the principle had to be ‘User pays” for consumption of most services 
provided by Council. Rural residents do not receive the same level of services as urban dwellers. We 
have no street lighting, no foot paths, no public transport provided. We built and paid for our own 
community swimming pool which is well patronized right through summer. 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Rotorua Lakes Council –  

Draft Long-Term Plan 2018 – 28 

KEY SPENDING PROPOSALS IN CONSULTATION DOCUMENT 

Comments recorded in blue come from the Kaharoa Community Association c/- email 
contact chrisjam@xtra.co.nz.  They were collected from a debate held at the Kaharoa hall 
by members of the community. 

1.  Consultation Document framed out as including “… key proposals for managing and 
maintaining current facilities and community assets, as well as planning for projects and programmes 
that will promote and position us for future growth and development.” 

 

2.  Mayor’s message focuses on the Rotorua 2030 vision, “bold, aspirational pan for our district 
which we refreshed last year to establish The Rotorua Way.”  

The Mayor claims positive change in recent years, with CBD revitalized and GDP growth consistently 
above the national average. “… our increasing population has bucked previous predictions with 
Rotorua now a medium growth area.” 

Proposals put forward in this draft LTP encompass: 

• Reviving our facilities 
• Environmental sustainability 
• Growing our district 
• Keeping the foot on the pedal of progress 
• Funding and delivery. 

Comments: The group felt that the principle had to be ‘User pays” for consumption of most services 
provided by Council. Rural residents do not receive the same level of services as urban dwellers. We 
have no street lighting, no foot paths, no public transport provided. We built and paid for our own 
community swimming pool which is well patronized right through summer.  

3.  Aquatic Centre 

Discussion of centre’s community value, 350,000 visitors per year etc. Outdoor pool is 43 years old, 
adjacent building 30years 

3.1 Council’s preferred option = Proposed 3 stage development. Stage 1, which costs $7.5m, is 
budgeted into this Long Term Plan. Stage 1 includes dedicated learn-to-swim pool, re-roof indoor pool 
etc. Stages two and three (café, gym, hydroslides, conference facilities etc are (supposedly) 
conditional on external partnerships and funding. 

3.2 Option that Council doesn’t prefer = Asset renewal as per asset management plans only (renew 
roof and plant for $3.3m). Described as bare minimum to keep things running 

Community preferred basic maintenance. They questioned why we have a roof over a facility that has 
the ability to use cheap energy for heating. Tourists travel to experience the wonders of geothermally 
heated water and our environment. The Mount hot pools, the Polynesian spa, Waikite hot pools are 
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all open to the elements. If the water is warm you don’t need a roof in fact it is more comfortable to 
have air circulating. 

Agreed that the outdoor pool needed repairing and questioned where the 40,000litres of water that 
is being lost on a daily basis is going and what effect it is having on the grounds & houses around the 
center. 

Questioned the need for a dedicated learn to swim pool when it is just a matter of timing of use of the 
pool and proportioning of facilities.  

All improvements must use building materials that are designed to stand up to geothermal and 
Sulphur contamination for extended periods of time. Council must implement a maintenance program 
that will maintain the asset so that we do not have to pay for capital replacements after only 20 years.  

 

4. Museum 

Re-development proposal related to earthquake damage from November 2016. 

4.1 Council’s preferred option = fully restore and re-open museum. Significance of the building leads 
to council expectation of between 1/3 and ½ external funding. 

4.2 Other options 1. Partial restoration + restore façade. 

The majority of the group were happy to demolish the building and spend the money on building on 
a new site not subject to geothermal activity. The new building could have a façade of the old bath 
house incorporated into the design. Even if $30 mill is spent it will still be an old building with ongoing 
maintenance problems and cost significant dollars to maintain. A small number felt that the building 
should be reinstated as it is an icon of Rotorua. All agreed that the option of a new building should be 
costed so an informed decision could be made before committing $30 million to this project. 

All agreed that the proposed Sculpture park detailing the story of Te Arawa  is better placed with the 
Muesum than at the lake front.  

 

5.  Sir Howard Morrison Performing Arts Centre 

No consultation options offered, but some discussion on this ailing venue and what to do about it. 

Group felt that there is a significant duplication of event space in Rotorua currently all with adequate 
parking. One suggestion was that the banquet & meeting rooms should be removed and the Civic 
theatre should be established as just that, a theatre. Locals found the daily rental charges & conditions 
of use more than could be afforded so opted to use one of the many hotels available in the city. 

 

6. Rotorua International Stadium 

$2m refurbishment proposal, on back of Lion’s tour last year. 

Community happy with existing facilities and felt that if businesses wished the use of a corporate box 
they should stand the cost of construction up front in return for a period of lease. This would ensure 
that there is some demand for a corporate box facility and that they would not sit idle from year to 
year. 
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No rate payer money to be spent on capital improvements.  Group requested to know what the 
occupancy & maintenance bill is for maintaining the facility, including lawn mowing.  

 

7. Environmental Sustainability 

Outlines RLC role on lake water quality; updates some projects agreed to in prior annual plans e.g. 
ending effluent disposal in Whakarewarewa forest, East Rotoiti/Rotoma sewerage scheme. 

Proposes sewerage scheme for Tarawera 

Request clarity as to whether the interest on the debt carried by the city for all waste water projects 
is incorporated with the targeted rate or paid by the general rate payer. 

Concerned that Council is investing $30 plus million on improvements for waste water plant to 
improve Lake Rotorua water quality but choosing to ignore the hundreds of households in Mamaku 
village that are still on septic tanks and we are told will be leaching nutrients to ground water which 
will end up in the lake, while Council prefers  to bring additional nutrients into the lake catchment 
from Tarawera catchment to further add to the lake nutrient levels. 

 

8. Waste Management 

A re-visit of issue raised in 2017/18 Annual Plan. 

Council’s preferred option – is to extend the service into rural areas as recommended by the rural 
community board. Where the service can be provided everyone will pay the same targeted rate, and 
in those areas the ‘opt-out’ option will be removed. 

The other option is ‘status quo’  

Service provided is poor, huge increase in rubbish & pollution along our district roads since 
implemented. Trucks don’t close lids and rubbish flies out onto roads. Bins are being broken by truck 
lifting. Community really peeved Council did not listen when we all said we did not want kerb side 
recycling, all enjoyed visiting the recycling centre in town. Concern at congestion of multiple 
bins/bags at gates, school bus pulling in, 100km road traffic. Concern that even before the first year 
is up there is already a rise in price. 

 

9. ‘Growing Our District’ 

Discussion of population growth, with references to economic growth in tourism and retail. 

There is an interesting proposal: to introduce a Sustainable Development Policy/ Development 
Contributions Policy to target the cost of ‘growth infrastructure’, i.e. the impact of development 
projects on future demand for infrastructure.  

Community would like to see formula as to how this is calculated. Concern Council is promoting new 
developments with no long term plan about improved roading infrastructure. E.g. 4 lanes from 
Ngongotaha to Rotorua. 
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10. Infrastructure Strategy 

General outline of the IS with no specific proposals. 

 

11. Keeping the Foot on the Pedal of Progress 

This is the ‘economic development’ aspect.  

11.1 Main proposal is to enhance lakefront to provide ‘international visitor experience’. 

The option to “not undertake the project” is also offered in the Consultation Document. 

Community accepts Soundshell has to go, although concerned that maintenance was not kept up. 
Bottom line for all was that all the current green space must be kept and preserved as common ground 
and grass space. Council should not be competing with private enterprise e.g café’s. The new hotel 
will have a café. Rents / lease must support the service & ongoing maintenance cost of any building 
established. Agreed first class toilet facilities must be provided close to the play ground.  

Community do not support an extensive redevelopment, do not see it as necessary. Rather than 
spending money on replacing existing paving and roading, the community would prefer to extend the 
children’s area with more interactive child activities. The essence must be preserved as a quiet place 
to sit, reflect & view the lake. 

11.2 Discussion on Whakarewarewa Forest and Te Ara Ahi Cycleway extension 

The option to “not undertake the project” is also offered in the Consultation Document. 

Community prefer not to undertake this project, felt it is not Council core business. Land is now 
privately owned & potential for fees to be placed on access. 

11.3 Discussion on improving Kuirau Park – start construction of geothermally heated children’s 
water-play area, relocate carpark and create new outdoor community gathering area and develop 
new toilets and changing rooms ($7.5m over five years). 

Concern at relocation of car park & establishment of more community space. Why? The sports field 
needs drainage work although if the pools are repaired this problem might solve itself. This field 
provides opportunity for large activities without any need for further expenditure. The city focus must 
remain at the lake front, no reduction in common space.  The toilets need upgrading but not 
necessarily replacing. 

12.  Proposal to create a new Council Controlled Organisation (CCO) – the Rotorua 
Lakefront/CBD Development Company 

This puts things at arm’s length from ratepayers, but would perhaps improve the prospects of getting 
external and private funding for the projects described above. 

Not supported. Decreases the level of transparency and reporting to Community.  Do not accept that 
it is necessary to hire additional staff to oversee this development. Council employees over 370 staff 
currently.  There is no information in this consultation document about further works intended in the 
central business district, what are Council’s plans. 
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13. And finally, proposal to sell council pensioner housing stock to social housing providers 

Council’s preferred option is to sell, after appropriate process.  

Option to retain is self-funding via the rents. 

Community concerned there has not been an ongoing program of maintenance to improve 
this units.  It was felt that Council should only provide services where there is commercial 
failure. Social housing is not local body core responsibility. Support for Council position. 

 

 

Average Rate increases: 
Residential – 7.86% 
Business – 3.09% 
Farm – 3.41% 
Rural residential – 7.21% 
 
(Overall rate increase – 5.6%) 
 
Differentials: 
Council proposing to hold business differential at 1.72 
Rural residential to go from 0.955 to 1.0 No discount 
Group felt that the differential should be maintained as rural residents did not receive the 
same level of servicing. Rural only 6% of population but have paid 22% of district rates 
Farms unchanged; i.e. 1.  No discount 
Argument about rates being just a tax; no mention of the funding principles in s.101 of the 
Local Government Act, but that leads into… 
 
UAGC: 
Council proposes to reduce UAGC from $570 to $500 
Reasons given relates to 2017 revaluations, and the rise in urban property values. 
Group felt that the UAGC should go up from $570 not be discounted. It is people that 
consume services not property and because the UAGC is a standard amount applied across 
all properties it spreads the cost over all ratepayers evenly. i.e. not according to capital value 
of a title. For example a residential house in Tauranga currently pays $840 UAGC. It is 
Councils chose as to how high they set this fee. By lowering, it is those with higher capital 
value assets that pay proportionally more. 
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Submitter Number: 441 
Response ID: 1277205 
First Name: Grant 
Last Name: O'Donnell 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Please see General Feedback section for comments on this issue. 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Rural residential rates have been unfairly compromised over the years. 
The rural community is part of the whole Rotorua Community but has substantially less amenities 
and access to facilities enjoyed by residents in town. 
I believe that current differentials should remain at this stage and a rating review should take place 
as soon as possible during which the concerns and disparity of rural residents should be fairly 
addressed. 
 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 442 
Response ID: 1277257 
First Name: Christine 
Last Name: Caughey 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term 
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m 
 
Your thoughts? 
It is important to provide for asset renewal. This will support ongoing activities and provide for 
improved quality and operations of the existing facility. At this time the financial commitment for 
redevelopment of the Aquatic Centre cannot be justified 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
This is an historic building of national, regional and local significance that should be fully restored 
and re opened.  It is a significant tourist attraction. It is a magnificent building inside and out. Please 
see attached doc for more info. 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
Option 2 - Council contributes $1500/household, Council also borrows $8.4m for capital contribution 
- Tarawera households pay back through rates over 25 yrs approx $1,220 pa. Considered 
unaffordable by Council. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Water quality of the lakes in the Lake Tarawera Catchment is of paramount importance.  Therefore 
investment in a reticulated sewerage system for Tarawera is supported. Please see attached doc for 
more info. 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Non-rural ratepayers should not have to pay for new services to rural areas. There are effective 
means for rural households to manage waste to minimize the need for council’s waste management 
service, except on a user pay basis. Please see attached doc. 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
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I support the development of a framework for a contribution policy that applies to all new 
development in all sectors.  The policy should apply to subdivision and/or all new starts, whether in 
the urban or rural sector.  Please see attached doc for more. 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, lakefront remains the same with no enhancement 
 
Your thoughts? 
This is preferred as a holding mechanism until RLC can better focus on a debt reduction policy. This is 
critical. It is unfortunate that the council’s plan is all or nothing. Please see attached doc for more 
info. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
The Master plan for the development of Tokorangi and Whakarewarewa forest is opposed.  It is 
unfortunate that the further development  of the Te Ara Ahi cycle way is connected with the 
proposed hub further up the Tarawera Road. Please see attached doc. 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Option 2 is supported.  Future investment in new projects should not go ahead.  It is not affordable. 
Rather,  investing in what exists at the park  to maintain excellent facilities and operations, is 
important. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
The establishment of a CCO and UDA is opposed. The establishment costs and annual costs are 
significant. At this point RLC cannot afford it. Please see attached doc for more info. 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 2 - Increase level of service in-house: reinvest into housing stock and employ social service 
expertise. May not be sustainable. 
 
Your thoughts? 
Looking after the elderly is an essential task of society and no less for Council.  It is critical to ensure 
that the elderly are housed in a  warm, safe community environment. Please see attached doc for 
more info. 
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Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Option 3 is supported only in part.The business differential should not  be reduced because 
businesses gain more from tourism than other sectors. The business differential should be increased. 
The rural residential... should be reduced. See attached doc. 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - no change 
 
Your thoughts? 
All households have equal access to and use services in a similar way, regardless of income or value 
of their property.  Lower income ratepayers can apply for rates rebates. 
 
 
Further Comments: 
I have significant concerns regarding the ability of this long-term plan to deliver the appropriate 
outcomes for the people and environment of Rotorua city, district and region and for future 
generations of New Zealanders. 
The LTP appears as an action plan. Rather it should be better focused on legacy issues such as debt 
management and the evaluation of non-performing assets. The plan fails to provide an historical 
context. This compromises its robustness. 
Please see attached doc for more information and for recommendation on creating a World Heritage 
Area or similar for the 8 Tarawera Lakes and catchment. 
 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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To	Rotorua	Lakes	Council	
Private	Bag	3029	
letstalk@rotorualc.nz	
	
From	Christine	Caughey	
c.caughey@xtra.co.nz	
9	Pryce	Road	Lake	Okareka.	
	
	
Submission	to	the	Rotorua	Lakes	Council	Draft	LTP	2018	
	
Introduction:		I	have	significant	concerns	regarding	the	ability	of	this	long-term	
plan	to	deliver	the	appropriate	outcomes	for	the	people	and	environment	of	
Rotorua	city,	district	and	region	and	for	future	generations	of	New	Zealanders.	
	
The	LTP	appears	as	an	action	plan.	Rather	it	should	be	better	focused	on	legacy	
issues	such	as	debt	management	and	the	evaluation	of	non-performing	assets.	
The	plan	fails	to	provide	an	historical	context.	This	compromises	its	robustness.	
	
Rotorua	region	is	endowed	with	outstanding	natural		and	cultural	landscapes	
including	an	extraordinary	and	spectacular	volcanic	plateau	and	maunga,	Mt	
Tarawera.		It	is	endowed	with	8	extraordinary	and	beautiful	and	relatively	
unspoiled	lakes.	These	8	lakes	within	the	catchment	of	Lake	Tarawera,	deserve	
significant	recognition	and	protection.	(Indeed	in	the	draft	LTP	the	proposed	
sewerage	scheme	for	Tarawera	properties	appears	as	the	only	project	to	protect	
and	enhance	lake	water	quality	in	this	area.)		
	
The	2030	vision	and	LTP	must	be	bold	in	creating	a	lasting	legacy.		Rotorua	
region	has	the	potential	to	be	a	world	leading	exemplar	in	its	recognition	and	
enhancement	of	its	outstanding	landscapes,	including	its	lakes	and	cultural	
heritage.	These	unspoiled	landscapes	are	outstanding		on	global	standards.		–	
RLC	should	commit	to	a	vision	to	achieve	a	World	Heritage	Area	(WHA)	under	a	
UNESCO	declaration,	or	similar,		to		provide	for	the	protection	of	natural		and	
cultural	capital	that	would	attract	significant	eco	tourism	where	the	wild	and	
wonderful	places	can	be	celebrated	and	retain	their	character	and	cultural	
importance.		
	
Te	Ara	Ahi/walking	trails,	huts,	cycle	ways	bridle	ways	provide	opportunity	for	
enjoyment	of	natural	beauty,	of	the	natural	and	cultural	heritage	and	healthy	
ecological	systems	that	are	so		rapidly	being	degraded	elsewhere	as	the	global	
population	increases.		Rotorua	has	the	potential	to	grow	its	points	of	global	
difference.	It	has	the	potential	to	demonstrate	global	environmental	leadership		
for	whole	systems	management	that	will	build	an	economic	base	that	is	low	
impact	and	resilient.	

‘UNESCO	World	Heritage	Sites	are	places	with	cultural	and	/	or	national	
significance,	as	decreed	by	the	World	Heritage	Committee.	Sites	are	"natural	and	
cultural	properties	of	outstanding	universal	value	[protected]	against	the	threat	of	
damage	in	a	rapidly	developing	world".’	
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https://media.newzealand.com/en/story-ideas/world-heritage-sites/	
(Refer	also	to	references	at	end)	
	
To	start,	RLC	should	pursue	getting	the	8	Tarawera	lakes	and	catchment	on	to	a	
government	list	and	into	the	nomination	process	for		declaration	as	a	World	
Heritage	Area	(WHA).	The	Pacific	Basin	is	poorly	represented	at	present	by	
UNESCO	in	its	WHA	declarations.	
	
As	a	10-year	plan,	the	LTP	should	support	the	essential	road	map	and	stepping-
stones	to	ensure	that	the	natural	capital	of	outstanding	landscapes	of	Rotorua	
are	protected	and	enhanced	for	future	generations.		It	will	take	an	articulated	
vision,	strategy	with	established	targets	and	timelines	to	work	toward.	Such	a	
road	map	would	not	include	the	majority	of	actions	proposed	in	the	draft	LTP,	as	
they	are	likely	to	leave	both	environmental	debt	and	financial	debt	for	the	next	
generation.			
	
Indeed	committing	to,		and	working	to	achieve	a	vision	of	World	Heritage	Area	
could	enable	reduction	in	spending	and	take	the	pressure	off	RLC.		Meantime,	It	
would	provide	the	council	with	the	opportunity	to	take	breath	to	reduce	its	debt.		
This	would	create	greater	financial	resilience	as	risk	is	reduced.		It	would	also	
provide	for	the	focusing		of	densification	in	the	CBD	and	local	suburbs,	that	is	
global	best	practice.	
	
It	is	recommended	that	RLC	get	a	review	of	appropriate	methods	of	nationally	
and	internationally	recognising	the	8	Tarawera	Lakes		and	catchment	e.g.	as	
World	Heritage	Area	(WHA),	as	Landmark,	or,	as	a	UNESCO	Geopark.	
AND	that	the	2030	Vision	be	amended	accordingly	and	reflected	in	all	plans	
including	the	LTP,	Spatial	plan	and	district	plan.	
	
	
	
	
	For	more	detailed	feedback	the	following	is	ordered	in	accordance	with	the	
template	headings	provided	by	the	council	in	the	LTP	document.	
	
Reviving	Facilities	
	
1.	The	Aquatic	Centre	
	
Option	2	is	supported.	It	is	important	to	provide	for	asset	renewal.	This	will	
support	ongoing	activities	and	provide	for	improved	quality	and	operations	of	
the	existing	facility.	
	
At	this	time,	the	financial	commitment	for	redevelopment	of	the	Aquatic	Centre	
cannot	be	justified.		
	
2.	Museum	
Option	1	is	supported.		This	is	an	historic	building	of	national,	regional	and	local	
significance	that	should	be	fully	restored	and	re	opened.		It	is	a	significant	tourist	
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attraction.	It	is	a	magnificent	building	inside	and	out,	houses	a	source	of		valuable	
historical	information	in	the	collection	it	holds,	and	provides	a	valuable	outlet	for	
indigenous	art	and	craft,	dance	and		food,	that	supports	the	local	economy.		
	
3.	Sir	Howard	Morrison	Performing	Arts	Centre	
The	performing	arts	centre	function/activities	should	be	relocated	elsewhere	to	
existing	venues	as	is	satisfactorily	occurring	now.	The	building	remain	should	
remain	closed	for	a	further	period	meantime	to	provide	for	affordability.	
	
	
	
	Environmental	Sustainability	
	
Water	quality	of	the	lakes	in	the	Lake	Tarawera	Catchment	is	of	paramount	
importance.		Therefore	investment	in	a	reticulated	sewerage	system	for	
Tarawera	is	supported.			
	
1.	Tarawera	Sewerage	System	
Option	2	is	supported.		
Option	1	places	undue	burden	on	landowners	and	will	likely	generate	defaulters.		
The	council	should	put	further	time	into	securing	added	funding	from	
government,	to	increase	the	subsidy	to	the	project,	as	occurred	for	the	similar	
project	at	Lake	Okareka.	Securing	this	added	subsidy	is	work	that	belongs	to	the	
RLC	not	to	a	community	steering	group.	
	
2.	Waste	Management	
	
Option	3	Status	quo	is	supported	
Non-rural	ratepayers	should	not	have	to	pay	for	new	services	to	rural	areas.	
There	are	effective	means	for	rural	households	to	manage	waste	to	minimize	the	
need	for	council’s	waste	management	service,	except	on	a	user	pay	basis.		
	
Non	rural	ratepayers	already	pay	their	share	of	the	waste	management	service.	
The	rural	sector	is	currently	subsidized	by	other	ratepayer	sectors.			

• It	is	understood	that	non-residential	ratepayers	currently	subsidize	water	
usage	of	the	rural	sector	by	means	of	the	high	fixed	and	user	charges.	

• the	non-rural	ratepayer	sector	carries	a	greater	burden	or	share	of	
council’s	rates	take.	

	
	
Growing	our	District	
	
Paying	for	Growth	as	it	happens	–	Framework	for	a	Development	
Contribution	Policy.	
	
I	support	the	development	of	a	framework	for	a	contribution	policy	that	applies	
to	all	new	development	in	all	sectors.		The	policy	should	apply	to	subdivision	
and/or	all	new	starts,	whether	in	the	urban	or	rural	sector.		It	is	an	essential	
contribution	or	charge	for	added	loadings	to/expansion	of	infrastructure,	parks,	
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and	the	capital	costs	associated	with	the	provision	of	council	services.		This	way	
the	real	burden	of	growth	is	not	unduly	carried	by	existing	ratepayers.	
	
Further,	a	policy	should	tie	down	expenditure	of	a	contribution	to	the	locality	
from	which	it	was	derived.	
	
The	proposed	development	contribution	figure	of	$4,000	is	significantly	too	low.	
It	should	be	increased	to	more	closely	reflect	the	real	costs	of	growth	in	the	
district,	akin	to	best	practice	in	other	growing	NZ	cities	such	as	Tauranga.	
	
Keeping	the	pedal	on	Progress	
	
The	establishment	of	a	CCO	and	UDA	is	opposed.	The	establishment	costs	and	
annual	costs	are	significant.	At	this	point	RLC	cannot	afford	it.	
	
	A	CCO	or	UDA	would	inevitably	draw	in	investment	partners	from	the	private	
sector.	This	has	the	significant	potential	for	loss	of	control	of	the	outcomes.	The	
outcomes	could	have	wide	reaching	adverse	effects	over	generations.	There	are	
examples	of	unique	places	all	over	the	world	where	private	sector	investment	for	
tourism	and	economic	growth	has	alienated	whole	communities	from	access	to	
local	wealth	generation,	and	sound	environmental	outcomes.	The	hidden	
downstream	and	life	cycle	costs	of	proposed	activities	directed	by	a	CCO	or	UDA	
are	not	delineated	nor	do	they	appear	to	be	clearly	understood.	
	
1.Development	of	a	World	Class	Lakefront	Experience	the	Options	
	
Option	2	is	supported.			
This	is	preferred	as	a	holding	mechanism	until	RLC	can	better	focus	on	a	debt	
reduction	policy.	This	is	critical.			It	is	unfortunate	that	the	council’s	plan	is	all	or	
nothing	as	detailed	in	footnote	2.	
	
2.Whakarewarewa	Forests	and	Te	Ara	Hai	Cycle	way	extension	
	
The	Master	plan	for	the	development	of	Tokorangi	and	Whakarewarewa	
forest	is	opposed.			
	
It	is	unfortunate	that	the	further	development		of	the	Te	Ara	Ahi	cycle	way	is	
connected	with	the	proposed	hub	further	up	the	Tarawera	Road.	The	proposed	
hub	is	strongly	opposed.		
	
This	commercial	investment	proposal	will	not	benefit	the	interests	of	everyone	
in	our	region	as	is	purported	in	the	LTP.		Rather	the	spill-over	effects	and		
pressures	from	commercial	activity	into	pristine	areas	of	the	natural	
environment	will	degrade	it.	It	is	an	all	or	nothing	approach,	and	therefore	is	not	
supported.		
	
If	any	investment	occurs	for	a	commercial/	cultural	hub	it	should	be	focused	in	
the	CBD	in	an	upgrade/re	opening		of	the	Sir	Howard	Morrison	Performing	Arts	
centre.	
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The	identified	opportunity	for	the	opening	up	of	“key	recreational,	cultural	and	
commercial	development	opportunities,	amphitheatre,	added	carparking	and	
commercial	activities	at	the	Tokorangi	forestry	block	is	strongly	opposed.			
It	would	generate	considerable	increase	in	traffic,	noise,	night	light	spill,	rubbish,	
air	pollution	and	more.		It	would	significantly	adversely	affect	surrounding	flora	
and	fauna.		Adverse	effects	would	peak	in	the	holiday	season	when	
holidaymakers	and	tourism	are	greatest.	
The	proposal	would	require	significant	infrastructure	and	roading	expansions		to	
cater	for		significant	numbers	of	visitors	that	would	degrade	the	unspoiled	and	
outstanding	natural	qualities	of	the	area	including	of	the	Tarawera	Road.			
To	mitigate	adverse	effects,	identified	above,		it	would	generate	added	burden	on	
the	ratepayer	that	cannot	be	afforded.	It	would	also	generate	added	
burden/hidden	cost	on	the	natural	qualities	of	the	area,		that	would	otherwise	be	
better	enjoyed	where	there	is	enhancement	rather	than	compromise.	
	
Tikitapu	event	proposed	development	is	strongly	opposed.		In	the	same	way	
and	for	the	same	reasons	as	above,	the	proposed	development	of	the	Tikitapu	
event	space	for	event	staging,	and	landscape	improvements	including	
enhancements	to	the	carpark	entrance	and	reshaping	the	event	amphitheatre	
and	new	carpark	underpass	is	opposed.	Toilets	should	be	brought	in	as	required	
for	events,	as	currently	occurs.		The	speed	limit	should	be	reduced	on	Tarawera	
Road	through	this	area.	
	
Commercial		and	performing	arts	type	activities	should	be	confined	to	the	
Rotorua	urban	area	and	investment	for	cultural	expression	should	be	focused	in	
the	Sir	Howard	Morrison	Performing	Arts	centre	as	above.		Cultural	facilities	
require	concentrated	investment.	If	dissipated,	there	is	significant	risk	of	
creating	“white	elephants”	that	degrade	an	area,	run	at	a	loss	and	cease	to	
function.			
	
The	proposals	above	mentioned,	are	presented	in	the	LTP	in	the	absence	of	a	
wider	overarching	district	vision	for	the	protection	and	enhancement	of	the	
natural	and	cultural	heritage	of	the	area	including	water	quality.		
	
The	proposals	will	not	only	add	to	the	council/ratepayer’s	financial	debt,	they	
will	also	add	to	the	erosion	of	natural	and	cultural	capital	by	further	adding	to	
the	“unquantified”	and	unrecognised	debt	carried	by	the	environment.	This	
steals	from	what	should	be	a	rich	legacy	for	future	generations.	
	
The	commercial	facilities	and	Tikitapu	proposals	etc.	are	not	referred	to	in	the	
LTP	or	online,	or	the	draft	Spatial	Plan.		Rather	it	has	been	dropped	in	late	by	
way	of	a	flyer	referred	to	at	a	consultation	meeting	3	days	ahead	of	the	deadline	
for	submissions.		This	is	not	a	process	that	inspires	confidence	in	the	RLC.	
	
	
An	alternative	and	sustainable	approach	to	growing	the	outstanding	
opportunities	of	Rotorua	district	would	be	the	creation	of	a	World	Heritage	Area	
or	similar.		This	would	be	located	in	the	catchment	of	the	8	Tarawera	lakes.	
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It	would	be	identified	in	the	Vision	2030,		and		Strategy.			A	key	driver,		and	
working	with	iwi,		is	the	protection	and	enhancement	of		outstanding	natural	and	
cultural	landscapes		including	the	pristine	lakes.	It	would	provide	for		low	impact	
activities	that	would	not	owe	debt	to	the	environment.		This	could	include	
selective	and	active	eco	tourism.		There	is	untapped	potential	for	example,	for	
the	development	with	iwi,	of	a	round-the-Tarawera-Lakes,	5	day	eco	tourism	
walk.		
	
3.	Improving	Kuirau	Park	
Option	2	is	supported.		Future	investment	in	new	projects	should	not	go	ahead.		
It	is	not	affordable.	Rather,		investing	in	what	exists	at	the	park		to	maintain	
excellent	facilities	and	operations,	is	important.			
	
	
4.	Creation	of	a	new	Council	controlled	organisation	–	CCO	
Option	2	is	supported.		–	No	CCO	
The	costs	of	the	establishment	of	a	CCO	would	be	significant.		It	appears	that	the	
up	front	work	by	the	council	to	develop	appropriate	“value”		based	frameworks	
has	not	been	undertaken	and	is	unlikely	to	occur.	The	drivers	in	the	Vision	2030	
will	not		enable	or	deliver	the	high	quality,	resilient	performance-based	
outcomes	that	will	sustain,	into	the	future.		The	value	proposition	is	shallow.	
	
This	comment	is	relevant	to	the	CBD	lake	front	development	project	and	any	
other	UDA	work	that	may	be	undertaken	by	the	CCO.	
	
	
5.	Housing	Challenges	
Pensioner	housing	–	Option	2	is		supported.		Looking	after	the	elderly	is	an	
essential	task	of	society	and	no	less	for	Council.		It	is	critical	to	ensure	that	the	
elderly	are	housed	in	a		warm,	safe	community	environment.		A	third	sector	
housing	provider	that	ensures	security	of	tenure	and	the	quality	of	health,	safety	
and	wellbeing	that	our	elderly	deserve,	is	hard	to	find.		In	reality,	without	
significant	public	sector	subsidy,	selling		to	a	third	sector-housing	provider,	
creates	vulnerability,	not	only	to	the	ongoing	maintenance	and		quality	of	the	
housing	stock,	but	also	for	the	elderly.		
Therefore	the	sale	of	pensioner	housing	is	not	supported.		There	is	no	
information	to	support	wellbeing.		Rather	it	a	poorly	disguised	method	of		
cashing	up	by	the	council	for	financial	gain.	
	
Rates	
	
1.Distribution	of	General	Rates	
Option	3	is	supported	only	in	part.		The	business	differential	should	not		be	
reduced	because	businesses	gain	more	from	tourism	than	other	sectors.	The	
business	differential	should			be	increased.	
The	rural	residential	and	residential	differential	should	be	reduced.	Ratepayers	
in	some	areas	have	already	paid	significant	lump	sums	for	water	and	sewerage	
reticulation	in	recent	years,	and		continue	to		high	pay	fixed	and	user	charges.	
This	is	not	recognised.	
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The	proposed	rate	burden	on	residential	and	rural	residential	sectors	is	
excessively	growing.		This	will	create	a	significant	adverse	impact	on	ratepayers	
and	their	ability	to	afford	homeownership.	The	RLC	should	take	a	reality	check	to	
better	manage	its	growing	debt,	its	proposed	spending	on	ad	hoc	and	expensive	
commercially	driven	projects,	and	the	ability	of	its	ratepayer	base	to	continue	to	
meet	an	ever	increasing	rate	demand.	There	are	lower	cost	options	for	spending	
that	are	not	considered	in	Vision	2030	or	the	LTP.	This	includes	committing	to	
the	overarching	vision	for	a	World	Heritage	Area	or	similar,	that	will	protect	the	
outstanding	natural	and	cultural	assets	of	a	significant	parts	of	the	RLC	region	
that	would	grow	a	robust	and	resilient	economic	future.	
	
2.	Setting	UACG	
Option	3	is	supported.		All	households	have	equal	access	to	and	use	services	in	
a	similar	way,	regardless	of	income	or	value	of	their	property.		Lower	income	
ratepayers	can	apply	for	rates	rebates.	
	
Thank	you	for	the	opportunity	to	submit	to	the	Council’s	Long	Term	Plan	2018.	
	
13	April	2018	
	
	
NZ		World	Heritage	Status	references:	
http://www.darkskyreserve.org.nz/ 
  
  
www.nzgeo.com/stories/aiming-high/ 
  
  
https://media.newzealand.com/en/story-ideas/world-heritage-
sites/ 
  
  
mackenzienz.com/scenic-highlights/dark-sky-reserve-2/	
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Submitter Number: 443 
Response ID: 1277330 
First Name: John 
Last Name: McRae 
Organisation: Rotorua Chambers of Commerce 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Redevelop Aquatic Centre: New learn-to-swim pool, Upgrade outdoor pool, 
Re-roof, More play structures. Will cost $7.5m, $5.1m to be borrowed. Avg 0.2% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
The vast majority of respondents consider the investment strategies for... Aquatic Centre... a priority 
to ensure there are strong commercial drivers and community facilities enabling the ongoing 
economic development of the district. See attached doc. 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
The vast majority of respondents consider the investment strategies for... Museum... a priority. See 
attached doc. 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
The vast majority of respondents consider the investment strategies for the Lakefront... a priority. 
See attached doc. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
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Your thoughts? 
The vast majority of respondents consider the investment strategies for... Whakarewarewa Forest... 
a priority. See attached doc. 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
In principle the Chamber supports the Kuirau Park development, however there is significantly less 
importance placed on this project by members. See attached doc for more info. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
In regards to all investment projects, the Chamber recommends that Council focus on utilising 
appropriate business vehicles, organisations and structures to ensure that long-term benefits are 
realised from flagship projects.  Please see attached doc. 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Funding is critical to the ability to deliver the necessary services, amenities and environment to 
enable on-going prosperity for the whole district.  The Chamber recommends the Council lift the 
proposed funding cap to enable the additional investment, likely contingencies and to achieve the 
enhanced future growth anticipated by the LTP's proposals.  If necessary, the Chamber supports 
additional borrowing to achieve these goals, but recommends the exploration of targeted private 
investment and strategic partnerships where appropriate. 
Please see attached doc for more information on Revenue and Funding. 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Small adjustment: Hold business rate at 1.72 and raise rural res rate to 1.0. 
This option will see the rural res increase on average by $61.00 
 
Your thoughts? 
The Council is recommended to... introduce a small adjustment to the rates differentials in 
accordance with option 1. 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
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retain the current Uniform Annual General Rate and adjust it in accordance with inflation or the cost 
of living 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Please see attached doc for full submission. 
In general, the Chamber supports the Council's LTP consultation document and noticeable move 
towards engagement of all sectors of the community. 
The city is in a goldilocks period, reaping the benefits of tourism growth and a stable economy, the 
ability to invest and borrow at relatively cheap rates, and support of the current government and its 
Regional Development Fund. The current opportunities cannot be wasted. 
The Chamber and its members look forward to continuing engagement and consultation, but urge 
the Council to be bold and progressive in its future planning of Rotorua and act decisively to utilise 
the current community goodwill. 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Submitter Number: 444 
Response ID: 1277362 
First Name: Antony 
Last Name: Williams 
Organisation: Tuara ki RISE 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Our concern is regarding the proposed improvement of the Kuirau Park... no mention of a new or 
relocated basketball facility. We ask that 2 new courts be included... or new courts be added to an 
existing central basketball facility. See attached doc. 
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Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
100 plus members of the Rotorua community completed survey regarding basketball facility at 
Kuirau Park - please see attached. 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Submitter Number: 445 
Response ID: 1277410 
First Name: Bill 
Last Name: Young 
Organisation: Te Arawa Primary Sector Incorporated 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
See attached documentation 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Submission: ROTORUA LAKES COUNCIL LONG TERM PLAN 2018-2028 

 

 

 

 

 

  To: ROTORUA LAKES COUNCIL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This submission is from: 

 

Te Arawa Primary Sector Incorporated.  The entity intends to 

speak to this submission.  

 

 

 
 
 

Te Arawa Primary Sector Inc. Submission April 2018 
Bill Young, Project Manager 
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Executive Summary  
 

1. Te Arawa Primary Sector Inc. (“TAPS”) supports and promotes a coordinated, 
partnered approach between the Rotorua Lakes Council and Te Arawa to 
sustainable natural resource management and environmental management.  
TAPS also supports the restoration and care of our bountiful assets that have 
been provided to us through the generosity of successive generations of Te 
Arawa, for all citizens of Rotorua to enjoy. 

 

2. To this end TAPS, in the exercise of its mana whakahaere over its lands, 
request that Rotorua Lakes Council (“RLC”) take account of the following 
priorities in the proposed Long Term Plan (“LTP”) and that the LTP: 

• Provides for the protection and preservation of the health and 

wellbeing of the natural, physical, social and cultural environments for 

the use and benefit of future generations of Te Arawa and all those 

who call Rotorua home; 

• Incorporates the direct involvement of Te Arawa and its entities, including 
those who comprise the membership of TAPS in decision-making processes 
through meaningful engagement strategies and partnerships; 

• Does not hinder or encumber Te Arawa’s proposed development initiatives 
that will benefit the entire region; 

• Proposals agreed to by the RLC are consistent with and emulate best 

practice for the sustainable management of natural and physical 

resources within our rohe boundaries; 

• Recognises and gives effect to the Crown's Treaty obligations in 

accordance with the Te Arawa Lakes Settlement Act 2006; the 

Resource Management Act 1991 (and its subsequent amendments) 

to act in ‘good faith’ toward its Treaty Partner. 

 

3. TAPS and its individual members have previously engaged with the RLC on 
various iterations of The Rotorua Way. TAPS notes the links that are identified 
between that vision, as outlined in Rotorua 2030, and the proposed priorities 
in the LTP; namely: 
 

• Reviving our Facilities 
• Environmental Sustainability 
• Growing Our District 
• Keeping the foot on the pedal of progress 
• Funding Delivery and Action – the Financial Strategy 

 
4. TAPS further notes that the links between iwi and hapū aspirations and the 

LTP’s proposed priorities are woefully inadequate, despite the inception of 
the Te Arawa Partnership (Te Arawa Tatau) developed as a result of RLC’s 
Rotorua 2030 commitment.  Accordingly, TAPS expects that the matters 
addressed in this submission will be accorded meaningful consideration in the 
development of provisions that will give effect to the environmental, social, 
cultural and economic aspirations of Te Arawa and its entities. 
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Te Arawa Primary Sector Incorporated 
 

5. The Te Arawa Primary Sector Collective was officially established as 
Incorporated Society on 31 August 2011 where 15 individuals representative 
of a number of Te Arawa land entities signed a register in Nukuteapiapi.  
 

6. Te Arawa Primary Sector, Inc. (TAPS) is a group of Te Arawa organisations or 
individuals that own, control or administer over 30,000 hectares of land 
utilised within the primary industry sectors (agriculture, horticulture, forestry, 
geothermal and rural tourism) in the Bay of Plenty. 
 

7. TAPS is currently made up of 28 member organisations:  

• Ngati Whakaue Tribal Lands Inc. 

•  Pukahukiwi Kaokaoroa No. 2 Block Inc. 

• Ngāti Makino Iwi Authority 

•  Kokako Trust 

• Paehinahina Mourea Trust 

• Onuku Maori Lands Trust 

•  Rotoiti 15 Trust 

•   Kapenga M Trust 

•  Parekarangi Trust 

•  Rangatira E Trust 

• Kaitao 2D  

• Tautara Matawhaura Trust 

•  Pukeroa Oruawhata Trust 

•  Rotohokahoka F9 Trust 

•  Rotohokahoka F6 Trust 

•  Waiteti Farm Trust 

•  Te Paiaka Lands Trust 

•  Te Tumu Kaituna 14 Trust 

•  Waerenga East West Inc. 

•  Maraeroa Oturoa 2B 

•  Te Arawa Management Ltd (TAML) 

•  Whakapoungakau Lands Trust 

•  Rotoma No.1 Incorporation 

•  Taumanu Trust 
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• Tumunui 

•  Waipupumahana A1B2 

•  Ruahine Kuharua Incorporation 

•  Rotoiti 3V3 

 

8. Te Arawa Primary Sector Inc is not a constitutionally mandated and legal iwi 
authority for the marae and hapū who comprise the Te Arawa confederation. 
Notwithstanding, TAPS has key objectives that reflect the broader aspirations 
of Te Arawa which will directly affect the future prosperity of our region, and, 
because of its combined asset base, is both a major contributor and enabler 
of the local economy and its future growth. 
 

9. TAPS was initially constituted to support its members to lift the performance 
of their respective Te Arawa Primary Sector organisations by reducing costs; 
working collaboratively and increasing productivity and profitability while 
being environmentally sustainable and responsive to their owner’s needs.  
TAPS submits that this approach is one that the RLC should also usefully adopt 
as it goes about determining its final Long Term Plan 2018-2028.   
 

10. To achieve TAPS’ primary objectives, the members access information, expert 
capability and technologies to improve the utilisation of its primary sector 
assets and other natural resources; enable the sharing of information 
between all members of TAPS; and identify and create opportunities to 
partner with industry, government agencies and research and development 
organisations to access technologies and innovation that may be of benefit to 
its members. 

 

Te Arawa Primary Sector Inc. support of other Te Arawa submissions 
 

 

11. TAPS acknowledges the overall intent of the submission of Te Arawa Lakes 
Trust and specifically supports its development and environmental objectives 
as expressed in its Iwi Management Plans.   
 

12. TAPS requests that the RLC provides for the delivery of development projects 
that restore, enhance and protect the mauri of the Lakes, rivers and 
waterways within the Te Arawa rohe. 

 

13. TAPS requests that the RLC take account of the following priorities in the 
proposed Long Term Plan (“LTP”) and that the LTP:  

• Implements Te Tūāpapa as a matter of priority  

• Provides for investment in projects such as the ‘Big Spring Clean’; and 

the development of tools that support hapū organisations to measure 

the mauri of the lakes  

  
14. In respect of submissions on behalf of other Te Arawa entities, TAPS further 
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notes:  

• Te Arawa are recognised kaitiaki (te hunga tiaki) of their physical, 

cultural and social environment and view the integrated management 

of all elements of this environment as being of utmost importance; 

• Recognition of the mana whenua me mana whakahaere (rights and 

authority) of each Iwi and hapū within the RLC boundaries; 

• The Te Arawa Lakes Settlement Act, the Te Arawa Te Tatau 

partnership and the provisions of the Resource Management Act 1991 

(RMA) all provide a suitable platform for a new era of co-

management, and that this must be achieved as a matter of urgency 

in accordance with the objectives of the RLC Long Term Plan 2018 – 

2028. 

 

Nature of Submission  
 

15. Individual members of TAPS have been involved in discussions with RLC in 
relation to the development of the Long Term Plan. Threads of those 
discussions have culminated in the preparation of this submission.   
 

16. This submission should not be read as a joint submission on behalf of the 
individual member entities of TAPS.  Each member entity and its affiliates 
exercise their own right and discretion to provide individual submissions on 
the proposed Long Term Plan.   

 

The Proposed Long Term Plan (LTP) through a co-management framework 
 
 

17. TAPS understands the role of local government agencies responsible for the 
care, protection and sustainable management of ngā taonga katoa; lands, 
estates, fisheries and treasures of our iwi, hapū and whānau.  As such, TAPS 
places importance on the necessity to effectively engage with local 
government agencies to ensure that if we are to move forward with 
confidence, we need to co-manage, co-design and co-invest in our district’s 
future, for the benefit of our tamariki and mokopuna. 

 

18. To achieve an appropriate model of co-management, co-design and co-
investment between RLC and Te Arawa, TAPS is strongly of the view that hapū 
entities that own and control their own resources ought to have direct 
relationships with RLC.  

 

The Consultation Process 
 

19. TAPS acknowledges RLC for the consultation process to date undertaken with 
the public. As a general comment, the consultation process to date has 
provided limited opportunities to effectively engage with RLC on matters of 
critical importance to TAPS.  
 

20. The consultation process held to date is not consistent with the Treaty 
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principles of partnership and co-operation.  TAPS strongly endorses a co-
management approach between mana whenua and RLC that takes account of 
the Te Arawa Settlement Act, the RMA and Te Tatau.   

 

21. TAPS recommends that the RLC notes the lack of opportunities to engage 
meaningfully on the LTP and as a matter of priority undertakes a co-
management approach to the LTP with Te Arawa and its entities to fully 
recognise its status as a major fee simple landowner, rather than a mere 
stakeholder with nominal kaitiaki responsibilities that arise through its 
settlement legislation. 

 

The significance of the LTP to Te Arawa’s future  
 

22. The Long Term Plan is significant to TAPS primarily because it sets out a 
blueprint for the future development of Rotorua city and its environs.  

 

23. TAPS acknowledges the intent of the RLC in so far as it articulates an action 
plan that will determine the rate of proposed future growth for the region 
that it deems appropriate.  This submission highlights areas of priority 
identified by RLC that impacts TAPS’ members both positively and negatively. 

 

24. Given the significant contribution of Te Arawa to the foundations and growth 
of the local economy, and the ongoing contribution it will continue to make 
to the prosperity of our region, it is of utmost importance that Te Arawa and 
its entities, including those members who comprise TAPS, continue to be 
actively consulted, engaged and where appropriate actively involved in the 
development and implementation of the Long Term Plan. 

 

Statutory Requirements under the RMA for Consideration of Te Arawa Values 
  

 
25. TAPS reminds RLC of its obligations under the RMA, the Local Government Act 

and the Local Government Ratings Act to take into consideration Māori views, 
including those of hapū landowner entities in the preparation of statutory 
planning documents. Sections 66(1) and 74(1) of the Resource Management 
Act (RMA) require council's to prepare plans in accordance with the provisions 
in Part 2 of the RMA which include but are not restricted to Māori cultural 
considerations. 
 

26. TAPS encourages the RLC to include for the provision of a Te Arawa endorsed 
hapū landowners mana whakahono – ā – rohe agreement in the LTP.  The 
purpose of a Mana Whakahono-ā-Rohe is to provide a mechanism for RLC and 
Te Arawa iwi and hapū (or any of its delegated nominees under the Act) to 
come to agreement on ways Te Arawa and its entities may participate in RMA 
decision-making, and to assist RLC with their statutory obligations to Te Arawa 
under the RMA. 
 

27. TAPS submits that the LTP gives effect to a an agreement between TAPS and 

RLC that takes account of TAPS aspirations for development, co-management, 

co-design and co-ownership of matters that are of significance to TAPS. 
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28. TAPS further submits that the LTP gives effect to a TAPS mana whakahono-ā-

rohe arrangement that includes discussion on: 

 

• how Te Arawa and its entities will participate in plan making 

processes; 

• how consultation with Te Arawa and its entities that is required under 

the RMA will be undertaken; 

• how Te Arawa and its entities may participate in the development of 

monitoring methodologies; 

• a process for managing conflicts of interest; 

• a process for resolving disputes;  

• how Te Arawa authorities will work collectively to engage with council;  

• how any delegation from Te Arawa to a person or group of persons 

(including hapū) will work;  

• how RLC consults iwi on resource consents; and 

• any other arrangements relating to RMA processes. 

 

29. TAPS submits that once a mana whakahono-ā-rohe has been finalised, RLC 
should, in accordance with the RMA, review its internal policies and processes 
to ensure they are consistent with the mana whakahono-ā-rohe.   
 

30. TAPS further submits that this statutory requirement which ensures that the 
mana whakahono-ā-rohe arrangements are properly implemented in RLC’s 
practice, are adequately catered for through the LTP.   
 

31. When preparing proposed policy statements and plans, RLC is required to 
consult with potentially affected tangata whenua through Te Arawa iwi 
authorities, under clause 3 of Schedule 1 of the RMA.   Schedule 1 of the RMA 
was amended to insert clause 4A, which requires RLC to: 

• provide a copy of any draft policy statement or plan, once prepared 

but before it is notified, to any Te Arawa authorities that were 

previously consulted under clause 3 of Schedule 1; 

• allow adequate time and opportunity for Te Arawa iwi authorities to 

consider the draft and provide advice back to RLC; and 

• have particular regard to any advice received from Te Arawa iwi 

authorities before notifying the plan. 

TAPS notes the provisions of the RMA and wishes to remind RLC of its 

obligations in respect of the above. 

 
32. Section 32 of the RMA sets out requirements for the RLC to prepare and 

publish evaluation reports about proposed plans, plan changes and policy 
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statements and notes these plans include the proposed Long Term Plan. 
 

33. Section 32 of the RMA was amended to require any evaluation reports about 
proposed policy statements, plans or plan changes (prepared under Schedule 
1 through the standard, streamlined or collaborative planning processes) to 
include summaries of: 

 

• all advice received from iwi authorities on the proposal; and 

• how the proposal responds to that advice, including reference to any 

proposed provisions that are intended to give effect to the advice. 

 

TAPS notes these changes and seeks a commitment from RLC to appropriately 
respond to its statutory obligations through the LTP.   
 

34. Specific provisions of the RMA that TAPS note as pertinent to the protection 
of our values within our tribal rohe include: 
 

• Section 5(2)(b): The life-supporting capacity of water and ecosystems; 

• Section 6(c): The protection of areas of significant indigenous 

vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna;  

• Section 6(e): Recognise and provide for the relationship of Māori and 

their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, 

wāhi tapu, and other taonga; 

• Section 6(f): The protection of historic heritage from inappropriate 

subdivision, use, and development; 

• Section 6(g): The protection of protected customary rights. 

• Section 7(a): Have particular regard to kaitiakitanga – which is defined 

in the RMA as the exercise of guardianship by the tangata whenua of 

an area in accordance with tikanga Māori in relation to natural and 

physical resources; and includes the ethic of stewardship. 

• Section 7(d): Intrinsic values of ecosystems. 

• Section 7(f): Maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the 

environment. 

• Section 8: Take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. 

 
35. TAPS notes that RLC has various obligations pursuant to the principles of the 

Treaty of Waitangi as enshrined under s8 of the RMA. These principles afford 
Te Arawa and its entities the opportunity to contribute to the preparation of 
the Proposed Long Term Plan in a manner that recognises and provides for 
their environmental, social, cultural and economic well-being. 
 

36. In addition to the above, TAPS request that a direct link be shown within the 
Proposed Long Term Plan to the management plans and strategies developed 
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by Te Arawa and its entities within our tribal rohe in accordance with sections 
61(2A)(a), 66(2A)(a), and 74(2A)(a) of the RMA.  

 

37. As members of TAPS, it is paramount to us as hapū landowner entities that 
our rangatiratanga independent of the post-settlement entities is maintained, 
whilst acknowledging their role and the legislation which binds the Crown, 
local government and iwi. 
  

38. To that end, TAPS recommends that a direct link is established between the 
objectives of the Proposed Long Term Plan with those of the management 
plans and strategies developed by Te Arawa hapū landowners’ entities.  

 

  
Proposals within the LTP General Comments 
  

39. Reviving our Facilities 
 

40. TAPS acknowledges RLC’s overall commitment to ensure facilities are modern, 
safe, fit-for-purpose and meet our needs and our lifestyle.   
 

41. As a general comment, Te Arawa’s potential partnership in infrastructure 
development in the city going forward is a unique opportunity for both Te 
Arawa and the community, with so many positive spinoffs to other key 
components of Council’s business.  

 

42. The opportunity to partner with RLC through the LTP on the development of 
a new whare taonga could go some way to ensuring Te Arawa’s cultural, social 
and environmental imperatives are protected; as well as our economic 
performance enhanced.   
 

43. As a further general comment, TAPS members have expressed strong views that 

the rate payers should not be lumbered with the majority of the costs of 

development and repairs, and instead, the members believe that any costs should 

be shared by businesses and government agencies that will use the facilities. 

 
44. The following paragraphs summarise TAPS’ comments and recommended 

changes to the LTP in respect of the Three Stage redevelopment proposal for 
the Aquatic Centre; the restoration of the Museum; enhancements to the Sir 
Howard Morrison Performing Arts Centre; and improvements to the Rotorua 
International Stadium. 

 
The Aquatic Centre 
 

45. Members of TAPS have expressed concern at the proposed rates increases 
and proposed debt cap increase to fund projects such as the Three Stage 
redevelopment proposal for the Aquatic Centre in the timeframe suggested.   
 

46. While TAPS agrees with the overall intent to have dedicated pools for our 
tamariki to learn the requisite skills and confidence to be safe in our waters, 
members are not convinced of the viability, or indeed necessity of a full three 
stage development. 
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Recommendations/Changes: 

 
47. Proposed debt levels seem unsustainable and members believe it is 

unacceptable and unfair to lumber future generations with the burden of 
repaying debt. 

 
The Museum 
 

48. Members of TAPS have expressed concern at the three options proposed and 
do not agree with Council’s preferred option to fully restore and re-open the 
existing Museum.   
 

49. The projected costs to fully restore and re-open the Museum could exceed 
$50m in our view, and the ongoing insurance costs (if indeed it is insurable), 
and uncertainty about its earthquake prone status going forward, render 
option one untenable.  When the Towers were built, we understand the 
foundation materials used were largely pumace with wire reinforcing.  As a 
consequence, RLC will have significant issues trying to remedy this amongst a 
raft of other issues.  
 

50. While the Bathhouse is seen as iconic to many, for others it is a constant 
reminder of the subjugation that our people have endured over time 
particularly when one considers that Te Arawa tāonga and our culture is 
shown and housed within a very “tudor-like” structure with its colonial 
overtones.  
  

51. TAPS believes the timing is right to consider the development of a new venue 
that showcases the creativity of Te Arawa in its design and highlights pre-
European, first contact and post-colonial settlement today - a ‘mini Te Papa’ 
that is inclusive of, but acknowledges Te Arawa history and presence and our 
subsequent interactions through a Te Arawa lens. 
 

52. TAPS do not agree that ratepayers should assume up to a third or half of the 
anticipated costs to restore the existing facility and / or build a new Museum.  
The potential to obtain Government funding through Lotteries and other 
cultural heritage funding opportunities; as well as a number of philanthropic 
organisations who would likely co-invest alongside RLC would be significant.  
 

53. TAPS believes that subject to the findings of a full due diligence process, a 
total repair and restoration project of the Tudor Towers which meets 
earthquake and occupational standards (which may or may not be insurable) 
presents a cultural development option for Te Arawa in the LTP under a co-
management and co-ownership approach with the RLC. 
 

54. In this way, the building can still be fully restored, its ‘point of difference’ for 
Rotorua which is not seen elsewhere in the world is still maintained, and a 
new purpose-built facility to house and store our taonga for display is 
developed that meets our future needs.   

 

Recommendations/Changes: 
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55. TAPS submits that rather than there being a single focus on only restoring and 
repairing the existing Towers building, RLC should consider developing a new 
Museum with shared ownership space that is purposely designed to 
showcase our people, culture and place. 
 

56. TAPS recommends that a fourth option be considered which includes the 
development of a new whare taonga co-owned with Te Arawa; and that RLC 
in partnership with its investors, funders and Te Arawa undertakes repairs on 
the Towers building to maintain its presence, with restricted use options.  

 

SHMPAC - Sir Howard Morrison Performing Arts Centre 

57. TAPS supports the opportunity to work through options to reopen the Sir 
Howard Morrison Performing Arts Centre 

 

Recommendations/Changes: 

58. TAPS does not agree that the overall level of investment by Council that is 
proposed is appropriate.  TAPS believes that a greater share of the financial 
cost of upgrading and reopening the facility should be borne by funders and 
other philanthropic supporters, rather than ratepayers. 

 

Rotorua International Stadium 

59. TAPS supports the notion that upgrades to the Rotorua International Stadium 
are necessary if Rotorua is to continue to attract large sporting and 
entertainment events.  

 

Recommendations/Changes: 

60. TAPS believes that businesses that either directly or indirectly benefit from 
tourism and consequential infrastructure should contribute through a 
mechanism such as a ‘bed tax’ to the development or upgrade of facilities. 
 
  

61. Environmental Sustainability 
 

62. TAPS acknowledges RLC’s overall commitment to enhance the environment 
that defines Rotorua; a unique volcanic landscape, characterised by our lakes, 
rivers, mountains and geothermal features.   

 

63. TAPS also acknowledges that RLC’s focus for this proposed Long Term Plan 
2018-2028 in terms of environmental sustainability is lake water quality and 
waste management.   
 

64. Many of TAPS’ members concur with the RLC that it is important to continue 
to consult with iwi and other stakeholders to explore and identify a better, 
more sustainable wastewater treatment and management alternative.  

 

65. By way of general comment, TAPS supports a co-managed, co-designed and 
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co-investment approach between RLC and Te Arawa in respect of a fully 
upgraded wastewater treatment facility for Rotorua. 
 

66. TAPS also notes the concerns raised by hapū and iwi in respect of the RLC’s 
preferred discharge option, and supports Te Arawa and hapū and their 
landowners’ entities to require the RLC to comply with the provisions of the 
RMA and address and remedy their particular concerns.   

 

67. TAPS takes a broader view than the RLC in respect of its commitment to 
environmental sustainability.  TAPS’ members are representative of hapū 
landowners’ entities and consider environmental sustainability to be much 
more than about ‘enhancing the environment’.   

 

68. TAPS requests that proposals in relation to environmental sustainability 
agreed to by the RLC are consistent with and emulate best practice for the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources within our rohe 
boundaries; 
 

 

69. TAPS requests that the RLC take on board its statutory obligations under the 
RMA to note the following as pertinent to the protection of Te Arawa iwi and 
hapū environmental norms as kaitiaki within our tribal rohe: 
 

• Section 5(2)(b): The life-supporting capacity of water and ecosystems; 

• Section 6(c): The protection of areas of significant indigenous 

vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna;  

• Section 6(e): Recognise and provide for the relationship of Māori and 

their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, 

wāhi tapu, and other taonga; 

• Section 6(f): The protection of historic heritage from inappropriate 

subdivision, use, and development; 

• Section 6(g): The protection of protected customary rights. 

• Section 7(a): Have particular regard to kaitiakitanga – which is defined 

in the RMA as the exercise of guardianship by the tangata whenua of 

an area in accordance with tikanga Māori in relation to natural and 

physical resources; and includes the ethic of stewardship. 

• Section 7(d): Intrinsic values of ecosystems. 

• Section 7(f): Maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the 

environment. 

• Section 8: Take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. 

 
70. TAPS recommends that a direct link be shown within the Proposed Long Term 

Plan as to how the RLC will give effect to the sustainable environmental 
objectives of Te Arawa iwi and hapū in relation to its own proposals as 
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expressed in the Consultation Document, and also those projects and 
proposals that are expressed in various Te Arawa iwi and hapū entities’ plans.   
To achieve this link, TAPS encourages the RLC to meaningfully engage with Te 
Arawa, its hapū and hapū landowner entities as a matter of priority. 
 

71. The following paragraphs summarise the comments of TAPS members in 
relation to the options proposed under the LTP in relation to environmental 
sustainability. 

 

72. Lakes Water Quality 
 

73. Until the passing of the Te Arawa Lakes Settlement Act, Te Arawa has been a 
passive bystander in efforts to improve the water quality of our lakes, rivers 
and waterways.   
 

74. As the sustained degradation of the Lakes within Te Arawa’s rohe boundaries 
worsened over the past few generations, consistent pleas by our iwi and hapū 
members to improve and restore the water quality, and indeed the mauri of 
our lakes through lobbying local and central government, regulatory 
authorities, courts, and committees - demonstrably fell on deaf ears.   
 

75. As a consequence, current and future generations of Te Arawa are now faced 
with the arduous task of improving the water quality in our lakes, to restore 
the mauri of the waterways to their natural pristine state.  
 
Recommendations/Changes: 
 

76. TAPS members support any efforts on behalf of the Rotorua Te Arawa Lakes 
Programme to accelerate the restoration of our Lakes at a pace much greater 
than is currently provided for.  
 

77. TAPS notes the absence of concrete commitments to invest in projects that 
will improve the health of the lakes. 

 

78. Out of the Forest 
 

79. TAPS notes the general comments above.  
 
Recommendations/Changes 
 

80. TAPS requests that the RLC involve Te Arawa hapū landowner entities in 
proposals to upgrade the Wastewater Treatment Plant. 
 

81. East Rotoiti/Rotomā, Mamaku and Rotoehu Sewerage Schemes 
 

82. TAPS requests that the RLC involve Te Arawa hapū landowner entities in 
proposals to upgrade the East Rotoiti/Rotomā, Mamaku and Rotoehu 
Sewerage Schemes. 
 
Recommendations/Changes 
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83. TAPS encourages the RLC to explore co-management, co-design and co-
investment options with Te Arawa hapū landowner entities to bring forward 
the timeframe to complete these proposals. 
 

84. Tarawera Sewerage Scheme 
 

85. TAPS does not agree with the RLC’s preferred option.   
 

86. As a general comment, TAPS supports hapū and iwi to develop their lands as 
they see fit, and submits that the mistakes of the past should not limit what 
hapū and iwi such as Tuhourangi may wish to develop in the future. 
 

87. TAPS are aware that there are significant issues associated with this proposal 
as many homes built in the Tarawera catchment were given resource consent 
to build without appropriate reticulation. Much of these properties have 
pipes into sump holes which then flow straight into the lake - a serious issue 
for both BOP Regional Council and Rotorua Lakes Council to address.  
 

88. TAPS members believe that the cost of any new Tarawera Sewerage System 
should be offset to the extent to which Council created the problem.   
 

89. TAPS notes that the Tarawera rural community will receive the same 
standards of sewerage treatment services as urban community dwellers but 
that because of the smaller numbers of rural dwellers, costs will be spread 
across all other rate payers.  As Māori are amongst the highest ratepayers in 
Rotorua, there is concern that this approach disproportionately affects Māori 
who will, in effect, be subsidising services to rural ratepayers. 
 
Recommendations/Changes 
 

90. TAPS members believe that a ‘discounted user pays option’ which takes 
account of the RLC’s contribution to fix the problem it created be modelled 
and adopted.   
 

91. TAPS is not in favour of adding capital contribution costs to our rates over a 
25 year period, and instead believes the RLC should canvas other options to 
pay for the necessary capital works for the Tarawera Sewerage Treatment 
Plan.   

 

92. Wastewater Treatment Plan 
 

93. TAPS members agree with the Rural Community Board’s recommendation to 
extend the service in to rural areas currently not serviced.  TAPS does not take 
a view about whether it should also extend as far as Horohoro, Ngakuru and 
Upper Atiamuri. 
 
Recommendations/Changes: 
 

94. TAPS do not agree to allow the RLC to remove the option to opt-out of waste 
management services.  TAPS members are strongly opposed to a partial 
charge to landowners of vacant land until such time as a building is 
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constructed.  This proposal would disproportionately affect Māori 
landowners who have not yet made decisions about the use of their whenua. 
  

95. Growing our District 
 

96. TAPS acknowledges RLC’s commitment to increase the resilience and vibrancy 
of our communities and villages by ensuring our land, housing and 
infrastructure is in the best condition it can be to meet the present and future 
needs of growth. 
 

97. TAPS also acknowledges RLC’s desire to introduce a “Sustainable 
Development Contribution Policy” to ensure the costs required to provide the 
growth component of infrastructure is repaid by those who benefit from it.   
 

98. While TAPS strongly supports development in the region, it members are 
equally of the view that there needs to be a balance struck between any 
proposed policy for charging developers the additional costs that come with 
expansion, with the RLC’s obligation and desire to accommodate the 
expected demand in housing as the population increases.  
 

99. TAPS notes that the bulk of the available land for development in Rotorua is 
mostly whenua Māori.  Tauranga is all but exhausted for large scale 
developments after Tauriko and Te Tumu are completed and that is why large 
scale property developers are looking to Māori landowners in Rotorua as 
these landowners are the only ones in the Bay of Plenty with large scale land 
holdings left to develop.  
 

100. Accordingly, any expansion of existing infrastructure that will be required, is 
probably likely to occur on or across Māori land.   If a development 
contribution levy were imposed, Māori landowners may be reluctant to offer 
their whenua for development.   
 

101. Given that the existing forests, cemeteries and crematoriums, airport, roads, 
parks, wastewater treatment centres are all on land that was either given or 
taken by Te Arawa landowners, TAPS members are of the view that Māori 
landowners who develop their whenua for subdivisions or developments 
where the proposed policy would ordinarily apply, should be exempt from 
any sustainable development policy/ development contribution policy. 
 

102. Given that there are large tracts of under-utilised Māori land in the region, 
and the RLC’s desire to accommodate expected population growth, TAPS 
believes the opportunity to leverage one another’s interests should be 
explored as a matter of priority through the LTP.  
 

103. For example, Te Arawa hapū entities who have ownership interests in the 
Mamaku Tarukenga line may consider supporting a proposal to upgrade the 
original line to a modern railway capable of becoming the preferred mode of 
transport for commuters between Auckland and Rotorua.   
 

104. Such an option could also service the general populace, freight and our 
international manuhiri.  The option has the potential to reduce congestion 
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and improve safety on our roads and a three hour road trip between Auckland 
and Rotorua could be reduced to a 1.5hr trip by rail.   
 

105. The modern rail line would also assist with the revitalisation of smaller towns 
on the journey.  Rotorua could benefit from such an option if managed 
properly. 
 
Recommendations/Changes: 
 

106. TAPS does not agree that the proposed policy should only apply to new 
developments.   
 

107. TAPS requests that the RLC work with TAPS members and other hapū 
landowner entities to determine a more fairer and more equitable policy that 
considers the benefits to existing developers who are not required to pay for 
expansion of water supplies, wastewater systems and stormwater; and the 
desire of RLC to support developments that accommodate expected demand 
for housing.  

 

108. TAPS requests that the RLC provide for engagement through the LTP with Te 
Arawa and hapū landowner entities who wish to enter in to a co-
management, co-investment framework for the utilisation of whenua Māori 
that will support developments to meet expected population growth.  
 

109. Keeping the foot on the pedal of progress 
 

110. TAPS acknowledged the RLC’s commitment to plan for future progress by 
developing bold visions that continue to enhance our special district and 
position us for future investment based on our strengths; environment, 
lifestyle, culture and opportunities. 
 

111. TAPS further acknowledges the RLC’s attempt to give effect to the “Rotorua 
Way” which identified big moves that would drive future progress and 
augment our existing strengths as a region. 
 

112. The projects – the development of the Lakefront; the development of 
Whakarewarewa Forest and expansion of Te Ara Ahi Cycleway; improving 
Kuirau Park; the creation of a new CCO; and proposals to dispose of 192 
Pensioner Units to a CHP are acknowledged by TAPS as significant projects 
that if managed well through private public partnerships, will lift our position 
as one of NZ’s most popular tourist destinations. 
 

113. As a general comment, while TAPS is buoyed by the signals of ongoing 
economic growth in our region, members are not overly confident that the 
RLC have adequately factored in contingency in the event that the economy 
heads in to sustained decline over the coming decade. 
 

114. TAPS notes the enthusiasm of the RLC to forge ahead with large-scale 
development proposals, but requests that for the reasons given above, the 
RLC exercise caution and apply a more conservative lens to growth 
projections. 
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115. TAPS notes that while RLC acknowledges it is committed to working with Te 

Arawa to recognise its relationship with land, water and geothermal 
resources, it does so within the proposed confines of its plans to develop a 
world class lakefront experience.   
 

116. As evidenced by the growing asset base of local iwi, hapū and Māori entities, 
the true economy of our region is Te Arawa - through our lands, 
reserves, farms, tourism, geothermal, forestry, people and history.  TAPS 
requests that the LTP appropriately reflect this reality.   
 
Recommendations/Changes: 
 

117. TAPS members generally support the direction of travel towards the 
development of the Lakefront and Kuirau Park, but do not support the 
extension of the Whakarewarewa Forest and Te Ara Ahi Cycleway at the same 
time, unless these projects are fully funded by external sources. 
 

118. TAPS considers it appropriate to ensure that those businesses directly 
benefiting from tourism and consequential infrastructure demands pay a 
majority contribution towards proposed developments, and be levied a bed 
tax to maintain the infrastructure once built.  Ratepayers should not be 
expected to contribute to the costs of development, and investment should 
come from within the tourist sector.   
 

119. TAPS also requests that the RLC reconsider the phasing and rollout of its entire 
‘Big Moves’ strategy with a view to reducing the debt impact on the RLC, and 
the rates impact on ratepayers.   
 

120. TAPS requests that RLC engage with Te Arawa and hapū landowner entities as 
a matter of priority to understand what Te Arawa envisages its relationship 
with land, water and geothermal resources is; and support proposals to 
integrate and maximise cultural, economic, recreational and environmental 
benefits for both Te Arawa and the city through the LTP.  
 

121. Creation of a new CCO  
 

122. TAPS supports the establishment of a CCO to achieve RLC’s and Te Arawa’s 
long term goals. 
 
Recommendations/Changes: 
 

123. TAPS does not support the establishment of a CCO that does not take account 
of Te Arawa’s contribution to the establishment, development and growth of 
our region.  As such, TAPS expects equal representation on the CCO between 
Te Arawa and other partners; and an ownership stake in the CCO that is 
commensurate with the value of the significant contribution by way of gifted 
reserves lands and other lands for the establishment of the city and its 
amenities. 
 

124. TAPS recommends that RLC consult with Te Arawa and hapū entities to 
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determine an appropriate representative model for the proposed CCO that 
takes account of our history in respect of the gifted reserves, and Te Arawa’s 
expectations in respect of public private partnerships. 
 

125. TAPS requests that RLC note Te Arawa’s interest in establishing a Te Arawa 
led CCO and notes this option in the LTP. 

 
126. Housing Challenges in Rotorua  

 
127. Various TAPS members have considerable expertise in the provision of 

accessible and affordable housing options for all sectors of our society and 
some are in the process of developing plans to establish a Te Arawa Social 
Housing Collective.   
 

128. Given that the pensioner units may have been built on Te Arawa lands that 
were either gifted or taken, TAPS requests that Te Arawa be offered the 
pensioner flats by way of first right of refusal provisions.  
 

129. TAPS members are keen to develop iwi-owned social housing models that 
encourage and incentivise tenants to move to home ownership through 
either shared equity options, or subsidised rents. TAPS requests that the RLC 
note Te Arawa’s intention to consider the purchase of the pensioner units, 
should they become available for sale.   
 

130. TAPS also notes that the LTP should support wider efforts, including home 
ownership education programmes, to improve home ownership rates 
amongst our resident population.   
 

131. TAPS notes the ongoing housing challenges in our region - less than 30% of 
Māori own their own home and many whānau are living in substandard 
accommodation.  TAPS does not agree with selling the RLC pensioner units to 
an established CHP, as experience shows CHPs are not always the best option.  
 

132. As there are too few options for social housing at concession rates on offer in 
Rotorua at present, having little control on how these will be run and 
managed in the future is a concern. Many Te Arawa whānau live in these 
pensioner flats and TAPS requires assurance around their care.  
 

133. Because a CHP can adjust rentals to market after a certain amount of time has 
passed, or as tenancies change, TAPS members are concerned that current 
tenants could eventually be displaced and future rental rates imposed by an 
outside CHP may become too prohibitive for many whānau. 
 
Recommendations/Changes: 
 

134. TAPS believes that subject to the findings of a full due diligence process, the 
transfer of the 152 pensioner units to Te Arawa in the LTP under a co-
management approach with the RLC is a further option that should be 
explored. 
 

135. TAPS requests that the RLC update the LTP to reflect Te Arawa’s interest in 
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establishing a Te Arawa Social Housing Collective, and subject to due 
diligence, TAPS wishes to exercise its ‘right of first refusal’ options if the 152 
pensioner units are offered for sale. 
 

136. TAPS does not support RLC’s preferred option but agrees that RLC should sell 
the 152 pensioner units in order that the new owner could ensure that future 
tenants will benefit from affordable rents and a better quality service than 
the RLC can provide. 
 

137. Funding Delivery and Action – the Financial Strategy 
 

138. TAPS agrees that to meet current and future needs as expressed in the LTP 
Consultation document, significant investment is required.  TAPS does not 
believe that the level of investment proposed from ratepayers is fair.  TAPS is 
opposed to the level of borrowing anticipated over the next ten years. 
 

139. TAPS is not confident that the economy is sufficiently buoyant to sustain the 
operating assumptions that the LTP proposes and as such, is not confident 
that the RLC can deliver on its objectives. 
 

140. Given the RLC’s past financial performance, TAPS is not convinced that the 
RLC can responsibly balance funding, capital spend and borrowing. 
 

141. While TAPS agrees that RLC will need to increase income by increasing other 
sources of revenue, increasing rates or reducing expenditure, TAPS does not 
believe that the RLC has struck a fair balance between what it expects 
ratepayers to foot the bill for, and what it expects to generate in external 
sources of revenue. 
 

142. In 2015, RLC had a plan based on austerity. RLC notes in the LTP Consultation 
Document that only one year in the past ten has placed Rotorua in a higher 
than average growth rate.  TAPS fails to see how the short period of growth 
recently experienced is grounds to reset the financial direction and propose 
exorbitant debt levels alongside prohibitive rates increases.   
 

143. While the increase in debt is being driven by a number of large projects 
identified as critical to contributing to the Vision 2030 goals, TAPS does not 
agree that all of the projects identified need to be funded by debt, or funded 
in the next ten years. 
 

144. Māori land owners are some of the biggest rate payers in the region and most 
Land Trusts and Incorporations pay nominal dividends to land owners.  
Increased rates expenditure will significantly affect the ability of some trusts 
and incorporations to offer dividends and grant subsidies.   
 

145. TAPS members note that collectively, Te Arawa pays a massive amount of 
rates, and has not enjoyed either exemptions or rebates, despite donating the 
entire city for the future prosperity of the region. 
 

146. TAPS members are concerned that setting the fixed charge UAGC would 
impact farms such as Parekarangi and others where amalgamated blocks are 
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managed by one entity.  
 
 
Recommendations/Changes: 
 

147. TAPS does not agree with the proposed financial plan and does not believe it 
will contribute as well as it could towards achieving the district’s 2030 vision 
while balancing affordability and the need for service provision. 
 

148. TAPS does not agree that the financial strategy is either financially prudent or 
sustainable. 
 

149. TAPS is not opposed to increasing fees and charges for existing services to 
offset the cost of providing these services, but not to the extent that those 
services which are provided to a greater number of people are done so at the 
expense of existing ratepayers who are asked to subsidise those additional 
services with increase to their fees. 
 

150. TAPS believes that the proposed rates increases to existing ratepayers are 
unfair and do not adequately place the burden of increased costs where they 
ought to lie. 
 

151. TAPS is opposed to rates increases that will total nearly 10% in some 
instances, within two years of the LTP being agreed.    
 

152. TAPS does not support either of the RLC’s preferred options in respect of 
proposed rates changes, and is of the view that a full rating review is required.  
 
 

153. Concluding Comments 
 

154. TAPS wishes to be heard on its submission to RLC on the Long Term Plan 2018 
– 2028. 
 

155. TAPS recommends that RLC notes the matters addressed in this submission 
and accords those matters meaningful consideration in the development of 
provisions in the LTP that will give effect to the environmental, social, cultural 
and economic aspirations of Te Arawa, including its hapū landowner entities. 

 
156. TAPS further recommends that the RLC notes the lack of opportunities to 

engage meaningfully on the LTP and as a matter of priority undertakes a co-
management approach to the LTP with Te Arawa, including its hapū 
landowner entities, to fully recognise its status as a major fee simple 
landowner, rather than a mere stakeholder with nominal kaitiaki 
responsibilities that arise through its settlement legislation. 
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Submitter Number: 446 
Response ID: 1277439 
First Name: Sandra 
Last Name: Eru 
Organisation: The Proprietors of Taheke 8C & Adjoining Blocks Incorporation 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
See attached documentation 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Taheke 8C & Adjoining Blocks (Inc) wishes to be heard in support of this submission. 
 
 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Proprietors of Taheke 8C & Adjoining Blocks (Inc) (“T8C”) was incorporated in 1954 by Order of 
Incorporation issued by the Maori Land Court pursuant to Rule 81 of the Maori Land Act 1931. 
 
T8C land is located approximately 20 minutes north east of Rotorua SH33.  The area is known as 
Okere Falls and our lands lie adjacent to the Okere/Kaituna River. The total land administered by the 
Incorporation is approximately 1193-ha and the legal owner is “The Proprietors of Taheke 8C & 
Adjoining Blocks (Inc)”. 
 
The Incorporation maintains a register of shareholders names and their shares in accordance with 
the requirements of Te Ture Whenua Maori Act 1992 and the Maori Land Court. There are currently      
1297 shareholders holding 50,611shares in total. 
 
Up until 2007/2009, the activities on T8C land comprised sheep and beef farming and forestry (pre-
1990). The Incorporation had plans to expand its position in regard to its farming operation; 
however various externa, issues impacting farming in general locally and nationally resulted in a 
review by the Committee of our farming operations. In undertaking this review the committee 
discussed available options for alternate land use and development of the resources underlying our 
land that had been discussed by previous committees. Other opportunities included various forestry, 
tourism and energy/geothermal ancillary opportunities.   
 
The review culminated in a plan for progressing development on T8C land, the first step of which 
was the agreement to develop the geothermal resource under our land.  Additionally economic and 
spatial analysis was undertaken to determine the preferred economic utilisation for the land. It was 
clear that the soils, slopes and layout of the farm did not support sustained dry stock farming. The 
T8C land is severed by the state highway, public roads and the Okere River. Some blocks are 
separated from the main farm block.  
 
The six year review of the Incorporation’s farming operation culminated in the decision to exit 
farming and change our land use to forestry. A forestry lease has been executed and preparations 
for the conversion to forestry has commenced. 
 
T8C is committed to maximising the economic utilisation of its land and resources to return 
economic and social benefits to its owners and the wider community. 
 
2.0 GENERAL 
 
2.1 Submission 
T8C generally supports the Long Term Plan (“LTP”) other than the specific submissions to follow. 
Specifically the Incorporation’s comments relate to the proposed introduction of a Sustainable 
Development Policy/Development Contribution Policy and the Remission of rates on Maori 
Freehold Land Policy.  
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3.0 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT POLICY/DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTION POLICY 
 
3.1 Submission 
Regarding Council’s initial thoughts on a framework T8C makes the following comments: 
 

 A definition of Development is required.   
 

 In regard to bullet points 1 and 2: The document only refers to “new subdivisions” does this 
mean that residential developments on Maori Freehold Land that do not require expansion 
of water supplies, wastewater systems and storm water or subdivision will be excluded?  

 

 For example: The T8C Development Plan has identified three possible “residential” 
developments i.e. an Eco Tourism development that incorporates accommodation. The 
development envisages the use of green technologies that will result in an “off the grid” 
development. Similarly the use of green technologies will be investigated for the remaining 
two developments. The aim of the Incorporation is to become a “Green Energy Hub”. 

 

 In regard to bullet point 3: T8C suggests that the appropriate time for the imposition of the 
contribution is when the “development” is completed. 

 

 In regard to bullet point 4: T8C contends that further clarity is required. For example: If 
Council decides to extend the criteria for the imposition of a Development Fee to include 
unsubdivided residential development on Maori Freehold Land how will the $4,000 per 
property be applied?  For example: T8C comprises a number of individual land blocks. The 
developments proposed for T8C are planned for three individual blocks – how will “per 
property” be defined – will it relate to T8C as a whole, or will it relate to the individual land 
blocks upon which the developments are planned? 
 

 Additionally should Council decide to extend such criteria to development on Maori 
Freehold Land which is predominantly in the rural areas how will the rules applicable to 
subdivision of rural land be applied? 
 

Finally T8C recognises that while a number of Maori land holding entities have not submitted 
Development Plans to facilitate the development of their lands and resources it is known that many 
are indeed planning such developments. In T8C’s case much time, effort and expense has been spent 
in order to place the Incorporation in a position to be able to develop our lands and resources. In our 
view to hear that Council is now proposing to impose a Development “Contribution” that arguably 
may be extended to include developments on Maori Freehold Land is tantamount to imposing a 
barrier on such developments.  
 
3.2 Relief Sought 
T8C supports the implementation of a separate special consultative procedure proposed in the pen-
ultimate paragraph on Page 34. 
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4.0 REMISSION OF RATES ON MAORI FREEHOLD LAND 
 
4.1 Submission 
In regard to Points 7c) the protection of significant Indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 
indigenous fauna and the Specific conditions and criteria T8C makes the following observations: 
 
T8C like many other Maori land holding entities has numerous areas of native bush.  T8C has been 
paying rates on these areas since T8C was established. Due to the cultural significance of these areas 
T8C has no plans to mill such trees however if T8C did propose to mill the trees, a resource consent 
is required; this involves time, effort and expense to navigate the requirements of the resource 
consent process. Further, not only do these areas have cultural significance the bush also plays a 
part in carbon sequestration whether they are registered in the ETS or not. 
 
And for this protection, all we can expect from Council is either a 50% or 75% rates remission 
applicable for a limited period of time! This is not acceptable. 
 
4.2 Relief Sought 
Taking into account the fact that such areas of native bush on Maori Freehold land will never be 
milled and removed, rather than a 50% or 75% rates remission for a limited period of time such 
areas must be declared exempt from the payment of rates, i.e., a 100% rates remission for such 
areas. 
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Submitter Number: 447 
Response ID: 1277409 
First Name: Rodney 
Last Name: Stace 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
I largely support option 1, but would like to know what upgrading work is proposed for the outdoor 
pool other than fixing the leak, and query the need to redesign the reception and changing 
areas...See General Feedback section for full info. 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Fully restore and re-open Museum: Seismic strengthening, Repair long term 
issues, Upgrade exhibitions incl digital, Re-roof. Will cost $30m - $10m-15m externally funded; 
$13.6m to be borrowed. Avg 0.6% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
I support option 1 in order to get the museum re-opened as soon as practicable, but upgrading of 
the exhibitions content could be deferred beyond year three. Please see General Feedback section 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
I support options 1 and 3. However the suggested cost to property owners is excessive, and... much 
more funding needs to come from Central and Regional Govt before the project is viable. Scheme 
option 4 (LPGP to Okareka) would appear to be most efficient 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Rural communities receive kerbside services except Ngākuru, Horohoro and 
Upper Atiamuri.  Will cost $320k, targeted rate for all households receiving services of $172.75 
 
Your thoughts? 
I support option 1 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
I support reinstatement of a development contribution, at a moderate rate so as to not deter 
developers. I suggest this be payable at the time expenditure on infrastructure is actually incurred by 
the Council 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
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Your thoughts? 
The priority is replacement of the present tatty-looking and inadequate jetty... reclamation large 
enough to accommodate all current and future lake-based commercial activities, a combined 
booking office, a café/restaurant... See General Feedback section 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
To improve access to the Redwoods Visitor Centre area I suggest, rather than upgrading Longmile 
Road, a new road from Sala Street... Please see General Feedback section for more comments on 
this issue 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
None of the work proposed appears to be of high priority, and could be spread over a longer period 
or deferred. However the disused former tearoom should be refurbished and used, ideally as a cafe. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
It should be more economic and just as effective for the Council to employ people with appropriate 
expertise to carry out the proposed functions in-house, and the Council would retain more positive 
control... still funded by CBD businesses [option 1B] 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
I support option 1 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Major Projects: The breakdown of capital expenditure over the ten year period contains a number of 
large items which are not referred to elsewhere in the document. More information about these is 
needed to enable comments to be made. 
Proposed Rates Increases: The ten year chart shows a large increase in the first year and a significant 
increase in the next three years. This is clearly related to the proposed high capital expenditure on 
new builds in the first five years. The cumulative effect of these increases is to place a heavy burden 
on ratepayers, especially in the residential sector. This burden would be relieved if the expenditure 
was spread more evenly over the ten years, deferred longer or not proceeded with, as I have 
suggested. It should be possible to limit rate increases to a maximum of 3% over the whole period, 
and I propose this. 
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Debt Levels: Given that debt to revenue ratios are forecast to be under 175% for most of the period I 
suggest this be maintained as the debt limit, for greater prudence. This should be easily achieved by 
deferring non-essential capital expenditure, e.g. on the Lakefront, Kuirau Park, Whakarewarewa 
Forest, Aquatic Centre and SHMPAC. 
Proposed Rates Split 2018-19: The increase in rates proposed for the residential sector is more than 
double that proposed for the business and farming sectors, resulting in residential meeting about 
two-thirds of the general rates. This is an unfair imposition on residential ratepayers: in equity all 
sectors should pay a similar increase. The skewing of rate levels resulting from the recent 
revaluations should be rectified by adjusting the differentials. I suggest differentials of 2.0 for 
business, 1.2 for farming, 0.9 for residential urban and 0.7 for residential rural as a starting point. It 
is also apparent from the chart of sample rates that despite the proposed reduction in the UAGC 
(which is presumably allowed for), the rate increases fall much more heavily on lower valued 
residential properties than on higher valued. This suggests a greater reduction in the UAGC than that 
proposed is needed to make the increases fairer and more affordable. 
Residential Rural Differential: It is not correct to assert that this sector is seen to receive the same or 
equal services as in residential urban. Apart from the greater distance from the central city and the 
absence of public transport in many areas, these settlements largely lack footpaths, kerb and 
channel, street lighting, and in many cases reticulated water and sewerage. Reserves and roadsides 
tend to be less well maintained. To compensate for these factors a significant differential reduction 
relative to the residential urban rate is justified. Also I believe property valuations in lakeside 
settlements have been artificially inflated by a few luxurious properties selling at extravagant prices: 
most houses there are of no higher standard than those in the city, yet are valued much higher than 
equivalent houses in the city. It is for these reasons that I have proposed a differential of 0.2 less 
than that for residential urban. 
 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Please see Funding Delivery and Action - Financial Strategy section for full comment. 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Please see Funding Delivery and Action - Financial Strategy section for full comment. 
 
 
Further Comments: 
General Comment: I think Council is being too ambitious in the number and scale of new projects, of 
a ‘nice to have’ rather than essential nature, planned during the next few years. The cumulative 
result is an excessive increase in rates, particularly in the first year and for residential properties, and 
an uncomfortably high level of debt. As indicated in my specific comments, I think this expenditure 
should be spread more evenly over the term of the plan, or not incurred at all. Except as stated 
otherwise I support the proposals in the consultation document. 
Aquatic Centre: I largely support option 1, but would like to know what upgrading work is proposed 
for the outdoor pool other than fixing the leak, and query the need to redesign the reception and 
changing areas. The cold draught problem may be remedied by keeping all the external doors closed 
instead of wedged open as they often are. Perhaps these items could be deferred. A café would be a 
worthwhile improvement however – there used to be one. Isn’t there already a gym? 
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Museum: I support option 1, in order to get the museum re-opened as soon as practicable, but 
upgrading of the exhibitions content could be deferred beyond year three. In view of the national 
and historical significance of the building I think the bulk of funding for restoration should come 
from Central Government including Heritage NZ. 
SHMPAC: While accepting the need for expenditure on earthquake strengthening, I query the detail 
and need for further upgrading of the facility, in view of the large expenditure on this not long ago. 
Work should be limited to what the outside funding will cover. In the Civic Theatre I would like to 
see the unsightly screens housing the sound system, which hide part of the original decorative 
proscenium arch, removed and replaced by a less obtrusive design. 
Tarawera Sewerage System: I support options 1 and 3. However the suggested cost to property 
owners is excessive, and I think much more funding needs to come from Central and Regional 
Government before the project is viable. Scheme option 4 (LPGP to Okareka) would appear to be the 
most efficient. 
Waste Management: I support option 1. 
Paying for Growth: I support reinstatement of a development contribution, at a moderate rate so as 
to not deter developers. I suggest this be payable at the time expenditure on infrastructure is 
actually incurred by the Council. 
Lakefront Redevelopment: To me the priority is replacement of the present tatty-looking and 
inadequate jetty with a reclamation large enough to accommodate all current and future lake-based 
commercial activities, a combined booking office, a café/restaurant and a public promenade/seating 
area. This could be done in Stage 1 instead of items C and D (‘boulevard’ and parking) which are of 
lesser priority. Stage 2 items other than G (jetty) would appear to be low priority and able to be 
deferred to later years, or omitted. 
Whakarewarewa Forest: To improve access to the Redwoods Visitor Centre area I suggest, rather 
than upgrading Longmile Road, a new road from Sala Street near Palmer’s, crossing the Puarenga 
Stream and passing outside the Scion nursery to reach Longmile Road at a right angle. This would 
provide a much more direct route from the central city for vehicles, bikes and pedestrians, while 
reducing the existing traffic congestion along Te Ngae and Tarawera Roads. Otherwise I support 
Stage 1 items (only a footpath along Longmile Road, and the ‘grand entrance’ relocated to Sala 
Street). Items in Stages 2 and 3 do not appear to be of high priority and could be deferred to later 
years, or omitted, depending on funding. 
Kuirau Park Improvements: None of the work proposed appears to be of high priority, and could be 
spread over a longer period or deferred. However the disused former tearoom should be 
refurbished and used, ideally as a cafe. 
New CCO: I am not convinced that this is necessary. It should be more economic and just as effective 
for the Council to employ people with appropriate expertise to carry out the proposed functions in-
house, and the Council would retain more positive control. This should still be funded by a special 
rate on CBD businesses: I favour option 1B. 
Pensioner Housing: I support option 1. 
 
 
 
Attachment: 
No 
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Submitter Number: 448 
Response ID: 1277465 
First Name: David Pearce and Mike Rogers 
Last Name: Pearce and Rogers 
Organisation: Bay of Plenty Rugby Union 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
On behalf of Bay of Plenty Rugby Union, Mike and I provide the following sport and recreation 
thoughts for consideration as part of your Long Term Plan consultation.  While not providing 
feedback on the specific topics raised, we have provided our comments on the importance of 
sustained investment in sport and recreation facilities and events. 
  
The Bay of Plenty Rugby Union appreciates the assistance and partnership of the Rotorua Lakes 
Council across many areas of the game of rugby in the greater Rotorua area. 
PLEASE see attached document for full submission.  
 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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High Performance Centre, 52 Miro Street, Mount Maunganui 

P: 07 574 2037     F: 07 574 2046     W: www.boprugby.co.nz 
       boprugby              @BOPRugby                   @boprugby             BOPRugbyUnion    

Mayor Steve Chadwick 
Rotorua Lakes Council  
Civic Centre 
1061 Haupapa Street 
Rotorua 
 
 
Dear Steve 
 
The Bay of Plenty Rugby Union (BOPRU) firstly would like to thank the Rotorua Lakes Council (RLC) for their support over 
recent years, significant events have been achieved together and we look forward to this continuing.  Hosting the Maori 
All Blacks / British and Irish Lions match was a highlight of 2017.  The economic impact from the game of rugby resulted in 
multi millions of dollars being injected into the Rotorua community, showing off both the Rotorua International Stadium 
and the city itself. 
  
BOPRU through our administration of the game of rugby in the Rotorua Lakes Council region is an enabler for significant 
participation by thousands of rugby players.  Our players span junior to senior, boys and girls, men and women across all 
segments of society.  We are firm supporters of the important value that sport plays in the Rotorua community. The 
impact of rugby has massive social and economic impacts within your region.  
  
The Bay of Plenty Rugby Union administers the game of rugby across the Bay of Plenty region from Katikati to Reporoa 
and East to Te Kaha and is at the forefront of rugby in New Zealand.  The Union, established in 1911, has the third highest 
player participation in the country, with over 11,000 players per annum.   
  
Rugby in the Bay of Plenty has experienced a substantial increase in participation, commercial growth and on the national 
and international stage through the performance of the Steamers, Volcanix, added to the success of the All Blacks, Black 
Ferns and New Zealand Sevens teams that all feature Bay of Plenty players.   The Bay of Plenty Rugby Union’s vision is: 
“BayWide, BayPride Unifying and inspiring the Bay of Plenty”.  Focus areas, which underpin the vision, are Partnerships, 
Community and Rugby. 
  
Sport and recreation plays a vital role in achieving a number of Rotorua 2030 goals.  Council’s focus under the Sport and 
Recreation Portfolio is to build a stronger, healthier, happier and safer Rotorua community through sport and recreation. 
To reflect this broader role the vision, ‘Rotorua has active people, connected communities and outstanding places to play’ 
was created.  BOPRU is proud of the role we play in your city and way we assist your population meet these goals. 
  
BOPRU strongly want to emphasise the importance of Rotorua Lakes Councils contribution and increased investment in 
sporting facilities and sports events.  BOPRU again have three Steamers games set for Rotorua in 2018, and as a Union we 
are constantly looking to bid, to New Zealand Rugby, for games or tournaments that we can have played in Rotorua.  We 
will be bidding on the national under 19 tournament and other events, where we will need your Councils 
assistance.  These events bring significant economic impact and enjoyment for your community but major rugby events 
are keenly contested throughout the country. 
  
BOPRU’s sport and recreation relationship with RLC isn’t just regionally, it is internationally ie through the Beppu, Japan 
sister city relationship which is important.  BOPRU is constantly looking to grow the game regionally, nationally and 
internationally and our relationships in Japan, China, throughout the rest of Asia and beyond are starting to bring benefits 
to the sport and Bay of Plenty province. 
  
We have another really exciting partnership between BOPRU and RLC with the high performance training centre to be 
based at the Rotorua International Stadium.  This centre will help ensure Rotorua athletes reach their potential and will be 
fully supported and resourced by BOPRU strength and conditioning experts.  The high performance training centre will be 
another key step helping Rotorua rugby players continue on the path to high performance rugby success.  We appreciated 
the opportunity to partner on this facility, it will be a success.  
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High Performance Centre, 52 Miro Street, Mount Maunganui 

P: 07 574 2037     F: 07 574 2046     W: www.boprugby.co.nz 
       boprugby              @BOPRugby                   @boprugby             BOPRugbyUnion    

Sport and recreation held at suitable facilities, like the Rotorua International Stadium, draws people from different 
backgrounds together and develops a heightened sense of community, identity and willingness to contribute back to the 
communities to which they belong.  Sport and recreation has the ability to drive a sense of community through developing 
social networks and shared experiences. Sport and recreation provides a catalyst for community gatherings and positive 
feel. The Rotorua International Stadium is one of the best in the country and is cherished when our Steamers and Volcanix 
play there.   
  
Quality facilities help to build pride in the city’s recreation and sporting achievements and celebrate excellence.  BOPRU 
will be working with RLC in the near future as we look to target hosting the first All Black match to be held in the Bay of 
Plenty.  The wonderful success of hosting another British and Irish Lions match in Rotorua can only excite us all for more 
major matches at the Rotorua International Stadium.  Adding to the Lions match, the successful partnership between 
Rotorua Lakes Council, Bay of Plenty Rugby Union and New Zealand Rugby to host five years of the National Sevens 
tournament (2014-2018) has proven this three way partnership produces great events. 

     
Conclusion  
  
The Bay of Plenty Rugby Union has overseen significant growth in the game in recent years.  We have seen growth in girls 
and women’s rugby, overall playing numbers are at an all-time high and we are the province in New Zealand who has the 
highest proportion of Maori players.  We are now the third largest Rugby Union in the country behind Auckland and 
Canterbury.  Growth has been matched by success on the field for our representative teams the Steamers and Volcanix. 
  
The securing of national and international events to Rotorua remains a focus for the BOPRU, with the assistance of the 
RLC, large events help grow regional GDP, grow visitor nights, showcase Rotorua and grow community pride. 
  
BOPRU thanks and acknowledges RLC for their commitment to rugby.  The support relating to running our major games 
(Steamers, Volcanix and National Sevens tournaments) is appreciated.  BOPRU feels the full support of Councillors and 
staff who are all professional, positive and keen to work together. 
  
Sport and recreation has an important role in Rotorua and remains one of the best vehicles to bring communities 
together.  Investment in sport and recreation strongly contributes to having a city with great places, spaces and 
environments and a city with heart and soul and BOPRU encourage strong future investment in sport and 
recreation.  Through rugby the impact overseen by the BOPRU in the greater Rotorua community is significant.  We look 
forward to our strong partnership with RLC growing and developing as we assist each other achieve our mutual goals. 
  
Finally, the BOPRU look forward to bringing the family friendly season launch road show to Rotorua in early August and to 
have our Steamers team playing three games in the city again this year.  We will also have the Volcanix and many of our 
age grade teams playing representative rugby in Rotorua this season.  We are a sport that has thousands of your residents 
playing and enjoying the many benefits of Council investment in sport and recreation, we look forward to working with 
you and your team to continue this progress. 
  
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
Mike Rogers 
CEO 
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Submitter Number: 449 
Response ID: 1277553 
First Name: Alan 
Last Name: Wills 
Organisation:  
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
Option 2 - Asset renewal: Re-roof & renew plant only, No additional services/facilities. Long term 
viability of Aquatic Centre will need to be reviewed. Will cost $3.3m 
 
Your thoughts? 
We question the need for the proposed full redevelopment of the Aquatic Centre, and suggest an 
Option that incorporates the necessary maintenance work for the pools, and which re-visits the 
need for a roof, should be developed. See attached doc for more. 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
We suggest that the option of a new building, with the façade of the old bath house incorporated 
into the design, should be costed and considered before council goes ahead and invest the $30m in a 
rebuild. See attached doc for more. 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
...we are pleased to see the costs of wastewater schemes targeted and confined to the properties 
connected to them. We encourage council to ensure that [such] schemes are fully funded by the 
connected properties. Please see attached doc for more info. 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
Option 3 - Status Quo - waste services are not extended to rural communities. 
 
Your thoughts? 
As we submitted last year, we do not support extension of the waste management service further 
into rural areas... we are against extending the waste management service. Please see attached doc 
for more info. 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
On the basis of user pays principles we offer cautious support to the introduction of a contributions 
policy for growth. It would need to be based on a rigorous formula. Please see attached doc for 
more info. 
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What would you do for the Lakefront? 
Option 1 (Preferred): Council will deliver Stage 1 of a significant redevelopment for the area which 
can be leveraged to attract external investment for future stages. Will cost $21.1m over 8 years. Avg 
0.3% rates increase. 
 
Your thoughts? 
The funding from private interests is of course significant to the viability of this proposal, and should 
be locked in before proceeding. Please see attached doc for more info. 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, forest remains the same, no enhancement undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
We do not support this project proceeding, as it is too far from council’s core business and privately 
owned land is potentially involved. 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
Option 2 - Do not deliver the project, the park remains the same with no enhancement of the area 
being undertaken. 
 
Your thoughts? 
We support Option 2 – to limit future investment and maintain the existing asset. Please see 
attached doc for more info. 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
 
Your thoughts? 
Federated Farmers does not support the establishment of a CCO in this instance, as it reduces the 
level of transparency and reporting to the community... we support Option 2 - Council does not 
create a CCO. Please see attached doc for more info. 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
Option 1 (Preferred) - Sell councils pensioner units to an experienced CHP 
 
Your thoughts? 
It is Federated Farmers view that council should only provide social services where there is clearly 
market failure, and responsibility has been clearly delegated by central government. Please see 
attached doc for more info. 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
Funding and delivery 
We support the emphasis placed on achieving funding for new projects or levels of service from 
external partners and increasing fees and charges to help maintain existing levels of service. 
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We hope that council can maintain general rate revenue within the vicinity of 50% of total revenue 
as shown on the pie chart on page 57, and can adhere to the limits on rate increases over the life of 
this Long Term Plan, as shown on page 58. 
As big payers of property value rates farmers appreciate some certainty about the picture ahead, 
and we feel that this is being delivered by the information in the Consultation Document. 
12. Rates 
The information shown on pages 70 and 71 of the consultation document offer good transparency as 
to rate impacts and methods. 
It is interesting to see that the uniform charge component of rate revenue is 25%, offering some 
room to move in terms of the legislated 30% cap. 
As we have argued extensively in previous years, rates are not just a tax but rather a method of 
gathering revenue according to the principles of section 101 of the Local Government Act 2002. 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
Option 3 - Retain: Leave at 0.955 for the rural residential and at 1.72 for business. A review of the 
differentials could be addressed in a full rating review. 
 
Your thoughts? 
We support retaining the business differential at its existing level... we do not however support the 
increase in the rural residential differential to 1.0. believing that it should stay at 0.955. Please see 
attached doc for more info. 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
Option 2 - Reduce further or increase the UAGC 
 
Your thoughts? 
We support Option 2 – that council contemplates a greater share of income by way of fixed charges 
as opposed to capital value, and increases the UAGC above $570. Please see attached doc for more 
info. 
 
 
Further Comments: 
Please see attached doc. 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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We wish to be heard in support of this submission 
 

 
1.  Introduction 

 
This opportunity to submit on the key conversations in the draft Long Term Plan for 2018-28 
is appreciated. 
Its emphasis, essentially responding to growth with new spending to this purpose, is a 
challenging one. Financial sustainability too is vital, and Council has done some good work 
laying out the various options and costing them for public consultation. 
Council will be familiar with our submissions on financial plans in previous years, and our 
support for the use of targeted rates and the uniform annual general charge for the purposes 
of funding enterprises from which all in the community benefit. 
 
2. Council’s role 
 
We wish to take this opportunity to raise our concerns at Rotorua Lakes Council’s 
participation in the appeals on the Plan Change 10 process of the Bay of Plenty Regional 
Council. 
We understand that this is a significant investment of resources, and contend it is 
inappropriate to council’s role of governing in the interests of the whole Rotorua community. 
We see this as a significant aspect of RLC’s strategic direction and as such it should have been 
outlined in the Consultation Document on this Long Term Plan. 
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3. Rate increase 
While left until deep in the Consultation Document, Council appears to be signalling 
restrained rate increases in the years after 2018’s 5.6%. The emphasis on prudence and the 
use of borrowing for the key capital projects outlined in the Consultation Document offers 
some confidence that the ‘quantified limits on rate increases’ shown on page 58 of the 
Consultation Document can be adhered to. 
 
4. Key consultation topics 
 
On the basis of conversations in the rural community and our previous work submitting to 
council’s financial plans we offer brief comment below on the major consultation items in the 
Consultation Document. 
One important theme for rural ratepayers is the need for a strong emphasis on user pays 
approaches to funding community facilities where this is feasible. 
Rural residents overall do not receive the same level of service as urban residents. For farmers 
there is no street lighting or footpaths, yet the property value system of rates ensures they 
will pay more than other residents for these amenities. 
Federated Farmers is pleased that there is a commitment on the part of central government 
to review the rating and funding of local government, as part of the Coalition Agreement. For 
our members this is a matter of some urgency, as local government is clearly facing 
infrastructure and service challenges beyond the reasonable scope of property value rates. 
It is good that council is seeking third party or private funding to support many of the projects 
proposed in this draft Long Term Plan. 
 
 4.1 The Aquatic centre – prefer Option 2 
 
 We question the need for the proposed full redevelopment of the Aquatic Centre, and 
 suggest an Option that incorporates the necessary maintenance work for the pools, 
 and which re-visits the need for a roof, should be developed. 
 We question the additional need for a dedicated learn to swim pool, when timing and 
 proportioning of the use of the existing facilities might resolve this need. 
 Our preference is for Option 2. 
 
 4.2 Museum – replacement option needed 
 
 We are concerned that council is contemplating a $30m spend to refurbish and 
 strengthen a building that, as it is on a site subject to geothermal activity, may still 
 present considerable maintenance costs and challenges in the future. 
 
 We suggest that the option of a new building, with the façade of the old bath house 
 incorporated into the design, should be costed and considered before council goes 
 ahead and invest the $30m in a rebuild. 
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 4.3 Sir Howard Morrison Performing Arts Centre 
 
 Many in our membership feel that there is already significant duplication of event 
 space in Rotorua, and that perhaps the centre should refocus as the original civic 
 theatre without the dining and meeting room space. 
 
 4.4 Rotorua International Stadium 
 
 Overall, the farming community is happy with existing facilities, and we feel that if 
 businesses desire the availability of corporate box facilities they should fund the cost 
 of construction upfront in return for a lease period. 
 We don’t believe that any ratepayer money should be spent on capital improvements. 
 For these reasons the proposed development is not supported. 
 
5. Environmental sustainability 
 
As farm businesses make considerable private investment in environmental sustainability we 
are pleased to see the costs of wastewater schemes targeted and confined to the properties 
connected to them. 
We do query however whether interest costs on the debt incurred for the new schemes will 
come from the general rate or be also confined to the upfront payment/ targeted rate on 
connected properties. 
Some of our members have expressed concern that council is making this investment while 
ignoring the numerous households in Mamaku Village that are still on septic tanks and, we 
are told, likely to ultimately leach nutrients to ground water that will end up in the lakes. Their 
needs are not addressed at any point in this Long Term Plan. 
We encourage council to ensure that waste management schemes are fully funded by the 
connected properties. 
 
6.  Waste management -  status quo supported, do not extend the service 
 
As we submitted last year, we do not support extension of the waste management service 
further into rural areas. 
It is the view among many of our members that the kerbside service is poor, with an increase 
in rubbish and pollution along district roads since implemented. The trucks don’t close the 
lids on bins and rubbish flies out onto roads, and bins are being broken by truck lifting. 
Some in the rural community are annoyed that the council didn’t listen when told that 
kerbside recycling wasn’t wanted; they were ok visiting the recycling centre in town. 
We are concerned that only one year into the new waste management system, already there 
is a rise in price. 
For these reasons we are against extending the waste management service. 
 
7. ‘Growing our District’ 
 
Federated Farmers is interested in the Sustainable Development Policy/ Development 
Contributions Policy as it in theory offers a ‘user pays’ approach to funding growth 
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infrastructure. This in many respects can satisfy the need for intergenerational equity, 
particularly at a time when council is absorbing unforeseen population growth. 
 
This policy would need to be based on a rigorous formula that measures the growth 
component impact on the targeted water, wastewater and stormwater elements.  
 
Our concern is that the suggested policy may not incorporate impacts on the roading network, 
and we would be concerned to see developments proceed on the assumption that growth is 
funded, when it fact only part of it is. 
On the basis of user pays principles we offer cautious support to the introduction of a 
contributions policy for growth. It would need to be based on a rigorous formula. 
 
8. Keeping the Foot on the Pedal of Progress 
 
Federated Farmers has made clear its view on the singular emphasis on tourism in council’s 
economic development work, and our view that commercial accommodation and visitor 
businesses should pay a premium on their rates for the visitor experience council is funding. 
This is reflected somewhat in the business differential on the general rate. 
It is challenging for residents of the district to be funding both growth and the council’s 
encouragement of it. 
 
 8.1  Development of the Lakefront 
 There is a general acceptance that the Soundshell has to go, but a view among our 
 members that the current green space be preserved as common ground and grass 
 space.  
 It is also vital that Council’s development does not compete with private sector, e.g. 
 in the provision of cafes, and rent and lease income should fully fund the maintenance 
 of any new building or facility established. 
 The funding from private interests is of course significant to the viability of this 
 proposal, and  should be locked in before proceeding. 
 On this basis we can support Option 1 in the Consultation Document. 
 
 8.2 Whakarewarewa Forest and Te Ara Ahi Cycleway extension 
 We do not support this project proceeding, as it is too far from council’s core business 
 and privately owned land is potentially involved. 
 
 8.3 Improving Kuirau Park 
 We are concerned at the proposal here to relocate the car park and establish more 
 community gathering space, as it is difficult to see the need for this. The sports field, 
 while in need of drainage work, provides ample space for outdoor activities. 
 We think this is a step too far – the City’s focus should remain on the lakefront. 
 We support Option 2 – to limit future investment and maintain the existing asset. 
 
9. Creation of a new Council Controlled Organisation (CCO) – The Rotorua Lakefront/ 
CBD Development Company 
Federated Farmers does not support the establishment of a CCO in this instance, as it reduces 
the level of transparency and reporting to the community. 
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We do not believe an Urban Development Authority is necessary for Rotorua and cannot 
support additional staff being required to that purpose. 
While we see merit in establishing a targeted rate on commercial accommodation and visitor 
businesses for the purposes of CBD and visitor experience development, rate revenue should 
be spent on that purpose and not on the establishment of another administrative framework 
for the City. 
As such we support Option 2 – Council does not create a Development Company CCO. 
  
10.  Housing challenges 
It is Federated Farmers view that council should only provide social services where there is 
clearly market failure, and responsibility has been clearly delegated by central government. 
We feel that there has not been an ongoing programme to maintain the units and, as they 
are self-funding, are clear candidates for transfer to a specialist provider of social housing. 
 
On this basis we support Option 1, council’s preferred Option. 
 
11. Funding and delivery 
We support the emphasis placed on achieving funding for new projects or levels of service 
from external partners and increasing fees and charges to help maintain existing levels of 
service. 
We hope that council can maintain general rate revenue within the vicinity of 50% of total 
revenue as shown on the pie chart on page 57, and can adhere to the limits on rate increases 
over the life of this Long Term Plan, as shown on page 58. 
As big payers of property value rates farmers appreciate some certainty about the picture 
ahead, and we feel that this is being delivered by the information in the Consultation 
Document. 
 
12. Rates 
The information shown on pages 70 and 71 of the consultation document offer good 
transparency as to rate impacts and methods.  
It is interesting to see that the uniform charge component of rate revenue is 25%, offering 
some room to move in terms of the legislated 30% cap. 
As we have argued extensively in previous years, rates are not just a tax but rather a method 
of gathering revenue according to the principles of section 101 of the Local Government Act 
2002. 
 
 12.1 How rates are calculated 
 We support retaining the business differential at its existing level, as this reflects the 
 high degree of direct benefit that commercial businesses derive from council 
 activities. 
 We do not however support the increase in the rural residential differential to 1.0, 
 believing that it should stay at 0.955 to reflect their somewhat lower levels of service 
 compared to City residential properties. 
 
 12.2 Uniform Annual General Charge 
 We strongly oppose reducing the UAGC from $570 to $500. We believe that the UAGC 
 is a vital mechanism to ensure that there is reasonable distribution of rates among the 
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 people that benefit from council’s activities, and profligacy is not hidden within high 
 rates on higher valued properties. 
 Council has in fact some scope to increase the UAGC above $570. We contend that 
 farmland already makes a considerable contribution to the funding of council’s vision 
 for Rotorua and its existing facilities and services. 
 
 We support Option 2 – that council contemplates a greater share of income by way 
 of fixed charges as opposed to capital value, and increases the UAGC above $570. 
 
 
ENDS 
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Submitter Number: 450 
Response ID: 1278364 
First Name: Nicki 
Last Name: Douglas 
Organisation: Te Arawa Lakes Trust 
 
 
What would you do for our Aquatic Centre? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for our Museum? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Tarawera? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
How would you extend Waste Management services for rural communities? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Some ideas on what could be in a Development Contribution Policy 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for the Lakefront? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Whakarewarewa Forest? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do for Kuirau Park? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Should we have a CCO to help move things forward? 
 
How do we fund a CCO? 
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Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you with our Pensioner Housing? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Please share your thoughts on the Financial Strategy: 
 
 
What would you with the differentials? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
What would you do with the UAGC? 
 
Your thoughts? 
 
 
Further Comments: 
See attached document. 
 
 
Attachment: 
Yes 
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Te Arawa Lakes Trust Submission to the Rotorua District Council Long Term Plan 

CONTEXT 

The Te Arawa Lakes Trust (TALT) is a Partner to the Rotorua Lakes Council (RLC), both in the context of the 
Rotorua/Te Arawa Lakes Strategy Group and the Lakes Programme, but also as a Post Settlement Governance Entity (PSGE) with 
Settlement responsibilities for Council to consider and as Treaty Partner, particularly for RLC  in regard to Article 2 of the Treaty of 
Waitangi. 

The Council has outlined its strategic framework – Vision 2030 and the Long Term Plan  and  the Te Arawa Lakes Trust is well positioned 
to be a Partner for Council in delivering to the key Outcomes and Objectives outlined for Reviving our facilities, Environmental 
Sustainability, Growing our District, Keeping the foot on the pedal of progress, Funding Delivery. 

Our submission provides the alignment between Council and TALT and outlines the opportunities for Council and Te Arawa to be in a 
true Partnership, ensuring that Te Arawa whānau, hapū and iwi are able to deliver to Te Arawa, for Te Arawa, in respect of the Lakes 
Programme and the sustainable management of the environment around our Lakes. The alignment of Outcomes, Objectives, and 
Values is clear, providing a stable and transparent platform for the allocation of resources to TALT for this work. 

The TALT submisison is also advocating for ongoing allocation of funding to some programmes to ensure that the wider work around 
our Lakes, in respect to water and engagement with Te Arawa whānau, hapū and iwi is able to continue and improve. The Te Arawa 
Lakes Trust acknowldege and support the role of Te Tatau in providing a voice for Te Arawa whanau, hapū and iwi in respect of the 
Council, this is however in additon to the Partnership with TALT rather than in place of it. 

Our general expectations are; 

• RLC provides for the delivery of development projects that restore, enhance and protect the mauri of the Lakes, rivers and 
waterways within the Te Arawa rohe 

• RLC engages with TALT to ensure the implementation of Te Tūāpapa as a matter of priority  
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• Provides for investment in projects that support hapū organisations to measure the mauri of the lakes  and deliver projects to 
enhance and restore mauri  

• Te Arawa are recognised kaitiaki (te hunga tiaki) of their physical, cultural and social environment and view the integrated 
management of all elements of this environment as being of utmost importance 

• Recognition of the mana whenua me mana whakahaere (rights and authority) of each Iwi and hapū within the RLC boundaries 

The Te Arawa Lakes Trust has demonstrated effectiveness in our work in the Lakes programme and also in our contribution across the 
Council’s infrastructure management, engagement with hapū and iwi as well as influencing the policy function of Council.  The Te 
Arawa Lakes Trust is also providing a leadership role on behalf of Te Arawa whānau, hapū and iwi for matters related to Climate 
Change, which your long term plan is currently silent on. We have outlined the role Council and TALT can play working together to 
ensure infrastucture and community resilience at this time of climate impact.  

In the past TALT has self funded our contribution to the RTALSG and the broader Council Programme of work that we are engaged in. 
We have from time to time delivered the work of our role in the programme under contract to the RLC – this in our view is not a 
Partnership approach as anitcipated by the Treaty of Waitangi, our Lakes Settlement or the RTALSG framework. We are seeking an 
alternative mechanism to enable the TALT to deliver our key role in the Lakes Programme – to retore the mauri of the Te Arawa Lakes.   

The Long Term Plan provides the opportunity for the District Council to give strong and full effect to the Partnership by allocating 
resources to the Te Arawa Lakes Trust so that we may deliver both on our component of the Te Arawa Lakes Programme with Te 
Arawa hapū and iwi, and also so we are able to deliver core services  across the wider Council programme of work in respect to 
hapū/iwi engagement.  

TALT are actively seeking a range of funding sources outside of this process (Central Government, BOPRC Long term plan process) 
WaiOra, Vision Matauranga, National Science Challenge) to ensure that the aspirations of Te Arawa whānau, hapū and iwi are met. It is 
our view that this submission is the allocation that supports us to meet the expectations of our people in respect of our role on the 
RTALSG and for our Settlement to be given its full effect.  
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Structure of Submission 

The table below outlines the Council outcomes and objectives, TALT outcomes and objectives and then notes the activity that could 
bring about alignment through implementation. The amounts are calculated at the rates of $120 p/h for a contractor with technical 
and/or cultural expertise. The rate is $250 p/h for TALT staff to ensure the administration and overhead costs is covered as well as the 
salary. 

There are some programmes where direct funding to TALT is sought and there are others which will be as part of a service provided to 
Council on a case by case basis. 
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Rotorua Lakes Council and  Te Arawa Lakes Trust alignment 

 

RLC Strategic 
Outcomes and 
Objectives (including 
values) 

Te Arawa Lakes 
Trust Outcomes 

Activity Description  Y4 
 
18/19 
$000 
 

Y5 
 
19/20 
$000 
 

Y6 
 
20/21 
$000 
 

Y7 
 
21/22 
$000 
 

Y8 
 
23/24 
$000 

Y9 
 
25/26 
$000 

Y10  
 
27/28 
$000 

Tarawera Collective 
Impact Model – An 
increasingly complex 
operating environment, 
balancing expectations 
of both national and 
local partners, we 
continually seek 
opportunites to 
innovate and improve 
 
 
Rotorua nui a 
kahumatamomoe –
hapū led Collective 
Impact model  - Support 
iwi and hapū to 
undertake restoration 
of wetlands and streams 
in Rotorua catchment. 
Allocation of funding for 
the restoration of the 
wetlands under RLC 
management with full 
input for iwi 
involvement and 
decision making on this 

Support ongoing development of 
model and investment in establishing 
the collective – TALT lead 
 
Project development and 
management 
 
Establishment of  backbone 
organisation and ongoing 
engagement – TALT Lead 
(it is hoped external funding will come online YR3 
 

 
Remove final 50TN from catchment 
and decrease phosphorus, increase 
carbon sequestration opportunity for 
landowners (link to Climate Change) 
YR 1 Engagement and Project 
planning, establish Governance  
YR 2-5 Training and Pilots, Comms 
(it is hoped external funding will come online YR3) 
YR 3-10 Deployment and comms 
(it is hoped external funding will come online YR3) 
Iwi and hapū engaged in delivery of 
projects  across Lakes (seed) 
Work Stream lead and PSG support – 
Coordination, reporting and 
contribution –(2 people) 

 
 
 
$25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$25k 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
$25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$25k 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
$25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$25 
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project 
 
Ongoing funding to 
Parakore , increased 
funding to community 
waste management 
initiatives to keep 
rubbish our of 
waterways  
 
 
Maintain Community 
matching fund. 
 
 

PLUS programme $$ for planned 
wetland programme.  
 
Big Spring Clean, continue community 
matching fund and develop 
workshops to support hapū and iwi to 
apply for environmental and 
community projects (existing funding 
maintained and new funding 
allocated  - 1% of Environment spent 

 
 
 
 
1% 

 
 
 
 
1% 

 
 
 
 
1% 

 
 
 
 
1% 

 
 
 
 
1% 

 
 
 
 
1% 

 Total Annual allocation for Environmental Sustainability  $50 
+1% 

$50 
+1% 

$50 
+1% 

1% 1% 1% 1% 
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RLC Strategic 
Outcomes and 
Objectives (including 
values) 

Te Arawa Lakes 
Trust Activity   

Activity Description  
 
 

Y4 
 
18/19 
$000 
 

Y5 
 
19/20 
$000 
 

Y6 
 
20/21 
$000 
 

Y7 
 
21/22 
$000 
 

Y8 
 
23/24 
$000 
 

Y9 
 
25/26 
$000 

Y10  
 
27/28 
$000 

Climate Change 
 
Resilient communities – 
a contribution to TALT 
and the Climate Change 
working group to 
undertake risk 
assessments and 
prepare preparedness 
plans for cultural 
infrastructure i.e. 
marae, urupa 
 
 
 
Waste water and storm 
water infrastructure to 
be future proofed for 
climate change 
predictions. 
 
Support current LTP 
provisions for 
Wastewater 
infrastructure in Lakes 
Progamme 

Work with the Te Arawa Climate 
Change  working group to develop 
and deliver response and 
preparedness plans for Cultural infra-
structure and hapū and iwi. 
 
Support the Te Arawa Climate Change 
Working group to develop an action 
plan to address Climate Change 
issues as outlined by Te Arawa in 
respect of the Lakes. 
Support the Te Arawa Climate Change 
working group to implement the 
Action plan. 
 
Improved and increased monitoring 
by iwi of all streams in the Rotorua 
catchment and those that run 
through urban areas around the Te 
Arawa Lakes in the district. 
 
Systems design approach to 
management of storm water 
infrastructure and increase 
investment in environmental 
outcomes 
 
Percentage of infrastructure budget 
made avalable for this work 

 
$25 
 
 
 
 
 
$22 
 
 
 
 
$25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 
 

 
$25 
 
 
 
 
 
$22 
 
 
 
 
$25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 

 
$25 
 
 
 
 
 
$22 
 
 
 
 
$25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 
 
 
 
1% 
 
 

Annual Allocation for Growing our District $72 + 
2% 

$72 + 
2% 

$72 + 
2% 

2% 2% 2% 2% 
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RLC Strategic 
Outcomes and 
Objectives (including 
values) 

Te Arawa Lakes 
Trust Activity   

Activity Description  Y4 
 
18/19 
$000 
 

Y5 
 
19/20 
$000 
 

Y6 
 
20/21 
$000 
 

Y7 
 
21/22 
$000 
 

Y8 
 
23/24 
$000 
 

Y9 
 
25/26 
$000 

Y10  
 
27/28 
$000 
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Development of Lake 
Front to include 
resource for full and 
proper engagement 
with all associated 
landowners.  

Full and meaningful engagement with 
TALT and beneficiairies  
 
Enhanced access to the Lakes for Te 
Arawa. Lake front development plans 
to include Ohinemutu. 

 
 
 

      

Annual Allocation for Keeping the foot on the pedal of progress As per allocation in LTP– plus engagement costs. 
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RLC Strategic 
Outcomes and 
Objectives (including 
values) 

Te Arawa Lakes 
Trust Activity   

Activity Description  Y4 
 
18/19 
$000 

Y5 
 
19/20 
$000 

Y6 
 
20/21 
$000 

Y7 
 
21/22 
$000 

Y8 
 
23/24 
$000 

Y9 
 
25/26 
$000 

Y10  
 
27/28 
$000 

Pa
rt

ne
ts

hi
p 

w
ith

 T
e 

Ar
aw

a 
La

ke
s T

ru
st

 
Building organisational 
Capbility  
 
Embed Te Tūāpapa 
 
 
 
Engagement with hapū 
and iwi 
Hapū and iwi involved in 
Decision making 
 

Embed Te Tūāpapa – We hounour 
our obligations to Maori, We look to 
Partnerships for the best opportunity; 
programme of workshops for all RLC 
staff who work on Lakes  
 
 
Continue co-governance support with 
Te Tatau  
Increase engagement wiht TALT 
 
Te Mana Whakahono a Rohe funding 
for TALT (and others) – Gap analysis, 
common themes, baseline report + 
engagement 

$30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$500 
 
 
 
$25 

$$30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$500 
 
 
 
$25 
 
 

$30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$500 
 
 
 
$25 

$30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$500 
 
 

$30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$500 

$30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$500 

$30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$500 

Annual allocation for Partnership with TALT $555 $555 $555 $530 $530 $530 $530 
TOTALS 

Annual allocation for Sustainable Environment  $50 
+1% 

$50 
+1% 

$50 
+1% 

1% 1% 1% 1% 

Annual allocation for Growing our district  $72 + 
2% 

$72 + 
2% 

$72 + 
2% 

2% 2% 2% 2% 

Annual allocation for Keeping the foot on the pedal of progress As per allocation in LTP– plus engagement costs. 
Annual allocation for Partnership with TALT $555 $555 $555 $530 $530 $530 $530 

TOTAL ANNUAL ALLOCATION as requested by TALT to support Hapū and iwi expectations and aspirations $677 
+ 3% 

$677 
+ 3% 

$677 
+ 3% 

$530 
+3% 

$530 
+3% 

$530 
+3% 

$530 
+3% 

 DIRECT Allocation to TALT Up to $300 p/a to deliver and support projects with 
hapū and iwi. 
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